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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    

The Mesqan are one of the diverse Ethno-linguistic clusters in Ethiopia whose language and 

oral traditions are not well -studied. So in order to fill such a gap I select 14 folktales and 

document it. The concept of documentary linguistics introduced to our notion presently it 

meant that production of a lasting, multipurpose record of a language. In order to meet 

such results, I collect about 55 folktales from 7 informants, of 60 minute by means of audio 

and video recording. Then I employed different software to digitalize it .These are audio 

and video converter, audacity, virtual-dab, praat and elan 

Lastly, using these selected folktales and other linguistic data I understand same 

grammatical skeleton of the language. Some of these sketches were described in previous 

studies, but some are described by the researcher. As a result of this I learned that Mesqan 

doesn’t have number marker. 

In conclusion, the target of this study is documenting Mesqan speech events and based on 

this to provide a grammatical sketch of the language. Few B.A students  of  Addis Ababa  

University  and  some  foreign  scholars  have  already  studied some linguistic features  . 

However, these studies do not provide a full description of the language. So this one  fill 

some gap too. 
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1111 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

1.1 General remarks on language and people  

Living place is approximately 130 km south of Addis Ababa, the capital city of Ethiopia, and 

65 km east of Wolkite, the administrative center of the Gurage Zone. 

Mesqan is said to have no dialects (Getu 1976). It is used mainly for oral communication; it 

has no script and it is not used in schools or for administrative purposes. The people who 

speak Mesqan live in one Woreda, called Mesqan Woreda, around Butajira town in the 

Gurage Zone of the Southern Nations, Nationalities and Peoples’ Regional State (SNNPRS). 

The Mesqan speaking area is bordered by Kistane to the North, Silt’i to the South, Dobbi 

and Muher to the northwest and Mareqo to the East. 

The exact number of Mesqan speakers is not known, but the total number of people in the 

former Mesqan and Mareqo Woreda amounts to 227,135. (CSA 1994: 71) Today the 

Mesqan Woreda comprises 41 farmer’s associations (called k’äbäle in Amharic), and one 

minor municipality, Butajira. According to ELRC (2005:20), the total number of ethnic 

Mesqan is 25,000. Chora (2002 E.C.:8), however, estimates the total number of Mesqan 

speakers to amount to 251,090 among whom 85,784 are male but 165,306 female 

speakers; this number include the Dobi. Mesqan is the dominant group in the Woreda but 

there are also people from Silt’e, Amhara, Tigre, Oromo and Sebat Bet Gurage who live in 

peaceful coexistence with the Mesqan (Chora 2002 E.C.: 8)   

The life of the Mesqan is based on agriculture and trade. Their staple diet is based on ənsɛt 

‘false banana’. The most popular local foods which are considered parts of Mesqan’s culture 

include k’otʃ’o ‘food prepared from the pith of the false banana’, cheese, cabbage, row meat. 

Most of the Mesqan people are followers of the Islamic faith. 

The total territory of Mesqan is 50,177 hectare situated between 1840 – 3200 m altitudes 

above sea level (Chora, 2002 E.C.: 9). The climate in the Mesqan Woreda divides the 

territory into two agro-ecological zones. Approximately twenty percent of the territory 
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belongs to the temperate zone; the remaining eighty percent are in the moderate zone 

(Chora 2002 E.C.: 9). The Woreda is well known for its fertile soil and conducive 

atmosphere for living and investment activities.  

The origin of the word Mesqan is explained with reference to the religious war between 

Christians and Muslim led by Ahmed Gragn in the 16th century. Ato Fetu, one of my Mesqan 

consultants (cf. section 3), reports that Ahmed Gragn named the people Mesqan according 

to the Amharic name mɛsk’ɛl ‘cross’ when he came across a priest holding such a cross in 

his hands. Denberu et al. (1988 E.C.: 16), in contrast, report that the name Mesqan 

originated from the name of the Meskele Eyesus Church which was built in today’s Bidara 

Farmers’ Association in Mesqan Woreda at the end of the medieval period. This church was 

destroyed by Ahmed Gragn. According to Ato Fekadu Asore, one of my Mesqan consultants 

(cf. section 3), however, some elders are of the opinion that this church was destroyed by 

Hasen Enjamo, i.e., not by Ahmed Gragn, at the end of the 18th century during his religious 

endeavor to convert the people of Mesqan to Islam. 

Formerly, the Mesqan speaking community is said to have comprised eight major sub-

groups in Meskan called summut sɛngɑ mɛsk’ɑn ‘eight oxen (of) Mesqan’. They are Teker, 

Mika’elo, Wirib, Aborat, Enat (Emm) Meskan in the Bidara area, and the Embor (fɛrɑ 

gɛzɛɲɲ), Tebon and Goyban (Denberu at al. 1988 E.C.: 32). Today’s Mesqan are subdivided 

into 62 groups which originate by intermingling with new-comers from different parts of 

Ethiopia which consequently settled in the area. Denberu et al. (1988 E.C.: 32) categorize 

the settlement and intermingling process of the Mesqan into three periods. Finding of 

plated rocks in the Mesqan area indicates the presence of ancient people. In relation to this, 

Lapiso (1982 E.C.: 191-92) is of the opinion that ancient paintings and the history of 

Egyptians, Greeks, Romans and Arabs clearly indicates that people with a certain 

knowledge of agriculture and related activates were present in southern Ethiopia 4,000 

years ago. However, no clear information is available about the identity of the people who 

lived there before the 14th century. Shack (1969: 98) states that an army which was led by 

Emperor Amde Tsion settled in a place which is now called Gurage in the 14th century. It 
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was at this time that the different tribes of Gurage including Mesqan came into existence 

(Denberu et al. 1988 E.C.: 35-36). Emperor Zera Ya’qob, who was one of the emperors of 

North Ethiopia during the Solomonian dynasty in the 15th century, took over the place of 

Amde Tsion and continued to strengthen Ethiopia as a centralized state. For this reason, 

the emperor came to the Gurage area with many of his relatives and followers who later 

settled there. Consequently, the following Mesqan subgroups are said to be descendents 

from the followers of Zera Ya’qob: Yesinano (found in Imbor), Odana and Inde (Denberu et 

al. 1988 E.C.: 37). During the 16th century, Imam Ahmed Gragn declared a war to the 

Christian emperors of Ethiopia but finally was defeated by them. His followers, too, settled 

in the Mesqan area to expand Islam and to diminish Christianity. 

1.2 Statement of the problem 

The Mesqan are one of the various Ethno-linguistic groups in Ethiopia whose language and 

oral traditions are not well -studied. In particular, the genre of folktales is virtually 

unstudied. Folktales are on the verge of extinction due to intense mutual contacts with the 

neighboring speech communities, which cause that the use of the Mesqan language is more 

and more restricted to only a few domains.  

1.3 Objectives 

The objective of this study is to document Mesqan folktales in their actual performance. 

Based on the transcribed, glossed, translated and annotated folktales, selected grammatical 

aspects of the language are described. In addition, archiving of natural Mesqan speech is 

one of the major objectives. 

1.4 Scope 

The scope of this project is restricted to documenting the folktales of Mesqan. Other types 

of oral traditions are not part of this project. 
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1.5 Significance 

The significance of the project has several facets. Firstly, it reveals the psychological, ethical 

and artistic attitudes as well as the beliefs and the traditional wisdom of the Mesqan. The 

Mesqan’s concepts of justice, mode of thinking and survival mechanism are reflected in the 

folktales, as they are part of the group experience. Secondly, the project records specimen 

of the oral treasures of the Mesqan, which are in the process of disappearing due to 

language contact. Thirdly, this project will hopefully support further linguistic and cultural 

research in collecting, analyzing, standardizing and revitalizing little-known Ethiopian 

language. 

1.6 Documentary linguistics 

Language documentation is concerned with the production of a lasting, multipurpose 

record of a language. The pragmatic explication of “lasting, multipurpose record of a 

language” sets on the assumption that it is possible and useful to compile a database for a 

very broadly defined subject matter (a language) without being guided by a specific 

theoretical or practical problem in mind which could be resolved on the basis of this 

database (Himmelmann 2002: 8).   

The major reason why linguists have to engage with the idea of multipurpose 

documentations is the fact that a substantial number of the languages still spoken today are 

threatened by extinction. Since it is impossible to check data with native speakers or to 

collect additional data sets of an extinct language, creating lasting, multipurpose 

documentation is thus seen as are major challenge in language documentation 

(Himmelmann 2002: 10).  

The aim of language documentation is to provide a comprehensive record of the language 

practices and characteristics of a given speech community (Woodbury 2003: 35). The goal 

is not a short-term record for a specific purpose or interest group but a record for 

generations and user groups whose identity is still unknown and who may want to explore 
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questions not yet raises at the time when the language documentation was compiled 

(Himmelmann 2002: 12).  

Language documentation is different from language description in three fundamental ways. 

First, language documentation aims at record of linguistic practices and traditions of the 

speech community while languages description aims at the record of a language with 

language being understood as a system of abstract elements, constructions and rules which 

constitute the invariant structures of the utterance observable in a speech community. 

Secondly, within the descriptive framework data collection is ancillary to the analysis of the 

language system. However within the documentary framework, aspects of various 

approaches to languages – including descriptive linguistic – are unified. The third major 

difference is within the descriptive framework, primary data are just means to analyze the 

language system. However within the documentation framework primary data are of major 

concern and presenting as many primary data with as much analytical information is 

possible (Woodbury 2003: 43). 

Documentation is based on a broad variety of approaches to languages, each combining 

various well-established frameworks which are relevant to the completion of the language 

documentation. Compiling language documentation data, involves at least the following 

four steps (Woodbury 2003: 35-6 and Himmelmann 2002: 14): 

A. Decisions about which data to collect and include in the documents 

B. The actual recording of the data 

C. Transcription, translation and commentary  

D. Presentation for public consumption and publicity accessible storage 

In addition, the following issues should also be considered or discussed in documentary 

linguistics (Himmelmann 2002: 14-16): 

A. Limits to documentation due to language right. According to recent thoughts in 

linguistics, the rights of the contributors and the speech community should be given 

priority over scientific interests. 
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B. The parameters for the selection of communicative events should determine the 

kind and the number of events to be included. As many and as varied 

communicative events as one can record, transcribe and translate can be included in 

language documentation.  

C. The quality of data depends on how the data were gathered and compiled. Thus 

evaluation and development of data gathering procedures are important areas of 

practical and theoretical inquiry within documentary linguistics.  

D. Further issues can be addressed which might include how communities can be 

actively involved in the design of a concrete documentation procedure from the very 

beginning to end; how the technical problems passed by the language 

documentation such as the choice of an appropriate recording and presentation 

technology, problem of archiving and maintaining documents, and the problem of 

providing and controlling access to documents.  

In terms of the number of speakers, Mesqan is a relatively healthy language (cf.1.2). 

Nevertheless it is to a certain extent endangered due to contact with neighboring speaker-

communities, urbanization, and due to the advancement of technology, the Mesqan became 

bilingual with different languages and they are dropping many cultural practices. At the 

same time, they are not using their languages for education or administration. This shows 

that Mesqan plays only a restricted role within the society. Therefore, the language must be 

documented and described. So in order to meet this goal, I collected around 15 folktales to 

help to document the Mesqan language in general. 

 

2222 MethodologyMethodologyMethodologyMethodology    

2.1 Data collecting method 

The methods used for gathering the necessary data are elicitation of folktales, focus group 

discussion and interview. The interview is an important way of gathering information on 

subjects, patterns of narration, etc. which the observation alone could not provide. In 
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addition, a focus group discussion with key informants was undertaken in order to 

strengthen and clarify the data, which were previously gathered.  

In all cases, the researcher used the Olympus digital sound recorder 3500 for audio 

recording, Sony Handy Cam 4.0 mega pixels for taking photos and videos, and an exercise 

book for taking notes. 

2.2 Data analyzing method 

At the beginning ,the researcher collected folktales. After each of the collection session, 

transcription into IPA and editing took place manually with the help of native-speaker 

consultants.  

After returning from the field, the collected data and information were annotated for 

further linguistic analysis and for the classification of the folktales. Then the researcher 

applied different software packages for the presentation of a 10% of the collected data for 

documentation. First the researcher converted the audio data from the WMA format to the 

WAV format with the help of Audacity. Secondly, the audio documents were transcribed 

with the help of Keyman and aligned with the text in Praat. Thirdly, the collected video 

MTW format were converted to the AVI format in order to edit and mix it with the audio 

WAV format via Virtual Dub in order to export it to Elan. Lastly video and audio data were 

edited for the final documentation in Elan. 

With regard to the grammatical analysis, the approach followed by the researcher is 

partially taking the works of Abduljebar (1988) and Getu (1976) as the base for the 

description, which was then enhanced by the data collected. All examples provided in this 

thesis were collected by the researcher. Further, grammatical phenomena that were not 

discussed in previous works, like noun and pronouns part from the morphology are taken 

up in this thesis by the researcher.  

In the section on folktales, the researcher focuses on their classification regarding contents 

and the types of characters.   
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3333 MetadataMetadataMetadataMetadata    

My Mesqan informants were: 

1. Ato Diliy Awel  

Born in Mesqan Woreda (Dobena Bati Kebele Gebere mahaber), 42 years old, fluent 

in Mesqan and Amharic, merchant 

2. Sheh Ahmedin Sheh Surur  

Born in Mesqan Woreda (Yetebon Kebele Gebere mahaber), 71 years old, fluent in 

Mesqan and Amharic, farmer 

3. Haji Mustefa Beyan 

Born in Mesqan Woreda (Beresaw Bati Kebele Gebere mahaber), 54 years old, 

fluent in Mesqan and Amharic, farmer and worker in the Mosque 

4. W/ro Nurya Andeta 

Born in Mesqan Woreda (Yetebon Bati Kebele Gebere mahaber), 45 years old, fluent 

in Mesqan and Amharic, merchant and housewife 

5. Ato Kemal Hamza 

Born in Mesqan Woreda (Embur  Bati Kebele Gebere mahaber), 45 years old, elder 

and farmer, fluent in Mesqan and Amharic  

6. Ato Fetu Muzeyn 

Born in Mesqan Woreda (Butajra), 30 years old, lab-technician, good in Mesqan and 

fluent in Amharic 

7. Ato Fekadu Asore 

Born in Mesqan Woreda (Yetebon) merchant, fluent in Mesqan and Amharic 

Folktales were collected from Butajira town and its surrounding rural kebeles.  
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4.2 Grammatical sketch of Mesqan 

4.2.14.2.14.2.14.2.1 PhonologyPhonologyPhonologyPhonology    

According to Abduljebar (1988), Mesqan has the following consonants and vowels. 

Table 1: Consonant phonemes 

  LLLLABIALABIALABIALABIAL AAAALVEOLARLVEOLARLVEOLARLVEOLAR PPPPALATALALATALALATALALATAL VVVVELARELARELARELAR GGGGLOTTALLOTTALLOTTALLOTTAL 

SSSSTOPTOPTOPTOP VL. b bw t  k, kw  

 VD.  d  g, gw     

 EJ.  t’   k’, k’w  

AAAAFFRICATEFFRICATEFFRICATEFFRICATE VL.  tʃ    

 VD.  dʒ    

 EJ.  tʃ’    

FFFFRICATIVERICATIVERICATIVERICATIVE VL. f, fw s ʃ  h, hw 

    VD.  z ʒ   

NNNNASAL ASAL ASAL ASAL      m mw n ɲ   

LLLLATERAL ATERAL ATERAL ATERAL       l    

FFFFLAP LAP LAP LAP       r    

AAAAPPROXIMANT PPROXIMANT PPROXIMANT PPROXIMANT      w  j   

Mesqan has 30 consonant phonemes comprising seven labials, eleven alveolars, four 

palatals, six velars and two glottals. The labials and the velar/glottals occur as plain vs. 

palatalized consonant. Mesqan has seven vowel phonemes. 
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Table 2: Vowel phonemes 

    FFFFRONTRONTRONTRONT    CCCCENTRAL ENTRAL ENTRAL ENTRAL     BBBBACKACKACKACK    

HHHHIGHIGHIGHIGH    i ǝ u 

MMMMID ID ID ID     e ɛ o 

LLLLOWOWOWOW     a  

4.2.24.2.24.2.24.2.2 MorphologyMorphologyMorphologyMorphology    

4.2.2.14.2.2.14.2.2.14.2.2.1 NounNounNounNoun    

A noun in Mesqan can be inflected for number, gender, case and definiteness. 

4.2.2.1.14.2.2.1.14.2.2.1.14.2.2.1.1 Number Number Number Number     

Semantically, Mesqan distinguishes between singular and plural number. Number is 

indicated either grammatically on the verb or lexically by pairs of supplementary nouns for 

singular vs. plural entities. Thus, Mesqan has no distinctive number marker attached to 

nouns. Nouns without context can refer to both, singular and plural referents: 

List 1: Simple nouns 

sənn  ‘tooth/teeth’ 

əmar  ‘donkey(s)’ 

fek’   ‘goat(s)’ 

fɛrɛz   ‘horse(d)’ 

dɛgg   ‘calf/calves’ 

ɛt’e   ‘sheep (Sg/Pl)’ 

The number of a noun is indirectly reflected in the syntactic relations with the verb or 

copula. 

(1) a. fɛrɛz‒u    b. fɛrɛz‒no 
 horse-COP.3sm     horse-COP.3pm 

 ‘It is a horse.’     ‘They are horses.’ 
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(2) a. fɛk’-i  tʃɛɲɲɛ-m  b. fɛk’-i  tʃɛɲɲo-m 
 goat-DEF come.PV.3sm-DCM  goat-DEF come.PV.3pm-DCM 

 ‘The goat has come.’   ‘The goats have come.’ 

In a few cases, number is indicated lexically in Mesqan. Consider the examples below:  

List 2: Supplementary nouns in singular and plural number 

SINGULAR     PLURAL 

ɛrrədʒdʒ  ‘boy’   dengɑ    ‘boys’ 

məss   ‘man’   gɛmmejɑ/gɛmme ‘men’ 

məʃt   ‘woman’  ənəʃʃəttɑ  ‘women’ 

Number can also be indicated by unspecific quantifiers, like bəʒɛ ‘many’, k’ɛl ‘small’ or 

ɑtʃəm ‘few’. These quantifiers can occur with countable nouns and uncountable nouns: 

(3) bəʒɛ fek’ 
many goat 

‘many goats’ 

 

(4) k’ɛl bjet 
small house 

‘a few houses’ 

 

(5) ɑtʃəm sɛr 
few grass 

‘some grasses’ 

4.2.2.1.24.2.2.1.24.2.2.1.24.2.2.1.2 GenderGenderGenderGender    

Mesqan can distinguish between masculine vs. feminine gender with animate nouns; 

inanimate nouns are treated grammatically like masculine nouns. Mesqan, like other West 

Gurage languages and North-Ethiosemitic languages distinguish between masculine vs. 

feminine gender also in the second and third person plural (see 4.2.2.2). Gender is usually 

not marked on the noun itself. Instead a verbal agreement marker or specific adjectives 

modifying the noun indicate its gender.  
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Most animate nouns in Mesqan can refer to both genders, i.e. they are inherently unmarked 

for gender. If it is necessary to distinguish between masculine or feminine gender, the 

adjective modifiers tɛbɑt ‘male’ or ɑnsət ‘female’ are used.  

List 3: Gender marking of animate nouns by adjective modifiers 

NEUTRAL GENDER   MASCULINE GENDER  FEMALE GENDER 

fek’  ‘goat(s) (m/f)’  tɛbɑt fek’ ‘he-goat’ ɑnsət fek’  ‘she-goat’ 

gija  ‘dog(s) (m/f)’   tɛbɑt gijɑ ‘he-dog’ ɑnsət gijɑ  ‘she-dog’ 

ɛt’e  ‘sheep (Sg/Pl) (m/f)’ tɛbɑt ɛt’e ‘he-sheep’ ɑnsət ɛt’e ‘she-sheep’ 

Only a few animate nouns in Mesqan are inherently marked for either gender. Most of them 

are given in List 4:  

List 4: Inherently gender-marked animate nouns 

MASCULINE    FEMININE 

ɑb  ‘father’  dɛku   ‘mother’ 
gobbe   ‘brother’   ɛttɛmm  ‘sister’ 

ɛrrədʒdʒ ‘boy’   gɛrɛd  ‘girl’  

borɑ  ‘ox’    ɛrɑm   ‘cow’ 

4.2.2.1.34.2.2.1.34.2.2.1.34.2.2.1.3 Case Case Case Case     

Nouns in Mesqan can be inflected for case by suffixation. There are different kinds of cases, 

such as nominative, accusative, dative, instrumental, genitive, etc. The nominative case is 

the unmarked case.  

Nouns in the accusative case are marked by the suffix -ɲɲɑ.  

(6) ɑhmɛd  jɑʃ-t-i     ɛrrdʒdʒ-ɛɲɲɑ wɛkkɑ-m 
Ahmed   GEN.you.sf-FOC-DEF boy- ACC hit.PV.3sm-DCM 

‘Ahmed has hit your boy.’ 

 

(7) gɛrɛd  fek’-i-ɲɲɑ    wɛkkɑtʃ-əw  
girl  goat-DEF-ACC  hit.PV.3sf-o3sm 

‘A girl hit the goat.’ 
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(8) bjet-i-ɲɲɑ   sejɑ-m  
house-DEF-ACC  buy.PV.3sm-DCM 

‘He has bought the house.’  

Note that all accusative marked nouns in the above examples are definite (for definiteness 

see List 5). 

Dative and genitive cases are both marked by the prefix jɛ-, as shown in the following 

examples: 

(9) jahmed ab! 
jɛ-ahmed ab! 
DAT-Ahmed give.IMP.2sm 

‘Give it to Ahmed!’ 

 

(10) jija ab! 
jɛ-ija ab! 
DAT-I give.IMP.2sm 

‘Give it to me!’ 

 

(11) jɛ-huti  fek’-u 
GEN-he  sheep-COP.3sm 

‘It is his sheep.’ 

 

(12) jɛ-dʒɛmɑl  bet-u 
GEN-Jemal house-COP.3sm 

‘It is Jemal’s house.’ 

Genitive and dative case can only be distinguished in context. While the genitive prefix is 

attached to noun modifiers of a head noun, the dative marker is prefixed to a single 

nominal constituent. 

Nouns in Mesqan are marked by the prefix bɛ- for the locative and instrumental case. 

(13) bɛ-bʷɛk’lɑ 
INST/LOC-mule  

‘by/on a mule’  
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(14) bɛ-borɑ 
INST/LOC-ox  

‘by/on an ox’ 

 

(15) bɛdʒ 
INST/LOC.hand 

‘by/on (a) hand’ 

 

(16) bɛgər  
INST/LOC.foot  

‘by/on (a) foot’ 

Usually the context is sufficient enough to distinguish between locative and instrumental 

case; ambiguity occurs only in isolation.    

4.2.2.1.44.2.2.1.44.2.2.1.44.2.2.1.4 DefinitenessDefinitenessDefinitenessDefiniteness    

According to Crystal (1997ː34), it distinguishes the uses of nouns, definite and the 

indefinite article.  

In Mesqan, however, indefiniteness is not marked on a noun. Bare nouns are usually 

considered to be indefinite. The definite article is the suffix -i:  

List 5: Indefinite and definite nouns 

 INDEFINITE  DEFINITE 

a. bjet    bjeti   ‘a/the house’ 

b.  ɛrrədʒdʒ   ɛrrədʒdʒi  ‘a/the boy’  

c.  sɛb    sɛbi   ‘a/the man’  

d.  məʃt-   məʃti    ‘a/the woman’  

e.  ɛdʒ    ɛdʒi    ‘a/the hand’  

f.  fek’   fek’i    ‘a/the goat’  

g. borɑ    borɑj    ‘an/the ox’  

h.  ɛt’e    ɛt’ej    ‘a/the sheep’ 

The definite article is uttered as the vowel [i] when the noun ends in a consonant (cf. List 

5a-f) but as approximant [j] when the nouns ends in a vowel (cf. List 5g-h). Note that the 

definite article can also be attached to personal pronouns (cf. example (6)). 
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4.2.2.24.2.2.24.2.2.24.2.2.2 PronounsPronounsPronounsPronouns    

4.2.2.2.14.2.2.2.14.2.2.2.14.2.2.2.1 Independent pIndependent pIndependent pIndependent personal pronounsersonal pronounsersonal pronounsersonal pronouns    

Mesqan has the following independent personal pronouns: 

Table 3: Independent personal pronouns 

 SINGULAR  PLURAL  

1 ijɑ ‘I’ innɑ ‘we’ 

2M ɑhɛ ‘you’ ɑhu ‘you’ 

2F ɑʃi ‘you’ ɑhəmɑ ‘you’ 

3M huti ‘he/it’ hənno ‘they’ 

3F hiti ‘she’ hənnɛmɑ ‘they’ 

Note that the second and third person plural pronouns are also used to address an 

individual politely.  

When independent personal pronouns occur as complement to a copula, they are always 

followed by the suffix -tt which seems to function as focus marker. 

(17) jɛ-ijɑ-tt-u 
Gen-I-FOC-COP.3sm 

‘It is mine.’ 

 

(18) ijɑ-ttə-n-ku 
I-FOC-COP-1s 

‘It is I.’ 

 

(19) jɛ-gɛrɛd-i-w. 
GEN-girl-DEF-COP.3sm 

‘It is the girl’s.’ 

When simple nouns function as complement to the copula, as in (19), the suffix -tt is never 

attached to them. 
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4.2.2.2.24.2.2.2.24.2.2.2.24.2.2.2.2 Possessive pPossessive pPossessive pPossessive pronounronounronounronounssss    

Possession in Mesqan can be expressed in two ways: (a) by the independent personal 

pronouns marked for genitive case or (b) by possessive suffixes attached to noun 

possessed. 

(20) jɛ-hǝnno borɑ-w 
GEN-they.m ox-COP.3sm 

‘It is your ox.’ 

 

(21) bet-ɛɲɲɑ-w 
house-my-COP.3sm 

‘It is my house.’ 

The full paradigm of the possessive suffixes is given in Table 4. 

Table 4: Possessive pronoun suffixes 

 SINGULAR  PLURAL  

1 -ɛɲɲa ‘my’ -ɛnnɑ ‘our’ 

2M -ɑhɛ ‘your’ -ɑhu ‘your’ 

2F -ɑʃi ‘your’ -ɑhəmɑ ‘your’ 

3M -ɛhut(a) ‘his/its’ -ɛhənno ‘their’ 

3F ‒ɛta ‘her’ -ɛhənnɛmɑ ‘their’ 

Note that the possessive suffix pronouns of the second person are identical to the 

corresponding independent personal pronouns (see Table 3).  

4.2.2.2.34.2.2.2.34.2.2.2.34.2.2.2.3 Emphatic or rEmphatic or rEmphatic or rEmphatic or reflexive pronounseflexive pronounseflexive pronounseflexive pronouns    

The emphatic pronouns are formed from the nouns nɛbs ‘soul’ or ɛrɑs ‘self’ to which the 

possessive suffix pronouns are attached, as in the following examples: 

(22) ijjɑ ɛrɑs-ɛɲɲa tʃɛɲɲɛ-hu 
I self-my   come.PV-1s 

‘I myself came.’ 
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(23) huti nɛbs-ɛhut tʃɛɲɲɛ-m 
he soul-his  come.PV.3sm-DCM 

‘He himself has come.’ 

 

(24) hənno nɛbs-ɛhənno tʃɛnno 
they.m soul-their.m come.PV.3pm 

‘They themselves have come.’ 

The reflexive pronouns, too, are formed from the nouns nɛbs ‘soul’ or ɛrɑs ‘self’ with 

possessive suffixes.   

(25) ijɑ nɛbs-ɛɲɲɑ ɛ-tɑnnək’ 
I  soul-my  1s-hang.IPV 

‘I will hang myself’. 

 

(26) ɑʃ nɛbs-ɑʃ  k’ɛt’t’ɛr-ʃ 
you.sf soul-your.sf  kill.PV-2sf 

‘You killed yourself.’ 

Emphasis on the possessor of an item can be expressed by using the noun gɛzzɑ ‘own’ as 

modifier to the possessed noun that, in turn, is marked by the possessive suffixes to 

indicate the possessor: 

(27) jɛ-gɛzzɑ bet-ɛɲɲɑ 
GEN-own house-my 

‘my own house’ 

 

(28) jɛ-gɛzzɑ fek’-ɑhɛ 
GEN-own goat-your.sm 

‘your own goat’ 

An alternative construction for emphasizing the possessor of an item is using the noun 

nɛbs ‘soul’ followed by possessive suffixes as modifier to the possessed noun: 

(29) jɛ-nɛbs-ɛɲɲɑ bet-u 
GEN-soul-my house-COP.3m 

‘It is my own house.’ 
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(30) bɛ-nɛbs-ɑʃ bet tə-nɛbǝr 
LOC-soul-her house 3sf-live.IPV’ 

‘She lives in her own house.’ 

The indefinite pronoun k’una ‘single’ followed by possessive suffixes is used to express the 

concept of ‘alone’: 

(31) k’unɑ-hutɑ 
alone-his 

‘he alone’ 

 

4.2.2.2.44.2.2.2.44.2.2.2.44.2.2.2.4 Indefinite pIndefinite pIndefinite pIndefinite pronounronounronounronounssss    

The following indefinite pronouns are frequently used in Mesqan: 

List 6: Indefinite pronouns 

ɑttəm   ‘one, nothing’ 

ɑttɑtt   ‘everyone’  

k’unɑm  ‘single’ 
k’unɑk’unɑ  ‘everyone’  

gəbətt   ‘half’ 

ənnəm   ‘all’ 

mʷɑnnəm  ‘whichever, whoever’ 

ɛngʷod   ‘other’ 
ebɛlo   ‘so-and-so’ 
əkki   ‘such’ 

Some of these indefinite pronouns can be followed by possessive suffixes to indicate 

specific portions of a group of entities: 

(32) ənnəm-ɛnnɑ 
all-we 

‘all of us’ 

 

(33) gəbətt-ɑhu 
half-you.pm 

‘half of you’ 
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(34) ɑttɑtt-ɑhu 
everyone-you.pm 

‘everyone of you’ 

 

4.2.2.2.54.2.2.2.54.2.2.2.54.2.2.2.5 Interrogative pInterrogative pInterrogative pInterrogative pronounronounronounronounssss    

The following interrogative pronouns occur in Mesqan: 

List 7: Interrogative pronouns 

SIMPLE PRONOUNS 

mʷɑ   ‘who’  mʷɑmʷɑn  ‘who (p)’ 

mən    ‘what’ 

etti   ‘which’ 

mɛtʃɛ   ‘when’ 

COMPLEX PRONOUNS 

bɛmən    ‘how’ 

jɛmən    ‘why’  

mənɑjnɛt   ‘what kind’ 

yɛmənɑhərge  ‘how often’ 

mək’ɑr    ‘what thing’ 

ette     ‘where’ 

jɛmʷɑ    ‘whose’ 

tɛmʷɑ    ‘with whom’ 

When the interrogative pronoun mʷa appears in a copula clause, the copula has the 

form -nni, but not -n, in the 3sm. 

(35) mʷɑ-nni? 
who-COP.3sm 

‘Who is it/he?’ 

4.2.2.34.2.2.34.2.2.34.2.2.3 VerbVerbVerbVerb        

In Mesqan, verbs can occur in the perfective or imperfective aspect in the indicative mood, 

or in the jussive or imperative mood. The perfective aspect indicates that an verbal action 

is completed while the imperfective aspect denotes incomplete actions. All verbs are 

inflected for person, number and gender with reference to their subjects (Getu 1976: 14). 
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In addition, a number of suffixes attached to Mesqan verbs can establish a reference to the 

direct object or to adjunct arguments. 

4.2.2.3.14.2.2.3.14.2.2.3.14.2.2.3.1 Verb conjugationsVerb conjugationsVerb conjugationsVerb conjugations    

4.2.2.3.1.14.2.2.3.1.14.2.2.3.1.14.2.2.3.1.1 PPPPerfecterfecterfecterfectiveiveiveive    

Verbs in the perfective aspect are conjugated by a set of suffix pronouns which are shown 

on the root *sbr ‘break’ in the following list: 

List 8: Conjugation of a perfective verb 

(a)  sɛbbɛr̠-hu   ‘I broke’ 

 break.PV-1s 

(b) sɛbbɛr̞-hɛ   ‘you (sm) broke’ 

 break.PV-2sm 

(c) sɛbbɛr̠-ʃi   ‘you (sf) broke’ 

 break.PV-2sf  

(d)   sɛbbɛr-ɛ   ‘he broke’ 

 break.PV-3sm 

(e)   sɛbbɛr-ɛtʃ    ‘she broke’ 

 break.PV-3sf 

(f)  sɛbbɛr-nɛ   ‘we broke’ 

 break.PV-1p 

(g)  sɛbbɛr-hu   ‘you (m) broke’ 

 break.PV-2pm 

(h)  sɛbbɛr-həmɑ   ‘you (f) broke’ 

 break.PV-2pf 

(i)  sɛbbɛr-o   ‘they (m) broke’ 

 break.PV-3pm 
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(j)  sɛbbɛr-ɛmɑ    ‘they (f) broke’ 

 break.PV-3pf 

As it can be observed from the above list, the person, number and gender markers are the 

following morphemes (cf. Getu 1976: 16). 

Table 5: Subject pronouns with perfective verbs 

 SINGULAR PLURAL 

1 -hu -nɛ 
2M -hɛ -hu 
2F -ʃi -həmɑ 
3M -ɛ -o 
3F -ɛtʃ -ɛma 

Note that the subject suffix pronouns for the 1s and the 2pm are identical in shape, 

namely -hu. 

The negative of the perfective is formed by attaching the prefix an- to the affirmative 

perfective verb, as shown in List 9. 

List 9: Conjugation of a negated perfective verb 

(a)  an-sɛbbɛr̠-hu   ‘I did not break’ 

 NEG-break.PV-1s 

(b) an-sɛbbɛr̞-hɛ   ‘you (sm) did not break’ 

 NEG-break.PV-2sm 

(c) an-sɛbbɛr̠-ʃi   ‘you (sf) did not break’ 

 NEG-break.PV-2sf  

(d)   an-sɛbbɛr-ɛ   ‘he did not break’ 

 NEG-break.PV-3sm 

(e)   an-sɛbbɛr-ɛtʃ    ‘she did not break’ 

 NEG-break.PV-3sf 
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(f)  an-sɛbbɛr-nɛ   ‘we did not break’ 

 NEG-break.PV-1p 

(g)  an-sɛbbɛr-hu   ‘you (pm) did not break’ 

 NEG-break.PV-2pm 

(h)  an-sɛbbɛr-həmɑ  ‘you (pf) did not break’ 

 NEG-break.PV-2pf 

(i)  an-sɛbbɛr-o   ‘they (m) did not break’ 

 NEG-break.PV-3pm 

(j)  an-sɛbbɛr-ɛmɑ   ‘they (f) did not break’ 

 NEG-break.PV-3pf 

4.2.2.3.1.24.2.2.3.1.24.2.2.3.1.24.2.2.3.1.2 IIIImperfectmperfectmperfectmperfectiveiveiveive    

Verbs in the imperfective aspect are conjugated by a set of combined pre- and suffixes 

which are shown on the root *sbr ‘break’ in the following list: 

List 10: Conjugation of an imperfective verb 

(a)  ɛ-sɛbǝr̠ - ø   ‘I break’ 

 1s-break.IPV 

(b) tǝ-sɛbǝr-ø   ‘you (sm) break’ 

 2-break.IPV-sm 

(c) tǝ̠-sɛbir - ø   ‘you (sf) break’ 

 2-break.IPV-sf 

(d)   jə-sɛbǝr-ø   ‘he breaks’ 

 3-break.IPV-sm 

(e)   tǝ-sɛbǝr- ø   ‘she breaks’ 

 3sf-break.IPV 

(f)  nə-sɛbǝr-nɛ   ‘we break’ 

 1p-break.IPV-1p 
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(g)  tǝ-sɛbr-o   ‘you (pm) break’ 

 2-break.IPV-pm 

(h)  tǝ-sɛbǝr-ma   ‘you (pf) break’ 

 2-break.IPV-pf 

(i)  jə-sɛbr-o   ‘they (m) break’ 

 3-break.IPV-pm 

(j)  jə-sɛbǝr-ma   ‘they (f) break’ 

 3-break.IPV-pf 

The imperfective base of the root *sbr is sɛbr; the vowel ǝ which sometimes occurs in this 

base is an epenthetic vowel. The feminine marker in the 2sf is the suffix -i which is affects 

the pronunciation of preceding vowels. Note that the prefix in the above example mainly 

denotes person but the suffix gender and number. As it can be observed from the above 

example, the person, number and gender markers are the following (cf. Getu 1976: 16):  

Table 6: Subject pronouns with imperfective verbs 

 SINGULAR PLURAL 

1 ɛ- / -n- n-...-nɛ 
2M t- t-...-o 
2F t-...-i t-...-mɑ 
3M j- j-...-o 
3F t- j-...-ma 

The negative of the imperfect is formed by adding the prefix /-ɑn/ to the positive 

conjugation. (Getu  1976: 24). 

4.2.2.3.1.34.2.2.3.1.34.2.2.3.1.34.2.2.3.1.3 Jussive Jussive Jussive Jussive and imperativeand imperativeand imperativeand imperative    

Verbs in the jussive and imperative mood are conjugated by a set of combined pre- and 

suffixes which are similar to that of a imperfective verbs, as shown on the root *sbr ‘break’ 

in the following list: 
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List 11: Conjugation of a jussive/imperative verb 

(a)  nǝ-sbǝr̠    ‘Let me break’ 

 1s-break.JUS 

(b) sǝbǝr-ø    ‘break (sm)!’ 

 break.IMP(2sm) 

(c) sǝbi    ‘break (sf)!’ 

 break.IMP.2sf 

(d)   jɛ-sbǝr-ø   ‘Let him break’ 

 3-break.JUS-sm 

(e)   tǝ-sbǝr    ‘Let  her break’ 

 3sf-break.JUS 

(f)  nə-sbǝr-nɛ   ‘Let us break’ 

 1p-break.JUS-1p 

(g)  sǝbr-o    ‘break (pm)!’ 

 break.IMP-(2)pm 

(h)  sǝbr-ɛma   ‘break (pf)!’ 

 break.IMP-(2)pf 

(i)  jɛ-sbr-o   ‘Let them break’ 

 3-break.JUS-pm 

(j)  jɛ-sbr-ɛma   ‘Let them (f)  break’ 

 3-break.JUS-pf 

As it can be observed from the above example, the person, number and gender markers are 

the follows: 
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Table 7: Subject pronouns with jussive/imperative verbs 

 SINGULAR PLURAL 

1 n- n-...-nɛ 
2M (t-) (t-)...-o 
2F (t-)...-i (t-)...-mɑ 
3M jɛ- jɛ-...-o 
3F t- jɛ-...-ma 

Note that in the imperative the person marker t- does not occur in the affirmative. It occurs 

only in the negative. 

The jussive base is also used to form the verbal noun. In this case, the jussive base is 

preceded by the prefix wɛ-. 

(36) wɛ-sbər 
VN-break 

‘to break’ 

4.2.2.3.24.2.2.3.24.2.2.3.24.2.2.3.2 Marking of direct objects on the verbMarking of direct objects on the verbMarking of direct objects on the verbMarking of direct objects on the verb    

The direct object of a clause can also be referred to by object pronouns suffixed to the verb 

(transitive). In this case, the actual object may be an overt noun or only expressed by the 

suffixed object pronouns. The forms of the object pronouns with the verb wɛkkɑ ‘he hit’ are 

as follows: 
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List 12: Object pronoun suffixes 

(a) /wɛkka‒ɛ‒i‒m/~[wɛkkem] ‘ hit me’ 

 hit.PV-3sm-o1s-DCM 

(b) wɛkkɑ-nnɑhɛ-m   ‘he hit you (sm)’ 

 hit.PV.3sm-o2sm-DCM 

(c) wɛkkɑ-nnɑʃǝ-m   ‘he hit you (sf)’ 

 hit.PV.3sm-o.2sf-DCM 

(c) wɛkkʷɑ-nnǝ-m   ‘he hit him’ 

 hit.PV.3sm-o3sm-DCM 

(d) wɛkkɑ-nnɑ-m    ‘he hit her’ 

 hit.PV.3sm-o3sf-DCM 

(e) wɛkkɑ-nnɛ-m    ‘he hit us’ 

 hit.PV.3sm-o1p-DCM 

(f) wɛkkɑ-nnɑhu-m   ‘he hit you (pm)’ 

 hit.PV.3sm-o2sm-DCM 

(g) wɛkkɑ-nnɑhəmɑ-m   ‘he hit you (pf)’ 

 hit.PV.3sm-o2sf-DCM 

(h) wɛkkɑ-nno-m    ‘he hit them (m)’ 

 hit.PV.3sm-o3pm-DCM  

(i) wɛkkɑ-nnɛmɑ-m   ‘he hit them (f)’ 

 hit.PV.3sm-o3pf-DCM 

3sm objects are marked by a combination of the suffix -nn and the feature labialization 

which will be realized on one of the consonants of the verb root. 

Note that in the imperfective, the object suffix pronouns may have different forms, as, for 

instance -hɛ instead of -nnahɛ for 2sm objects. 
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(37) jə-wɛkɑ-hɛ 
3sm-hit:IPV-o2sm 

‘he hits you’ 

4.2.2.3.34.2.2.3.34.2.2.3.34.2.2.3.3 Marking of Marking of Marking of Marking of adjunct arguments on the verbadjunct arguments on the verbadjunct arguments on the verbadjunct arguments on the verb    

4.2.2.3.3.14.2.2.3.3.14.2.2.3.3.14.2.2.3.3.1 Benefactive Benefactive Benefactive Benefactive adjunctsadjunctsadjunctsadjuncts    

Benefactive adjuncts refer to individuals to whose favor or advantage the verbal action is 

fulfilled. They are marked by a suffix -n followed by the suffix pronouns which partially also 

mark direct objects.  

List 13: Benefactive adjunct suffix pronouns 

the benefactive-person (n-) 

(a) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-n-i    ‘he judged to my favor’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-BEN.1s 

(b) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-n-hɛ    ‘he judged to your (sm) favor’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-BEN.2sm 

(c) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-n-ʃ    ‘he judged to your (sf) favor’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-BEN.2sf 

(c) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-n-ɛ    ‘he judged to his favor’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-BEN.3sm 

(d) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-n-a    ‘he judged to her favor’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-BEN.3sf 

(e) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-n-nɛ    ‘he judged to our favor’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-BEN.1p 

(f) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-n-hu    ‘he judged to your (pm) favor’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-BEN.2pm 

(g) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-n-həma   ‘he judged to your (pf) favor’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-BEN.2pf 
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(h) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-n-o    ‘he judged to their (m) favor’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-BEN.3pm 

(i) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-n-ɛma   ‘he judged to their (f) favor’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-BEN.3pf 

4.2.2.3.3.24.2.2.3.3.24.2.2.3.3.24.2.2.3.3.2 Malefactive adjunctsMalefactive adjunctsMalefactive adjunctsMalefactive adjuncts    

Malefactive adjuncts refer to the idea of ‘against, to the disadvantage of’. These adjuncts are 

marked on verbs by the suffix -b followed by the suffix pronouns which partially also mark 

direct objects.   

List 14: Malefactive adjunct suffix pronouns 

Malefactive – person (b-) 

(a) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-b-i    ‘he judged to my detriment’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-MAL.1s 

(b) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-b-hɛ    ‘he judged to your (sm) detriment’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-MAL.2sm 

(c) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-b-ʃ    ‘he judged to your (sf) detriment’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-MAL.2sf 

(c) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-wɛ    ‘he judged to his detriment’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-MAL.3sm 

(d) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-b-a    ‘he judged to her detriment’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-MAL.3sf 

(e) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-b-nɛ    ‘he judged to our detriment’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-MAL.1p 

(f) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-b-hu    ‘he judged to your (pm) detriment’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-MAL.2pm 

(g) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-b-həma   ‘he judged to your (pf) detriment’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-MAL.2pf 
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(h) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-b-o    ‘he judged to their (m) detriment’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-MAL.3pm 

(i) fɛrrɛd-ɛ-b-ɛma   ‘he judged to their (f) detriment’ 

 judge.PV-3sm-MAL.3pf 

Note that the actual pronouns for benefactive and malefactive adjuncts are the same.  They 

differ only in the way that the suffix  -n precedes the benefactive but the suffix  -b the 

malefactive. 

(38) jə-fɛrdǝ-b-i 
3sm-judge.IPV-MAL-o1s 

‘he judges to my detriment’ 

 

(39) jə-fɛrdǝ-n-i 
3sm-judge.IPV-BEN-o1s 

‘he judges to my favor’ 

The existential verb nɛno ‘there is’ can also occur with benefactive or malefective suffix 

pronouns to denote a beneficiary or an obligation. 

(40) nɛnɛ-n-i 
exist.3sm-BEN-o1s 

‘it is for me’ 

 

(41) nɛnɛ-b-i 
exist.3sm-MAL-o1s 

‘I have to’ 

4.2.34.2.34.2.34.2.3 Remarks on syntaxRemarks on syntaxRemarks on syntaxRemarks on syntax    

The order of constituents in a Mesqan sentence is subject object verb(SOV). 

(42) gɛrɛd-isubject  fek’-i-ɲɲɑobject   wɛkkɑtʃ-əwverb 
girl-DEF  goat-DEF-ACC  hit.PV.3sf-o3sm 

‘A girl hit the goat.’ 

As subject agreement is obligatory expressed by pronominal affixes on the verb, known 

subject need not to be referred to by independent personal pronouns. If these pronouns 

occur in a clause, they usually put emphasis on the subject. 
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In a noun phrase, a modifier precedes its head noun. 

(43) jɛ-mot-ɛ  borɑ ɑʒʒɛ-hu 
REL-die.PV-3sm  ox see.PV-1s 

‘I saw an ox which died.’ 

The definite article -i/-j is suffixed to the modifier not to the head noun in complex noun 

phrases: 

(44) jɛ-tɑggɛd-ɛ-j    ɛrrədʒdʒ mot-ɛ 
REL-be_imprisoned-PV-3sm-DEF  boy  die.PV-3sm 

‘The boy who was imprisoned died.’ 

The prefix jɛ- as marker of verbs in relative clauses occurs only with perfective verbs. If the 

relative clause is headed by an imperfective verb, it simply precedes its head noun without 

any marker. 

(45) jə-ttɑggɛd-i   ɛrrədʒdʒ tʃɛɲɲɛ 
3sm-be_imprisoned.IPV-DEF boy  come.PV.3sm 

‘The boy who is imprisoned came.’ 

Furthermore, if the relative clause verb in the perfective aspect is preceded by a case 

marker, the relative verb marker jɛ- is also omitted: 

(46) kɛ-tʃɛɲɲɛ  məss ge 
with-(REL)come.PV. man  together 

‘together with the man who came’ 

 

In conclusion, the target of this study is documenting Mesqan speech events and based on 

this to provide a  grammatical sketch  of the  language. Few B.A students  of  Addis Ababa  

University  and  some  foreign  scholars  have  already  studied some linguistic features  of  

the  Mesqan  language.  However,  these  studies  do  not  provide  a  full description of the 

language.
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FFFFolktaleolktaleolktaleolktalessss 

4.3 General overview on studies of folktales 

The term folktale bears may different definitions that literary scholars have not agreed on 

yet. This is evidenced by Coffin and Cohen (1966:1) who stated, “The word folktale is not 

clearly defined in English usage. Rather it has always been a general term referring to the 

many types of traditional narratives known to the folk.” However in spite of its vagueness 

and ambiguity,  attempts have been made to define, classify and describe the term. 

Finnegan (1970: 2) described it as the prose narrative genre of oral literature. Shaw 

(1972:163) considered folktale as traditional narrative originating in and among people. It 

is one major part of oral tradition.  

Others consider folktale to be an inclusive term which covers all traditional prose 

narratives like legends, myths, fairy tales, fables and others. For example, Cathy (1984) 

writes about folktales as follows: “Folktales are stories that grow out of the lives and 

imaginations of the people, or folk. They are a form of traditional literature which began as 

an attempt to explain and understand the natural and spiritual world.” Abrams (1981:67) 

explains folktales as a short narrative in prose, of unknown authorship, which has been 

transmitted orally. Folktales include myths, fables, and tables of heroes. Reaver (1962) 

categorized all traditional prose tales, fairy tales, fables myths, anecdotes, narrative jokes 

and stories about stupid man under different forms of folktales.  

With regard to Mesqan up on the collected data , there are no different kinds of narrations 

like legends, myths, fairy tales, fables, etc. Therefore, the researcher considers all kinds of 

narration in Mesqan as folktale.   

Folktales are believed to be performed in every community. The characters may include 

animals, human beings, ghosts, monsters, angles; gods, etc. Characters in narratives can be 

denoted by proper nouns (a particular name) or collectively by common nouns. Characters 

in a single narrative can sometimes be of two or more kinds. This it to say that some 

narratives have human beings and animals as characters but other might contain monsters 
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or angles. It is common to find the attribution of human beings, like the ability to speak and 

communicate, on animals and other character types. Most folktales mention the interaction 

of human beings with inanimate objects and animals. Characters in folktales reveal both 

the strong and the weak side of human beings and direct to the deserved direction. They 

represent people with their wisdom, ability, and other human qualities and behaviors.   

The time and place where folktales are narrated seem to vary from society to society, 

evening hours when people are not engaged in daily routines sitting near the fireside or in 

the moonlight seem ideal and convenient setting for storytelling.  

There is no single and consistent way of classifying folktales (Fekade 1991). However 

folklorists try to classify tales on the basis of various factors including form, character, 

context, function, and other distinctive features. I decided to choose the method described 

by Okpewhu (1992) to classify the Mesqan folktales because he provides an easily 

applicable classificatory system. Okpewhu (1992: 181 – 182) reviewed the different 

classifications of folktales and concluded that most folktales were classified in four ways. 

First, folktales can be classified according to the characters in them (animals, humans, or 

fairies). This classification is highly criticized as it undermines the human characteristics of 

fairies and animals. Moreover it makes it difficult to classify folktales which have the three 

character types together. Second, folktales can be classified according to their purpose 

revealed in the content, i.e., either as moralistic or didactic. Third, characteristic features of 

the folktales can be used for classification, like trickster tales, dilemma tales, historical tales 

and origin tales. The fourth way of classification is based on the context yielding moonlight 

tales, divination tales and hunters’ tales. 

4.4 The pattern of Mesqan folktales 

In Mesqan, the term for folktale is tʃɛrɛtɑ according to Ato Diliya Awel. He and other 

informants used a phrase which contained the word tʃɛrɛtɑ at the end of their narration: 

jɛmɛsk’ɑn tʃɛrɛtɑw ‘This is a Mesqan tale’. On the other hand, Ato Kemal Hamza assumes 

that the term muzɑhɑrɑ ‘talk’ may also denote a folktale. The researcher understood 
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muzɑhɑrɑ as denoting an ordinary talk among people about their life, but tʃɛrɛtɑ always 

refers to a narration by a person to an audience. 

According to Ato Fetu, Mesqan folktales have their own beginning and ending. He said that 

at the beginning the narrator starts by saying: nɑwdəhɛ tʃɛrɛtɑ ‘let me tell you a tale’ and 

the audience replies ɑwdemɑhɛ nəftɑ ‘let me stop working’. Then the narrator starts the 

main story by saying bɛdrɛ gizjɛ ‘ones upon a time’. At the end of the folktale, the narrator 

finishes by saying binnɑ wɛnet bɛhəno k’ənatʃ’ ‘through our (mouth) butter through their 

(mouth) louse’. 

I select fourteen folktales from which I collected. Nine of them use a human being as 

character, four of them animals, and one folktale a human being and animals. With regard 

to the purpose of the folktales, didactic narrations are predominant, only some are 

moralistic.  

In the following, I present the classification of the Mesqan folktales I collected according to 

Okpewhu’s (1992) four classificatory strategies. Table 8 below summarized the characters 

of each tale. 

Table 8: Characters in Mesqan folktales 

NNNNO OF THE TALEO OF THE TALEO OF THE TALEO OF THE TALE    CCCCATEGORY ATEGORY ATEGORY ATEGORY     CCCCHARACTERSHARACTERSHARACTERSHARACTERS    

Tale 1 People mother, her son and his mother-in-law 

Tale 2 People wise man and foolish man 

Tale 3 People charming man and a passive man 

Tale 4 People mother, her daughter and her son-in-law 

Tale 5 People two poor men and a rich man 

Tale 6 People landlord, a man and a woman 

Tale 7 People wizard and a man 

Tale 8 Animals monkey and lion 

Tale 9 Animals monkey and lion  

Tale 10 People man, his wife and his mother  

Tale 11 People’ man and women 

Tale 12 People mother and her daughter 

Tale 13 People and Animals man, tiger, hunters and ape 

Tale 14 Animals hyena, lion, wild animals and monkey 
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The purpose and the content of the tales are given in Table 9. 

Table 9: Purpose of Mesqan folktales 

NNNNO OF THE TALEO OF THE TALEO OF THE TALEO OF THE TALE    PPPPURPOSEURPOSEURPOSEURPOSE    CCCCONTENTONTENTONTENTONTENT    

Tale 1 didactic  concerning the use of horrible words  

Tale 2 didactic concerning how being thoughtlessness yields suffering 

Tale 3 didactic concerning how intelligence helps to communicate easily 

with  anybody 

Tale 4 didactic concerning how to fix up what was done before 

Tale 5 moralistic concerning the effect of pending main issues 

Tale 6 didactic concerning how things can evolve against our intention 

Tale 7 didactic concerning an unbalanced way out of a crisis    

Tale 8 didactic concerning subjects who overlook who you are 

Tale 9 didactic concerning honesty and reliability  

Tale 10 didactic concerning the need of  readiness for anything  

Tale 11 moralistic concerning habits followed everywhere 

Tale 12 didactic concerning the difference of outlook  

Tale 13 didactic concerning that being cooperative may push you down  

Tale 14 didactic concerning the consequence of friendship beyond stage  

The characteristic features of the folktales, i.e. whether they are trickster tales, dilemma 

tales, historical tales or origin tales, are given in Table 10.  

Table 10: Specific features of Mesqan folktales 

NNNNO OF THE TALEO OF THE TALEO OF THE TALEO OF THE TALE    CCCCHARACTERISTIC FEATURHARACTERISTIC FEATURHARACTERISTIC FEATURHARACTERISTIC FEATURESESESES    

Tale 1 problem tale 

Tale 2 problem tale 

Tale 3 trickster tale 

Tale 4 problem tale 

Tale 5 unclassified 

Tale 6 problem tale 

Tale 7 trickster tale 

Tale 8 trickster tale 

Tale 9 trickster tale 

Tale 10 problem tale 

Tale 11 trickster tale 

Tale 12 problem tale 

Tale 13 trickster tale 
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Tale 14 trickster tale 

The fourth way of classification focuses on the context of the folktales. The question arising 

now is whether the context of the narration time or the storyline should be considered. The 

narration time is the time at which the society narrates the folktales. The storyline time, in 

contrast, is concerned with the time at which the narrated event takes place. With regard to 

Mesqan, the narration time, as I mentioned in chapter two the Mesqan are not using their 

language for education or administration. The Mesqan language plays only a restricted role 

in the society. In addition, technology and urbanization change the lifestyle of the society. 

One of the changes concerns the time and place of story narration. In early times, the 

Mesqan were narrating folktales after the sunset under a big tree adjacent to their home. At 

present days it depends on the situation (Dily Awel). Therefore, I collected all stories by 

creating artificial settings. As to the storyline context, any story has its own setting 

depending on its content. The Mesqan folk tales have thus different settings according to 

their contents. Most of the stories start by saying bɛdrɛ giziyɛ ‘ones up on a time’ using an 

unspecified place, as indicated in the following table: 

Table 11: Storyline context of Mesqan folktales 

NNNNO OF THE TALEO OF THE TALEO OF THE TALEO OF THE TALE    TTTTIMEIMEIMEIME    PLACEPLACEPLACEPLACE    

Tale 1 night  At his mother-in-law’s home 

Tale 2 night and the next day wise man’s home and trial  

Tale 3 morning to sunset walkway in a place where others 

collect crops 

Tale 4 morning daughter’s home  

Tale 5 sunset to the morning of the 

coming day   

rich man’s home 

Tale 6 daytime man walking on a steep reaching a 

house and resides there 

Tale 7 daytime wizard’s home 

Tale 8 daytime unknown place  

Tale 9 three days  lion’s home  

Tale 10 daytime ego’s mother’s home  

Tale 11 middle of the night home  

Tale 12 daytime ego’s mother’s home 
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NNNNO OF THE TALEO OF THE TALEO OF THE TALEO OF THE TALE    TTTTIMEIMEIMEIME    PLACEPLACEPLACEPLACE    

Tale 13 daytime walkway to the market and to the 

jungle   

Tale 14 daytime home and jungle 
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5555 Summary and conclusionSummary and conclusionSummary and conclusionSummary and conclusion    

In this chapter, the major points raised in the preceding chapters are summarized. Mesqan 

has 30 consonant phonemes. These phonemes are the labials b, bw , m, mw, w, f and  fw ; the 

alveolars t, d, t’, s, z, l, r, and n; the palatals: ʧ, dʒ, ʧ’, ʃ ,ʒ , ɲ and j; the velars: g, gw ,k, kw , k’ 

and  k’w; the glottals h and hw. Mesqan has seven vowel phonemes: i, e are front vowels; ə, ɛ 

and ɑ are central vowels; u and o are back vowels. 

Mesqan nouns can be inflected for gender, number, case and definiteness. There is no overt 

number marker on nouns; instead number is expressed syntactically on the verb. There are 

also a few nouns which are lexically marked for either plural or singular. Masculine or 

feminine gender of animate nouns in Mesqan is distinguished grammatically. The gender is 

not marked on the noun or its modifiers but syntactically by the use of agreement 

pronouns on the verb. Nouns denoting animals do not distinguish between masculine and 

feminine. However, with some animals, gender can be distinguished by gender-indicating 

modifiers. Nouns in Mesqan can be marked as definite by the morpheme –i; indefiniteness 

is either not marked or expressed by quantifiers. 

In Mesqan, the nominative case is unmarked. Nominative subjects are distinguished by 

their initial position and by verbal agreement. Accusative case is marked by the morpheme 

-ɲɲa; dative and genitive cases are marked by the morpheme jɛ-. Nouns in Mesqan 

language are marked by the morpheme bɛ- for instrumental case.  

The personal pronouns and agreement markers in Mesqan distinguish between feminine 

and masculine gender in singular and plural. Possession is normally expressed by 

possessive suffixes or, alternatively, as a genitive construction involving the independent 

personal pronouns. The verbal system is based on aspect which basically distinguishes 

between perfective and imperfective aspect. There is no morphologically present-tense 

marker in Mesqan. The order of constituents in a Mesqan sentence is Subject Object Verb, 

as in most Ethiosemitic languages.  
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Mesqan is until now a scarcely documented language whose transfer to the next generation 

is unsafe. The oral literature of Mesqan is highly influenced by neighboring languages. Most 

of the Mesqan youngsters are not able to narrate their own oral literature in Mesqan. This 

shows a high level of endangerment. Therefore all the concerned bodies should support the 

documentation and description of the Mesqan language and the Mesqan speaking 

community should be concerned to teach their children in their mother tongue Mesqan. 
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ላጲሶ ጌ/ዴሌቦ ዶ/ር (1982) ፣ የ ኢትዮጵያ የ ገ ባ ር ስ ርዓትና ጅምር ካፒታሊዝም፣ 2ኛ 

   
መጽሐፍ፣ ን ግድ ማተሚያ ቤት፣ አዲስ አ በባ ፡ ፡  

እ ን ደለ  ን ጉሤ (1986) ፣ የ መሰቃን  ስማዊ ሐረግ  መዋቅር  (ያ ልታተመ ዲ.ማ.ጽ) አዲስ  አ በባ 

  ዩ ኒ ቨርሲቲ፣ አዲስ አ በባ ፡ ፡  

ድን በሩ ዓለሙ እ ና ሌሎች (1988) ፣ ጎ ጎ ት የ ጉራጌ ብሔረሰብ ታሪክ፣ ባሕልና ቋንቋ ፤ አ ርቲስ ቲክ  

  ማተሚያ ድርጅት፣ አዲስ አ በባ ፡ ፡  

ፈቃደ አ ዘ ዘ  (1991)፣  የ ሥነ -ቃል መምሪያ ፣ ሁለተኛ እትም፣ አዲስ አ በ ባ ፣ አዲስ አ በ ባ ዩ ኒ ቨርሲቲ መጻሕፍት 

ማዕ ከል፡ ፡  

ጮራ (መጽሔት)(2002)፣  በመስቃን  ወረዳ ባሕልና ቱሪዝም ቢሮ የ ተዘ ጋጀ፣ ልዩ ዕ ትም፣ ቡታጀራ፡ ፡  
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Collection of Selected Collection of Selected Collection of Selected Collection of Selected     FolktalesFolktalesFolktalesFolktales    
This section includes transcribed and glossed Mesqan Folktales.Tale 1 is a story about a foollshness.Tale 

2 describes the foolish man who was accused of crime.Tale 3 is about wise and foolish.Tale 4 is about 

wise answer of the man to his mother-in-law.Tale 5 is about the use of coming(being)early is better than  

spending(staying)the night.Tale 6 describes  as things can happen in contrast to what we say.Tale 7 

describes about a person who looks for  a solution from wizard.Tale 8 about a Monkey who wants to 

pick up a louses from the hair of the Lion.Tale 9 about the Monky who looks food for his wife since she 

gave birth.Tale10 about a woman who dasen’t  know how to perform household chores.Tale 11 about 

the habit which can be never dies.Tale 12  describes about the mother who looks her douter  usually 

young .Tale 13  describes as wise is not only  human binges.And Tale 14 about a frendshep among Hyena 

and Lion. 

For the selected texts the researcher use a four-line transliteration: in the first line I represent the 

Mesqan sentence as it is recorded, in the second line I indicate morpheme boundaries, in the therd line 

translation of lexemes and glossing of grammatical morphems is given, the fourth line contains a free-

translation of the whole sentence.But the remaining texts are three -line transliteration: with no 

glossing.At the end of euch story there is abrif translation. 

 

Tale-1: A Horrible Speaker 
 

This story was told by Dilly Awel,   January 2010, Butajira, Ethiopia 

 

001.  bɑlik'    jəbr      k'ɑr    jɛnɛfsɛɲɲɑ      gɛwwɑ   jɛlɛk'ənni                 
bɑlik'   jə-br     k'ɑr      jɛ-nɛfs-ɛɲɲɑ    gɛwwɑ    jɛ-lɛk'ənn-i         

old person      3-say.IPV.sm       PRP     GEN-soul-my   fool         DET-have-Sf  

  

bɛsɛb   gɛwwɑ   nədɑk'    jəbr   k'ɑr   
nɛnnɛ 

 bɛ-sɛb  gɛwwɑ   nə-dɑk'     jə-br   k'ɑr   nɛnn-ɛ 

 LOC-man          fool                 1s-pleas.JUS      3-say.IPV.sm     PRP               exist-3sm 

 

                      ‘An old person said having may own fool let me pleased speaking others fool.’ 

 

002. bɑlik’   bɛgɛɲɲɛnnɑ   jɛgɛɲɲɛnnɑ   jɛmɛsk'ɑn   tʃɛrɛtɑw 
bɑlik’    bɛ-gɛɲɲ-ɛnnɑ   jɛ-gɛɲɲ-ɛnnɑ   jɛ-mɛsk'ɑn   tʃɛrɛtɑ-w 

old person     LOC-state-our    GEN-state-our   GEN-mesqan   tale-COP.3sm 

                     ‘This was our state Mesqan's tale.’ 

 

003. əmm    jɛrredʒdʒetɑ    jɑmɑtitɑ            
 əmm    jɛ-ɛrredʒdʒ-etɑ   jɛ-ɑmɑt-i-ɛtɑ         

  mother   GEN-son:her    GEN-mother in low-DEF-her  
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 bet   jɑmɑtɛhut    bet   tijar               
 bjet   jɛ-ɑmɑt-ɛhut    bjet    ti-j-ar    

 house  DAT:mother in low:his   house   SUB-3sm -go.IPV 

    

 

ɛrrədʒdʒɛɲɲɑ   jɑmɑtɛhɑ         bet  bɛwɛrhɛ  
ɛrrədʒdʒ-ɛɲɲɑ   jɛ-ɑmɑt-ɛhɑ          bjet    bɛ-wɛr-hɛ    

  son:my    GEN-mother in low-your.sm       house  LOC.go.PV-2sm  

   

   ɑtəzɛngi 
ɑn-tə-zɛng-i 

NEG-2-play.IPV-Sf 

 

  ‘A mother sent her son to his mother-in-law and told him not to say 

anything.’ 

 

004. ɑfɑhɛ        wudo   ɑfɑhɛ          təttəznɛgi       
 ɑf-ɑhɛ         wudo   ɑf-ɑhɛ            tə-ttə-znɛg-i       

  mouth-your-sm        horrible         mouth-your.sm         2-FOC-play.IPV.sm-Sf   

 

             
jɛmɛst   bɑrɛtʃəm     mɛkkɛrɛtʃm    lɑhɛtʃu 
jɛ-mɛst    bɑr-ɛtʃ-m    mɛkkɛr-ɛtʃ-m  lɑh-ɛtʃ-u 

3-look.IPV.sm  say.PV-3sf-DCM   advice.PV-3sf-DCM send.PV-3sf-COP.3sm 

 

‘When you speak, what it comes out from your mouth is a horrible thing.’ 

 

005.  bɛwɛrɛhənnɛmɑ    əmmi    bɛmɛkɛrɛtʃu     ɑjnɛt       

 bɛ-wɛr-ɛ-hənnɛmɑ    əmm-i    bɛ-mɛkɛr-ɛtʃ-u    ɑjnɛt 

     LOC-go.PV-3sm-they(f)  mother-DEF   LOC-advice.PV-3sf-3sm  kind 

 

ənk'k’us  bɑrɛm     tʃonnɛ 
 ənk'k’us   bɑr-ɛ-m    tʃonn-ɛ 

 silent   say.PV-3sm-DCM   sit-PV-3sm 

 

‘As he reached he did as he was told to do, He preserved himself from talking 

and sit-down.’ 

 

006.  ɑmɑti     ɛrrədʒdʒɛɲɲɑ    tɛtʃ'ɑwɛt    jɛmən 
 ɑmɑt-i      ɛrrədʒdʒ-ɛɲɲɑ    tɛ-tʃ'ɑwɛt    jɛ-mən  

 mother in low-DEF son-my     3-play.JUS.sm   DAT-what 
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  ɑttətʃ'ɑwɛt     təbun 
                   ɑn-tə-tʃ'ɑwɛt     tə-bun 

 NEG-2-play.IPV.sm    3-say.JUS.Sf 

 

 ‘Then the mother-in-law asked him why he is not talking to her.’ 

 

007. ɑj   dɑkko   tənətʃɛɲɲ    dɑkkoɲɲɑ   attətʃ’tʃ’ɑwɛt  
ɑj   dɑkko    tə-nə-tʃɛɲɲ    dɑkko-ɛɲɲɑ   ɑn-tə-tʃ’tʃ’ɑwɛt-Ø 

CON   mother  SUB-1pcome.JUS   mother:my   NEG-2-play.IPV-sm 

ɑfahɛ     jəmɛst      jɛbɑrɛte    
səlɛhɛnɛ    
ɑf-ɑhɛ     jə-mɛst      jɛ-bɑr-ɛt-e    səlɛ-hɛnɛ    

mouth-your.2sm   3-horeble.IPV-sm  DAT-say.PV.3sf-1s  reach.PV.3s-be 

   
ɑnnətʃ’tʃ’ɑwɛt    jəbbənɑ 
ɑn-tətʃ’tʃ’ɑwɛt-Ø   jə-bbən-ɑ 

 NEG-2-play.IPV.sm  3-say.IPV.sm-3sf  
 

‘He told her about what his mom told him about his rude language and that 
he was told not to speak.’ 
 

008.  ɛrrədʒdʒɛɲɲɑ     ɑhɛm    təhɛɲɲɑhɛ    hənom      
 ɛrrədʒdʒ-ɛɲɲɑ   ɑhɛ-m    təh-ɛɲɲɑ-hɛ    həno-m     

  son-my     you:DCM   child-my-COP.2sfare   they(m)-DCM    

 
təhɛɲɑno   hitim    dɑkwkwɑhɛjɑ    ijɑm    
    
təh-ɛɲɲɑ-no   hiti-m    dɑkwkw-ɑhɛ-jɑ    ijɑ-m     

child-my-COP.3pm   she-DCM   mother-your-COP.3sf   I-DCM    

 

dɑkwkwɑhənnɛmɑ   tɛtʃ'tʃ'awɛt    gəddenɛnnɑhɛ    
dɑkwkw-ɛhənnɛmɑ  tɛ-tʃ'tʃ'ɑwɛt         gədd-e-nɛnn-ɑhɛ    

 mother- their(f)   3.play.JUS.sm         problem-no-exist-you 

 

təbun 
tə-bun 

  3sf-say.IPV 

 

‘But the mother-in-law told him to see her as his mother too and to speak 

freely with her.’ 

 

009. bɛbɛrɛtʃ'tʃ'umɑ     t'ɛk'oɲɲɛt   ək'i   bɛmudʒdʒɑdʒdʒɑ   
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 bɛ-bɛrɛtʃ'tʃ'umɑ    t'ɛk'oɲɲɛt   ək'i   bɛ-mudʒdʒɑdʒdʒɑ  

   INST/LOC-stull     sround   this   LOC-fireplase 

 
zurɑ   tʃonnom        əsɑt         jəmwok'k'o   ɑtt  gunnɛnnɛhw   
zurɑ  tʃon-no-m         əsɑt          jə-mwok'k'-o   ɑtt  gunnɛnn-ɛhu 

circle  sit-COP.3pm-DCM     fire         2-hot.IPV-pm   one      head-his 

 

wɛddɛl    ɛrrədʒdʒ   əkkɑbɑrɛm     rɛkkɛbɛm 
 wɛddɛl    ɛrrədʒdʒ   əkkɑ-bɑr-ɛ-m     rɛkkɛb-ɛ-m 

 big    son    such-say.PV-3sm-DCM   got:PV-3sm-DCM 

 

‘Few minutes later he saw children playing around fire to make themselves 

hot inside, one of them has a really big head.’ 

 

010. dɑkko    zi   təhɛ    bɑhmɑmu    fodo     
 dɑkko    zi   təhɛ    bɑh-mɑmu    fodo 

 mother   this   child                 with:whom    buttock 

  
jɛwɛt'ɑ    jəbbənɛmɑ 

 jɛ-wɛt'-ɑ   jə-bbən-ɛ-mɑ 

 DAT-out.PV-3sm  3-say.IPV-sm-3sm 

 

‘He asked his mother-in-law that the kid got her ass on his head.’ 

 

011. tibbənɑ     ɛge   wi   inəm        ɛrrədʒdʒɛɲɲɑ ɑfɑhɛ  
 ti-bbən-ɑ     ɛge    wi   in-m         ɛrrədʒdʒ-ɛɲɲɑ ɑf-ɑhɛ 

 SUB-say.IPV.3sm-3sf  when    ow   then:AFX     son:my  mouth:your.sm  

 

 

jəmɛst     ɑttətʃ'tʃ'ɑwɛt    bɑrɛtʃu 
jə-mɛst     ɑn-tɛ-tʃ'tʃ'ɑwɛt    bɑr-ɛtʃ-u 

3-horebl.IPV.sm    NEG-be-play    sayːPV-3sf-him 

 

‘The mother-in-law told him that he was indeed a bad speaker and that it was 

a good idea not to say anything.’ 

 

012. jəburi    zi   jɛgɛɲɲɛnɑ    tʃɛrɛtɑw   mɛtʃem 
 jə-bur-i    zi   jɛ-gɛɲɲ-ɛnnɑ    tʃɛrɛtɑ-w   mɛtʃem 

 3-say.IPV.sm-Sf   this   DAT-steat-our    tale-3sm   any way 

‘This was our state's tale.’ 
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A mother sent her son to his mother-in-law and told him not to say anything, because he was a 

horrible speaker.  He went there and did as he was told to do.  Then the mother-in-law asked 

him why he is not talking to her.  He told her about what his mom told him about his rude 

language and that he was told not to speak.  But the mother-in-law told him to see her as his 

mother too and to speak freely with her.  Few minutes later he saw children playing outside, 

one of them has a really big head.  He told his mother-in-law that the kid got her ass.  The 

mother-in-law told him that he was indeed a bad speaker and that it was a good idea not to say 

anything. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tale-2: A story concerning how being thoughtlessness yields suffering 
 

This story was told by Dilly Awel,   January 2010, Butajira, Ethiopia 

 

001.   gɛwwɑ  bəʒʒɛ  ɑjnɛtu  
 gɛwwɑ   bəʒʒɛ    ɑjnɛt-u 

 fool   meny    kind-CUP.3sm 

 

‘There are different kinds of fool.’ 

 

002. dərɛ  məss  bɛdʒɛfwɛr    kwɛʃʃɛʃim 
 dərɛ  məss    bɛ-dʒɛfwɛr    kwɛʃʃɛʃ-i-m 

 long a go  man           LOCːcouncil    accus.PV-3pm-DCM 

 

‘Ones upon a time a foolish man was accused of crime.’ 
 

003. jɑtt   zɛngɑ       jɛhɑrɛ    bɑlik’e   

jɛ-ɑtt    zɛngɑ        jɛ-hɑrɛ    bɑlik’e    

 GEN-one  intellect              DAT-know.PV.3sm   old man 
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wɛrɛm 
wɛr-ɛ-m 

goːPV-3sm-DCM 

 

‘Went to an old wise man.’ 

 

004.  bɛməss  ɑrɛ    əki    əki       koʃʃɛʃiɲɲɛm     
 bɛdʒɛfwɛr 
bɛ-məss  ɑr-ɛ     əki     əki         koʃʃɛʃ-i-ɲɲɛ-m      bɛ-dʒɛfwɛr  

INST-man go.PV-3sm   such   such accus.PV-3pv-1s-DCM LOC-council 

 
          jɑbwɛrɛɲɲew    ebɛlo    kɛssɛsem     mən 

jɛ-ɑbwɛr-ɛɲɲɑ-w    ebɛlo    kɛssɛs-e-m     mən  

GEN-out-my-3sm     somebody  accus.PV.3pm-1s-DCM  what 

       
 jɛtk'ɛle     mən    nəbɛr   jəbbəno 
            jɛ-tk'ɛle     mən    nə-bɛr   jə-bbən-o 

 DATːbetter.PV.1s   what    1s-say.JUS  3-say.IPV.sm-3pm 

 

‘He told to the wise man as he was accused of crime, but as he doesn’t know 
what to reply.’ 
 

005.  bɛhi   mɛtsɛm  zɑ  məss   ɑwɑk’ino 
   bɛ-hi   mɛtsɛm  zɑ  məss   ɑwɑk’-i-no 

   LOC-this any way  that  man   wise-DEF-3pm 

 

‘The old man is too wise.’ 

 

006.  zi     bɛwɑrɛkɛ          zi     bɛr            zi   bɛwɑrɛkɛ             
 zi      bɛ-wɑr-ɛ-kɛ            zi       bɛr               zi   bɛ-wɑr-ɛ-kɛ                

 this      LOC-go.PV-3sm-SUB         this    say.PV.3sm    this        LOC-go.PV-3sm-SUB        

 

         zi  bɛr         zi        bɛwɑrɛkɛ                   zi   bɛr             
         zi  bɛr           zi  bɛ-wɑr-ɛ-kɛ                 zi   bɛr              

  this   say.PV.3sm    this       LOC-go.PV-3sm-2sm         this     say.PV.2sm 

    

bɑrom 
bɑr-o-m   

sayːPV-3pm-DCM 
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‘If they ask this you have to answer this. If they ask this you have to answer 

this. If they ask   this you have to answer this.’ 

 

007.  timɛhəroj       ɑdɛrom     jɛmɛnɑgi       
 ti-mɛhər-o-i        ɑdɛr-o-m     jɛ-mɛnɑg-i        

 SUB-conseltIPV-3pm-DEF      stay the night.PV-3pm-DCM   DAT:next day:DEF 

    

k'unamme  tɛt't'ɑbɛt'om    jɛdʒɛfwɛr   wɛro 

k'unɑmme  tɛ-t't'ɑbɛt'-o-m   jɛ-dʒɛfwɛr    wɛr-o 

together  be-.hold.PV-3pm-DCM  DAT-council   go.PV-3pm           

    

‘They spent the night before his trial giving advice and went together, the 

next day.’ 

 

008. bɛwɛrohənno    zɑ  bɑlik'i     tɛsɛbi     
bɛ-wɛr-o-hənno    zɑ  bɑlik'-i     tɛ-sɛb-i    

 LOC-go.PV-3pm-they(m)  that  old man-DEF     LOC-men-DEF  

 

 tək'ɛlɑk'ɛlom    tʃonnom 
 tə-k'ɛlɑk'ɛl-o-m     tʃonn-o-m 

  be-mix.PV-2pm-DCM   come.PV-3pm-DCM 

 

‘When they reached, the wise man went and sits with the audience.’ 

 

009. huti   bɛgɛɲɲ   jəfte     k'wɛmɛm          zɑ        
 huti   bɛ-gɛɲɲ   jɛ-ft-e      k'wɛm-ɛ-m             zɑ       

3sm   LOC-steat   DAT-face-Af      standPV-3sm-DCM            that  

    

 
 
bɛmɛkɛroj    ajnɛt    jɛbaroj    ənnəmhu 

bɛ-mɛkɛr-o-j     ɑjnɛt    jɛ-bɑr-o-j    ənnəm-hu 

LOC-advic-PV-3pm-3ms    wey   DAT-say.PV3pm-3sm   all-Af 

 

 fɛdʒdʒɛm 

fɛdʒdʒ-ɛ-m 

 finish.PV-3sm-DCM 

 

‘The foolish man stand in front of the trial and said everything as he was 
adviced.’ 
 

010. bɛzngjehənno    əngwɛd   jɛdɛbre   tɛhənnoj    zor   
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bɛ-zng je-hənno    əngwɛd   jɛ-dɛbre   tɛ-hnno-I     zor 

LOC-forgat.PV-3pm     immediately   GEN-back   LOC-3pm-DEF   turn 
       

 bɑrɛm 
bɑr-ɛ-m 

do.PV-3ms-DCM 

 

‘When he finished wants to add and turned to his relative.’ 

 

011. imɑm        bɑrɛm    mən    nəbɛr    bɑrɛm 
 imɑm       bɑr-ɛ-m    mən   nə-bɛr    bɑr-ɛ-m 

N       say.PV-3sm-DCM   what    1s-say.JUS   say.PV-3sm-DCM 

 

‘He asked, “Imam, what shall I say now.’ 
 

012. higzɛjɛ   mɛtʃɛm gɛwwɑw   zɑ   təbroj     
    

 hi-gzɛjɛ   mɛtʃɛm  gɛwwɑ-w   zɑ   t-br-o-j      

 at this-point  any way fool-COP.3ps       that   SUB-say.PV-3pm-3sm 

jɑdɛro      k'ɑr   bɛsɛb    jɑherboje    

jɛ-ɑdɛr-o    k'ɑr   bɛ-sɛb    jɛ-ɑherboje 

 DAT-stay the night.PV-3pm thing   DAT-man  GEN-infront of 

 

 əkkɑ    bɑrɛnge 

əkkɑ    bɑr-ɛ-ngje 

 such    say.PV-3sm-SUB 

         

‘At this instant the wise man noticed that as he is embarrassing in front of 

public.’ 

 

013. jɛzi   sɛb  en  jɛbre   bɛr    jɛzi    sɛb      
 jɛ-zi   sɛb  en  jɛ-br-e   bɛr    jɛ-zi     sɛb     

 GEN-this  men eye DAT-eat.PV-1s  say.PV.2sm  GEN-this   men 

 

 en  jɛk'ɛmt'əle   bɛr    bɑroj     jəburi 
 en  jɛ-k'ɛmt'əl-e   bɛr    bɑr-o-j     jə-bur-i 

 eye DAT-crunch.PV-1s  say.PV.2sm  say.PV.-3pm-3sm   3-say.JUS-pm 

 

‘The man told him to say “let me live in shame for the rest of my life.’ 

 

A foolish man was accused of a crime to a traditional court named ‘Jɛfor’ and the ceremony was 

called ‘ɑwtʃ’ɑtʃiɲ’.  He was related to one of the traditional judges.  So they spent the night 
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before his trial giving an advices and telling what to answer in the court.  The next day, the 

foolish man said everything he was told and turned to his relative asked, “Imam, what shall I say 

now” The man replied, him to say “let me live in shame for the rest of my life” 

 

 

 

Tale-3: A story concerning how intelligence helps to communicate 
 

This story was told by Dilly Awel,   January 2010, Butajira, Ethiopia 

001. gɛɲɲɛnnɑ  ɑjju  nɛnnɛ   gɛwwɑm   jɑnɛhɛmɑ    
 gɛɲɲ-ɛnnɑ   ɑjju   nɛnn-ɛ   gɛwwɑ-m   jɛ-ɑnɛ-hɛmɑ 

 country-our  wise   exist-3sm foolish-DCM   DAT-there is-you 

 

 ɑjjum   nɛnnɛ 

 ɑjju-m   nɛnn-ɛ 

 wise-DCM  exist-3sm 

  ‘In a country like wise exist foolish exists to.’ 

 

002.  jɛzɛngɑ  bəlet  jɛhɑr   sɛb  ɑdbɛlɑm  bətʃɑ  
 jɛ-zɛngɑ  bəlet  jɛ-hɑr    sɛb   ɑdbɑdbɑdbɑdbɛlmɛlmɛlmɛlm        bətʃɑ 

  DAT-play  smart  DAT-know  men     only 

   

 bowɛzɛngj  zɛngɑ   təhir   sɛbge   jəggəbɑbɑ 

 bo-wɛ- zɛngj-  zɛngɑ   tɛ-ɑhir   sɛb-ge   jə-ggəbɑbɑ 

 by-VN-play play   LOC-know  men-CON  3-ommunicate.JUS.pm 

 

‘A person who knows a lot can communicate with others easily.’ 

003. whɛt  məss  emɑ   təjɑro    ɑjjuji    zɛngɑ    
 whɛt  məss   emɑ    t-j-ɑr-o    ɑjju-i   zɛngɑ 

 two  man   road   SUB-3-go.PV-pm   wise-DEF  play 

 

 jəhɑrɛi    məss  jɛzɑjɛhu  ebɛlo   
bwɑrɛn 

jə-hɑr-ɛ-i    məss  jɛ-zɑj-ɛhu   ebɛlo     bwɑr-ɛ-n 

3-know.PV-sm-OBJ   man  DAT-other-your  somebody  say.PV-3sm-Sf  

‘A charming man and a passive man were walking together; the charming 

man didn’t like the silence and said you?’ 

004. wɛj  t'ore   wɛj  nət'orəhɛ  jəbunge 
 wɛj  t'or-e   wɛj  nə-t'or-hɛ  jə-bun-ge 

 or  carry-me  or  I-carry-you  3-say.IPV.sm-Af 
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‘One of us should carry the other.’ 

 

005. mən  ɛtʃ'tʃ'orhɛ  ɑhɛm   ɛgər   nɛnnɛnɑhɛ  
 mən   ɛ-tʃ'tʃ'or-hɛ  ɑhɛ-m    ɛgər    nɛnn-ɑhɛ 

 what  1s-carry-you  you-DCM  foot    exist-you  

    

 ijɑm   ɛgər  nɛnne   k'unɑmme   nəwɛrnɛ   

 ijɑ-m   ɛgər  nɛnn-e    k'unɑmme   nə-wɛr-nɛ  

   I-DCM  foot exist-I    together  1-go.IPV-p 

 

 ɑhɛnɛm   mən   ɛtʃ'orəhɛ  jəbunm 
ɑn-hɛnɛ-m   mən   ɛ-tʃ'or-hɛ   jə-bun-m 

NEG-be-DCM  what    I-carry-you  3-say.IPV.sm-DCM 

  

‘The passive quiet man replied, “Both of us have two legs.  What is the need of 

carrying each other?’ 

 

006. ɑwhɑ   mɛtʃɛm  jəharɛ   sɛbhɛm  bɛtʃ'tʃ'ɑbwɛɲɲɛn 
ɑwhɑ    mɛtʃɛm  j-hɑr-ɛ    sɛb-hɛ-m   bɛtʃ'tʃ'ɑbwɛɲɲɛnm  

then   any way 3-know.PV-sm   men-Af-DCM  be dizzy 

 

 təjɑro    təjɑro    ɛhwɑm  ɑzmɛrɑ 
 t-j-ɑr-o    t-j-ɑr-o    ɛhwɑ-m   ɑzmɛrɑ 
 SUB-3-goPV-pm   SUB-3-goPV-pm  then-DCM  crop 

   
   

  

  

 jɛsɛlɑwɛ   kijɑbɛʃəg   jɛbɛk'ɛlɛ  mɛdɛr    
jɛ-sɛl-ɑ-wɛ  kijɛ-ɑbɛʃəg   jɛ-bɛk'ɛl-ɛ  mɛdɛr 
DAT-ready.PV-3sm there-fenugreek   DAT-sprout.PV-3sm land 

 
sɛlom 

 sɛl-o-m 

 reach.PV-3pm-DCM 

 

‘They walked for a while and saw crops ‘fenugreek’ ready to be collected.’ 
 

007. ebɛlo  jəbun   zi ɑzmɛrɑ sɛlɛm             
 ebɛlo  jəs-bun   zi ɑzmɛrɑ  sɛl-ɛ-m               

 somebody 3-say.IPV.sm  this crop  ready.PV-3sm-DCM 
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 ɑnsɛlɛ 

 ɑn-sɛl-ɛ 

 NEG-ready.PV-3sm 

 

‘The charming wise man asked again, “Do you think this crop is ready?’ 

 

008. məsso   nɛbəsɑhɑ mən  ɑjnɛt   sɛbnəhɛ 
 məss-o    nɛbəs-ɑhɑ mən  ɑjnɛt    sɛb-n-hɛ 

 man-COP.2sm   soul-you what  kind   men-OBJ-COP.2sm 

  

 zi  tətaʒnəm   sɛlɛm         wɛj    
 zi   t-t-aʒ-n-m   sɛl-ɛ-m           wɛj     

this  SUB-be-see.PV.OBJ-DCM ready.PV-3sm-DCM           or   

 

       
ɑnsɛlɛ    təbre 
ɑn-sɛl-ɛ   tə-br-e 

 NEG-ready.PV-3sm  2-say.IPV.sm 

  

‘The other man answered, “Why are you asking something we both see 

together.’ 

 

009. zi   gɛnɑ   ɑnhɛnɛ  jəbun   ɛhwɑm   
 zi    gɛnɑ    ɑn-hɛnɛ   jə-bun    ɛhwɑ-m 

 this    still   NEG-be  3-say.IPV.sm  then-DCM 

 

 jɑngɛbwnnɑhɛm    hɑrɛm  

jɛ-ɑn-gɛbw-nnɑhɛ-m     hɑr-ɛ-m 

DAT-NEG-understand-you-DCM   know.PV-3sm-DCM 

 

‘He said “it is not ready” (though he couldn’t understand the question)’ 

 

010. ənk'k'us  bwɑrɛnm    təjɑro   təjɑro   
 ənk'k'us   bwɑr-ɛ-n-m     t-j-ɑr-o  t-j-ɑr-o    

 quit  say.PV-3sm-SUB-CDM    SUB-3-go.PV-pm SUB-3-go.PV-pm 

 

 təjɑro   ɛhwɑm   ɑzmɛrɑ  jɛnɛʃɛbwo    
t-j-ɑr-o    ɛhwɑ-m    ɑzmɛrɑ   jɛ-nɛʃɛbw-o       

SUB-3-go.PV-pm then-DCM   crop   3-collect.JUS-pm 

 

mɛdɛr  sɛlɛ 
mɛdɛr   sɛl-ɛ 

land  ready.PV-3s 
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‘They kept quit and continued waking, then they reached a place where 

people are collecting crop.’ 

011. bɛhi  məssi   ɑzəmɛrɑhut   jɛnɛsəw 
 bɛ-hi   məss-i    ɑzəmɛrɑ-ɛhut    jɛ-nɛs-w 

 LOC-this man-DEF   crop-his   3-collect.JUS.sm 

 

‘In that place, they saw a farmer collecting crops.’ 

012. ebɛlo   bwɑrɛnzi   ɑzmɛrɑ  jɛzi   jɛməssiw   
 ebɛlo     bwɑr-ɛ-n-zi    ɑzmɛrɑ   jɛ-zi    jɛ-məss-i-w 

 somebody  say.PV-3sm-OBJ-this   crop  DAT-this         GEN-man-DEF-Af 

 

 jɛnɛfsɛhuta   wɛjʃ   jɛhuti   ɑnhɛnɛ  jəbun 
 jɛ-nɛfs-ɛhutɑ   wɛjʃ     jɛ-huti    ɑn-hɛnɛ    jə-bun 

 DAT-soul-his   or   DAT-he  NEG-be  3-say.IPV.sm 

 

‘Do these crops belong to the farmer?” The wise charming man asked.’ 

013. ɛrɛ  məso   tɑw   ɑtɑgɑwde 
 ɛrɛ  məs-o   tɑw   ɑn-tɑgɑwd-e 

 ow  man-COP.2pm  stop.PV.3sm NEG-confuse.PV-2sm 

 

‘Please don’t confuse me.’ 

014. nɛbsahɛ  mən  wɛbɛrɑhɛ   zi  nɛbahu  ɑnhɛn   
 nɛbs-ɑhɛ    mən   wɛ-bɛr-ɑhɛ    zi   nɛbs-ɑhu    ɑn-hɛn 

 soul-your(s) what   VN-say.PV-your(s)   this   soul-your(p)  NEG-be 

 

 təttɑʒʒəm    tinɛsɑ    təttɑʒʒəm    
   t-tt-ɑʒʒ-m     ti-nɛs-ɑ   t-tt-ɑʒʒ-m       

  SUB-FOC-see.PV.3sm-CDM  2-collect.IPV-sm SUB-FOC-see.PV.3sm-CDM 

 

jɛhuti   wɛj  jɛhuti   ɑhhɛnɛ  təbre 
jɛ-huti     wɛj  jɛ-huti     ɑn-hɛnɛ   tə-br-e 

DAT-he   or DAT-he    NEG-be  2-say.IPV.sm-me 

  

  

 

‘The passive man who doesn’t have much communicating skill answered 

“What happened to you? Is this not his crop? You are looking at the man with 

the crops.  How silly of you to ask this. ” ’ 

 

015. zi  jɛnɛbsahɛ  ɑnhɛn     ɑzmɛrɑw  jənɛsɑ     jəbun   
 zi  jɛ-nɛbs-ɑhɛ  ɑn-hɛn     ɑzmɛrɑ-w  jə-nɛs-ɑ            jə-bun 

 this  DAT-soul-he  NEG-be    crop-3sm 3-collect.IPV.3sm 3-say.IPV.sm 
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 ɛhwɑm   jɑngɛbwɑhɛnm    hɑrɛm 
 ɛhwɑm  jɛ-ɑn-gɛbw-ɑhɛ-n-m     hɑr-ɛ-m 

 then  DAT-NEG-understand.your.sm-DCM  know.PV.3sm-DCM 

 

bɛtʃ'tʃ'ɑbwɛɲɲɛnm 
 bɛtʃ'tʃ'ɑbwɛɲɲ-ɛn-m 

 be dizzy 

 

‘The passive man couldn’t understand and said “this man said, what he is 

collecting is not his crop?” ’ 

016. təjɑro    təjɑro    ɑtt  sɛb  ressɑ   
 t-j-ɑr-o    t-j-ɑr-o    ɑtt  sɛb  ressɑ 

 SUB-3-go.IPV-Pm  SUB-3-go.IPV-pm  one  men cosket 

  

tʃ'ɑnim              titʃɛni    jɑzom 
tʃ'ɑn-i-m    ti-tʃɛn-I   jɛ-ɑz-o-m 

corry-DEF-DCM    SUB-com.IPV-DEF DAT-see.PV-3pm-DCM 

  

‘They continued their journey and they saw a dead man in a casket.’ 

 

017. ebɛlo   bwɑrɛn  zi  məss   mwɛtɛm 
 ebɛlo   bwɑr-ɛn  zi   məss   mwɛt-ɛ-m 

somebody say.PV-3sm-Sf  this    man  dead-PV-3sm-DCM 

 
  ɑmwmwɛtɛ   jəbun 
 ɑn-mwɛt-ɛ   jə-bun 

 NEG-dead.PV-3sm  3-say.IPV.sm 

    

‘“Does this man died?”The wise man asked.’ 

 

018. nɛbsɑhu   tʃ'ɑn   jɛbrəhɛ   nɛbsɛɑhu 
nɛbs-ɑhu   tʃ'ɑn   jɛ-br-hɛ  nɛbs-ɑhu 

  soul-your(pm)   ill   DAT-say.PV-2sm  soul-your(pm) 

    
  mən   ɑjnɛt  sɛbahɛ 

mən   ɑjnɛt   sɛb-ɑhɛ   

what   kind  men-you(sm) 

 

‘His partner again replied to the wise man “are you crazy? What happened to 
your soul? What kind of person you are?” ’ 
 

019. mwɛtɛm   ressɑw  jək'k'ɛburje    tɛk'k'ɛbre   
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 mwɛt-ɛ-m   ress-ɑw  jə-k'k'ɛbur-je    tɛ-k'k'ɛbr-e    

 dead-PV-3sm-DCM  cosket-2sm  3-funeral.IPV.sm-3pm       LOC-funeral.PV-3sm 

  

 tiwɛsdʒi   tətɑʒ   mwɛtɛm   wɛj    
ti-wɛsdʒ-i  tə-tɑʒ  mwɛt-ɛ-m               wɛj    

3-take.IPV.pm.3sm 2-see.IPV.sm dead-PV-3sm-DCM  or    

 
 

ɑmwmwɛtɛ   bɑhɛm    təsɛle 

ɑn-mwɛt-ɛ  bɑh-ɛ-m               tə-sɛl-e 

NEG-dead.PV-sm say.PV-3sm-DCM  2-say.IPV-sm 

 

‘As you are observing they are taking within the casket to the funeral, so why 

you are asking me either he is alive or not.’ 

 

020. ɛrɛ        tɑw  ɑttɑgɑwde   jɛmən   tɑgɑwde 
 ɛrɛ   tɑw  ɑn-tɑgɑwd-e    jɛ-mən    tɑgɑwd-e 

 please   stop  NEG-confuse.PV-2sm  DAT-what  confuse.PV-2sm 

  

‘Don’t confuse me. Why you are confusing me?’ 
 

021. hige   bɛjɛhw  ijɑm    nətlɑjnɛ       ijɑm  tɛbeti  
 hi-ge   bɛ-jɛhw    ij-ɑ-m     nə-tlɑj-nɛ       ijɑ-m  tɛ-bjet-i   

  this-time  LOC-here  I-DCM     1-depart.IPV-p    I-DCM  LOC-home-DEF 

 
          ɑrhu   ɛhwɑ   jɛfti  k'ɛrsəhum    

 ɑr-hu   ɛhwɑ   jɛ-fti  k'ɛrs-hu-m     

  go.PV-1s  then  LOC-first finsh.PV.1s-DCM   

 
jɛznɛgjɛhun    k'ɑr  nɑwdəhɛ    jəbunn 

 jɛ-znɛgj -ɛ-hu-n    k'ɑr   nɑ-wdə-hɛ    jə-bunn-Ø 

SUB-play.IPV-3sm-1s-OBJ  thing  1s–explain.PV-1s  3-say.IPV-sm 

 

‘Finally, it was time for them to depart so the wise man said, “As you didn’t 

get any of the things I was talking to you, I would like to explain them to you 

before we depart.’ 

 

 

022. bɛhi    mɛdʒɛmɛrijɑ  tənətʃtʃɛɲɲənɛ  
 wɛj   

 bɛ-hi    mɛdʒɛmɛrijɑ  tə-nə-tʃtʃɛɲɲ-nɛ   wɛj   

 at this-moment    at first   SUB-1p-come.IPV-1p  or  
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 t'ore   wɛj  nət'orhɛ       jɛbɑkhwhɛ   wɛj    
 t'or-e   wɛj  nə-t'or-hɛ        jɛ-bɑk-hu-ɑhɛ   wɛj      

corry.PV-1s or  SUB-carry.PV-1s     LOC-say.PV-3sm-you   or  

  

 ɑtʃ'tʃ'ɑwte   wɛj  nɑtʃ'tʃ'ɑwtəhɛ   wɛbrəɛɲɲɑ   zi 
   

 ɑ-tʃ'tʃ'ɑwt-e   wɛj   nɑ-tʃ'tʃ'ɑwt-hɛ   wɛ-br-ɛɲɲɑ     zi   

 3-play.IPV.sm-1s  or  1s–play.PV-1s   VN-say -I  this 

       

fətʃtʃɛwtɑ     zətu 

   fətʃtʃ-ɛ-w-tɑ     zətu 

 meaning.PV-3sm-COP.3sm-FOC   this 

 

‘When I suggested that we should carry each other I meant we should talk to 

each other;’ 

 

023. hwetɑlɛɲɲɛmɑ   zi  ɑzmɑrɑ  sɛlɑm     wɛjʃ   
 hwetɑlɛɲɲɛmɑ    zi  ɑzmɑrɑ  sɛlɑ-m      wɛjʃi    

 second    this  crop   ready.PV.3s-DCM    or  

 

 ɑnsɛlɑ    jɛbɑkhwhɛ     ɛtʃ'r   bwɑnɛn  jəsɛlɑ             
 ɑn-sɛl-ɑ        jɛ-bɑk-hu-ɑhɛ     ɛtʃ'r  bwɑn-ɛn  jə-sɛlɑ    

 NEG-ready.PV.3s  LOC-say.PV-3sm-you    fens  if-exist   3-ready.IPV.sm 

 
         ɛtʃ'r  jenɛnɛ   k'ɑr  bɛhɛnɛ ɛre    jɑt'ɛfoj    

ɛtʃ'r  je-nɛnɛ   k'ɑr bɛ-hɛnɛ  ɛre          jɑ-t'ɛf-o-i    

fens NEG-exist thing LOC-be  cattle   SUB-distroy.IPV-3pm-DEF  

   

ɛre  jəbroji     esɛlɑ    wɛbɛroɲɲɑ  

ɛre   j-br-o-i     e-sɛlɑ               wɛ-bɛr-oɲɲɑ 

cattle  SUB-ete.IPV.3pm-DEF  NEG-ready.PV.sm  VN-say-COP.1s 

 

‘when I asked you if the crop was ready I meant if it has a fens it will be ready 

for grazing if not it will be destroyed by cattle;’ 

 

024. sostɑlɛɲɲɛmɑ   məssi   ɑzmɛrɑ  tinɛsɑ   
 sost-ɑlɛɲɲ-ɛmɑ   məss-i    ɑzmɛrɑ  ti-nɛs-ɑ     

 therd   man-DEF  crop  SUB-collect.IPV.3sm 

 

 jɑʒənɛj    zi ɑzmɛrɑ  jɛhuti  wɛjs jɛhuti 
  

 jɛ-ɑʒ-nɛ-i    zi  ɑzmɛrɑ   jɛ-huti  wɛjs jɛ-huti   
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 DAT-see.PV-1p-DAT this crop   LOC-his or LOC-his    

 

ɑnhɛnɛ   jɛbɑkəhwɑhɛ    ɛdɑ  bɑnnɛwɛ 

 ɑn-hɛnɛ   jɛ-bɑk-hu-ahɛ   ɛdɑ  bɛ-ɑnnɛ-wɛ 

 NEG-be   LOC-say.PV-3sm-you  loan  DAT-exist-COP.3sm 

 
 jɛhuti   ɛdɑ bennɛwɛ   jɛhuti   ɑnhɛn     
 jɛ-huti   ɛdɑ bɛ-e-nɛnɛ-wɛ   jɛ-huti    ɑn-hɛn 

 LOC-his   loan DAT-no-exist-COP.3sm  DAT-his   NEG-be 

  
jɛdɑhu    jəkɛfwull   wɛbɛrwɛɲɲɑ 

jɛ-ɛd-ɑhu   jə-kɛfwull     wɛ-bɛrw -ɛɲɲɑ 

LOC-loan-you(pm)  3-pay.IPV.sm   VN-say-me 

  

‘When I asked if the man owned the crops, I meant to ask if he didn’t have a 

loan; it will be his own, if he does have a loan it will not be his own .he is 

going to pay bake for his loan.’ 

025. jɑti  məss    ɑʒɛnɛj          zimɑ     məss     ɛhwɑ     
 jɑt-I   məss    ɑʒɛ-nɛ-I   zimɑ     məss       ɛhwɑ       

  one-DEF man    see.PV-1p-DEF  this     man      then 

 
          mɛtʃ'ɛrɛʃɑ  ressɑji   tɛk'ɛbre   tijɑr        

mwɛtɛm  
 mɛtʃ'ɛrɛʃɑ  ressɑ-ji   tɛ-k'ɛbr-e   ti-j-ɑr         mwɛt-ɛ-m  

 at the end casket-DEF  LOC-funeral.PV-3sm    SUB-3sm-go.IPV     dead-DCM 

        
 wɛjʃ  ɑmwmwɛtɛm  jɛbɑkəhwɑhɛ   mɛtʃɛm  təhɛ   
 wɛjʃ  ɑn-mwɛt-ɛ-m  jɛ-bɑk-hu-ahɛ   mɛtʃɛm   təhɛ   

 or  NEG-dead-DCM LOC-say.PV-3sm-you any wey child 

   

   
jɛnɛnnɛ   k'ɑr   bɛhɛnɛ  jɛtʃ'eɲɲɛ   k'ɑr  bɛhɛnɛ   
jɛ-nɛnn-ɛ   k'ɑr      bɛ-hɛnɛ  jɛ-tʃ'eɲɲ-ɛ   k'ɑr  bɛ-hɛnɛ 

GEN-exist-3sm   thing   LOC-be  GEN-give birth-3sm thing LOC-be 

 

ɑmwmwɛtɛ   təhɛ  jɛnnɛ    k'ar   bɛhɛnɛ  

ɑn-mwɛt-ɛ   təhɛ  jɛ-e-nɛnɛ    k'ar    bɛ-hɛnɛ  

NEG-dead.PV-3sm child GEN-no -exist    thing   LOC-be 

 

   mwɛtɛm  ʃəmmɛhu  jəsɛl    sɛb  ennɛ   
 mwɛt-ɛ-m  ʃəmm-ɛhu  jə-sɛl      sɛb        e-nɛnɛ   

 dead-DCM  name-his  3-continue.IPV.3sm  men  no-exist 
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 jət'ɛrɑn   sɛb  ennɛ    wɛbɛrwɛɲɲɑ 
 jɛ-ɑ-t'ɛr-ɑn   sɛb  e-nɛnɛ     wɛ-bɛrwɛɲɲɑ 

 LOC-recognition-3sm  men no-exist   VN-say-me 

 

 

‘And lastly I asked whether the man died or not because I wanted to know if 
he had any children.’ 
 

026. ɛwhɑ   ətlɑɲɲənɛjo    sɛlɑm   fɛjɑ  sɛbət   
 ɛwhɑ   ət-lɑɲɲ-nɛ-jo    sɛlɑ-m   fɛjɑ   sɛbət    

   then  1p-depart.IPV-1p-COP.1p reach-DCM  good    leave 

 
bɑhun   tɛlɑno    jəburi 

 bɑ-hu-n   tɛlɑn-o    jə-bur-i 

 say.PV.-3pm-3pm dipart.PV.3pm  3-say.IPV.pm-DEF  

‘He explained all this and say good bye. And they departed.’ 
 

A charming man and a passive man were walking together.  The charming man didn’t like the 

silence.  So he said, “One of us should carry the other.”  The passive quiet man replied, “Both of 

us have two legs.  What is the need of carring each other.”  They walked for a while and saw 

crops ready to be collected.  The charming wise man asked again, “Do you think this crop is 

ready?”  the other man answered, “Why are you asking something we both see together.”  They 

continued their journey and saw a farmer with crops.  “Do these crops belong to the farmer?”  

The wise charming man asked.  The passive man who doesn’t have much communicating skill 

answered, “You are looking at the man with the crops.  How silly of you to ask this.”  Before 

their time of departure, they saw a dead man in a casket.  “Does this man died?” the wise man 

asked and his partner again told him not to ask about events that he already knows.  Finally, it 

was time for them to depart so the wise man said, “As you didn’t get any of the things I was 

talking to you, I would like to explain them to you before we depart.  When I suggested that we 

should carry each other I meant we should talk to each other; when I asked you if the crop was 

ready I wanted to know if it was strong enough to be taken; when I asked if the man posed 

the crops, I meant to ask if he didn’t have a loan; and lastly I asked whether the man died or not 

because I wanted to know if he had any children.”  He explained all this and splitted saying good 

bye. 

Tale-4: A story concerning how to fix up what was done before 
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This story was told by Dilly Awel, January 2010, Butajira, Ethiopia 

 

001.              zim  mɛret   bɛgɛbɑ  zim  ɛrɑm   bɛtʃ'ɛɲɲɛ 
 zi-m  mɛret   bɛ-gɛbɑ  zi-m  ɛrɑm   bɛ-tʃ'ɛɲɲ-ɛ  

 
 k'ɛlbɛɲɲɑ  fɛjɑ  ɑhhɛnɛ  bɑrɛnɑm  bwɑrɛ 
 k'ɛlb-ɛɲɲɑ  fɛjɑ  ɑh-hɛnɛ  bɑr-ɛnɑ-m  bwɑr-ɛ 

 

‘Since this cow got a calf and this month begins my heart is not functioning 

well.’ 

002. məʃt  jɑmɑketɑ  bet  wɛrɛtʃtʃəm  jɛgɛrɛdetɑ  məss  bet   
 məʃt  jɛ-ɑmɑk-etɑ  bjet  wɛr-ɛtʃtʃ-m  jɛ-gɛrɛd-e-tɑ  məss  bjet  

  
 wɛrɛtʃtʃəm  sənɛbɛtɛtʃəm   tɛmetʃtʃɛnɑm   tʃonɑtʃtʃəm 
 wɛrɛtʃtʃ-m  sənɛbɛtɛtʃ-m   tɛmetʃtʃ-ɛnɑ-m   tʃonɑtʃtʃ-m 

 

‘Once a mother went to her daughter’s house and stayed for few days.’ 

003. bɛhi  bijɑʒ   bijɑʒ  ɑmɑtt   tɑr  k'ar  ennɛ 
 bɛh-i  bi-jɑʒ   bi-jɑʒ  ɑmɑtt   tɑr  k'ar  ennɛ 

 

‘Her son-in-law didn’t like her stay in their house.’ 

004. bɛbet  ɛrɑm  jɑlb  ɛrədʒdʒi  məʃʃətɛhu  jɑnɛtʃ   mwɛsrnəm  
 bɛ-bjet   ɛrɑm  jɑ-lb   ɛrədʒdʒ-I  məʃʃət-ɛhu  jɑn-ɛtʃ   mwɛsrn-m 

 
 dɛgg  fɛtɑm   tijɑt'ob  ɛrɑm  tijɑt'ob  tət'but'nɛj  neʃʃ 
 dɛgg  fɛt-ɑ-m   ti-jɑ-t'ob   ɛrɑm   ti-jɑ-t'ob   tə-t'b-ut'nɛj   neʃʃ 

 
 dɛgg  təbətʃ'tʃ'əni  jəbənɑ 
 dɛgg   tə-bətʃ'tʃ'-ni  jə-bən-ɑ 

 

‘One early morning, as usual, the man began milking the cows.  A few minutes 

later he asked help from his wife who wasn’t there at that time.’ 

005. dɛgg  t’ɛbot’tənɛm   tijɑlb  tijɑlb  məʃʃətɛhu  mɛsɛrɛtʃ’um 
 dɛgg  t’ɛb-ot’t-nɛ-m   ti-jɑlb  ti-jɑlb  məʃʃət-ɛhu  mɛsɛrɛtʃ’-u-m 

 
 gɛrɛ  nɛbsɛhw  zi  dɑkwɑʃ  bet  enɛnnɑ  jəbbənɑ  
 gɛrɛ  nɛbs-ɛhw  zi  dɑkw-ɑʃ  bjet  e-nɛnn-ɑ  jə-bbən-ɑ 

 

‘His mother-in-law offered help.  As he didn’t look up, he thought it was his 

wife and said, “Didn’t your mother have a house?’ 
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006. wi  ɛrədʒdʒɛɲɲ  betəʃʃɛ   nɛnnɑ    k'ɛlb 
 enennɑhɛnɛm   

 Wi  ɛrədʒdʒ-ɛɲɲ  bjet-ʃʃɛ   nɛnn-ɑ     k'ɛlb  e-nenn-ɑ-hɛnɛ-m 

 
 təbun 
 tə-bun 

 

‘She replied, “She got a house, it is a heart she doesn’t have.’ 

007. həʃge  ɑmɑtijɑ  dɛgg  jɛt'ɛbwɛt'tənɛ   dənɛbɛt'ɛm         jɑlboji  
 həʃ-ge  ɑmɑt-ij-ɑ  dɛgg  jɛ-t'ɛbwɛt't-nɛ   də-nɛbɛt'-ɛ-m           jɑ-lbo-ji 

 
 t'ɑsɑ  food  gəlɛbɛt'ɛm  wɛlləb   k'ɛrɛsɛ   bɛk'ɑ     

tijɑlbəm 
 t'ɑsɑ  food  gəlɛbɛt'-ɛ-m  wɛlləb   k'ɛrɛsɛ   bɛ-k'ɑ      ti-jɑlb-m 

 

‘He was shocked to find out that it was his mother-in-law whom he talked to.  

He then turned his container upside down and started milking.’ 

 
008. wi  ɛrədʒdʒɛɲɲ  t'ɑsɑji      rɛkɛbkwɛnəm  fodow     zɛbun  təbun 
 wi  ɛrədʒdʒ-ɛɲɲ  t'ɑsɑ-ji       rɛkɛbkw-ɛn-m  food-w      zɛbun  tə-bun 

 

‘She asked him why he was milking the wrong way.’ 

009.  wi  dɑkko   zim  ɛrɑm   bɛtʃ'ɛɲɲɛ  zim  mɛret   bɛggɛbɑ 
 wi  dɑkko   zi-m  ɛrɑm   bɛ-tʃ'ɛɲɲ-ɛ  zi-m  mɛret   bɛ-ggɛb-ɑ 

 
 k'ɛlbɛɲɲɑ  fɛjɑ  ɑhhɛnɛ  bɛssem  ɑgɑwɛde  bɑrɛnɑ 
 k'ɛlb-ɛɲɲ-ɑ  fɛjɑ  ɑh-hɛnɛ  bɛ-ssem  ɑ-gɑwɛd-e  bɑr-ɛn-ɑ 

 
 jəburi 
 jə-bur-i 

 

‘He answered, “Mom, since this cow got a calf and this month begins my heart 

is not functioning well.” He is trying to fix up what he did before.’ 

 
Once a mother went to her daughter’s house and stayed for few days.  Her son-in-law didn’t like her 

stay in their house.  One early morning, as usual, the man began milking the cows.  A few minutes 

later he asked help from his wife who wasn’t there at that time.  So his mother-in-law offered help.  

As he didn’t look up, he thought it was his wife and said, “Didn’t your mother have a house?”  She 

replied, “She got a house, it is a heart she doesn’t have.” He was shocked to find out that it was his 
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mother-in-law whom he talked to.  He then turned his container upside down and started milking.  

She asked him why he was milking the wrong way.  He answered, “Mom, since this cow got a calf 

and this month begins my heart is not functioning well.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tale-5: A story concerning the effect of pending main issues 
 

This story was told by Dilly Awel, January 2010, Butajira, Ethiopia 

 

001. tɑddɛrɛ  jɑfedʒdʒɛrɛ   jəbl  jɛgɛɲɲɛnɑ  sɛb 
 tɛ-ɑddɛr-ɛ  jɛ-ɑfedʒdʒɛrɛ   jə-bl  jɛ-gɛɲɲɛnɑ  sɛb 

 

‘Coming (Being) early is better than spending (staying) the night!’ 

002. mɛtʃem   ɑtɑtt  sɛb  jɛwɛro   k'ɑr  mətɑtbsəjɛ  
jɛwɛro  

 mɛtʃem   ɑt-ɑtt  sɛb  jɛ-wɛr-o  k'ɑr  mətɑtbsəjɛ  jɛ-wɛr-o  

  
 k'ɑr  teznɛgem  nəznɛge  ɑnnəʃʃ   tibbun   

kəlməʃʃɛ 
 k'ɑr  te-znɛg-e-m  nə-znɛg-e  ɑnnəʃʃ   ti-bbun   kəlməʃʃɛ 

 

‘Some individual focus on the other matter than their objective; day and night 

passed away without accomplishing his objective.’ 

003.  jɑju  sɛb  nɛbɑm  məss  jɑtti  mɛrɛhu  bet    
  jɛ-ɑju  sɛb  nɛ-bɑm   məss  jɛ-ɑtt-I  mɛr-ɛhu  bjet 

 
fɛrɛz   jət’ɛbut’  ʃebɛ 

 fɛrɛz   jə-t’ɛbut’  ʃeb-ɛ 

 

‘Once a man went as long way to a rich relative to borrow a horse.’ 

004. fɛrɛz  jət'ɛbut'  ʃebɛ  bɛwɛre  ɑddɛrɛ  ɛrbɑt  
 fɛrɛz  jə-t'ɛbut'   ʃeb-ɛ  bɛ-wɛr-e  ɑddɛr-ɛ   ɛrbɑt 
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ɑbwonɛm  tʃ'etʃ'tʃ'əm  godɛre 
 ɑ-bwon-ɛ-m  tʃ'etʃ'tʃ'-m  godɛr-e 

‘He spent the night there.’ 

005. k’ɑwɑ   məsɑrɛ  təsnɛge  wətizɑɲɲ  nətnɛgi bɑrɛm  
 k’ɑwɑ   məs-ɑrɛ  tə-snɛg-e  wəti-zɑɲɲ  nə-tnɛg-I bɑr-ɛ-m  

 
 tɑdɛrɛ   bɑdɛrɛhɛmɑm  k’ərɛ  k’ɑwɑ  ɑfwɛlləm  tittək’ɛwi 
 tɛ-ɑdɛrɛ  bɛ-ɑdɛrɛ-hɛmɑ-m  k’ərɛ  k'ɑwɑ   ɑ-fwɛll-m  ti-ttək'ɛw-i 

 

'He got up in the morning and had breakfast and coffee.' 

006. ɑtt  k'ɛlət't'ɑfɑ  gɑk  bɑrɛm   gɛbbɑm  fɛjjɑ  
ɑdɛrim 

 ɑtt  k'ɛlət't'ɑfɑ  gɑk  bɑr-ɛ-m  gɛbb-ɑ-m  fɛjjɑ  ɑdɛr-i-m 

 

'Another man came while these two men were having coffee and said “good 

morning”' 

007. fɛjjɑ  ɑdɛre   mən  honɛ   tɛtʃɛɲɲɛhm 
 fɛjjɑ  ɑdɛr-e   mən  hon-ɛ   tɛ-tʃɛɲɲ-ɛh-m 

 

'The rich man replay and asked him why he is coming?' 

008. ɛre  ektəm   dɛhnɑm  dərɑlew  fɛrɛz   tibew 
 ɛre   ekt-m   dɛhn-ɑ-m  dərɑl-ew  fɛrɛz   tib-ew 

 
fɛrɛz  ɑwɛse   jibbun   mute  bɛdur   ɑwt’ɑmɑhɛ 

 fɛrɛz  ɑwɛs-e    ji-bbun   mut-e  bɛdur   ɑ-wt’ɑm-ɑhɛ 

 

'And the man asked if he could borrow a horse from the rich man.' 

009. tʃ’ɑnnəmɑhɑw   sibbən   zɑ  jɑmnkɑ  
gɛbuje   tʃ’obo 

 tʃ’ɑnn-m-ɑh-ɑw   si-bbən   zɑ  jɛ-ɑmnk-ɑ  gɛbu-je   tʃ’obo 

 
tigɛsini   ɛrəjjɑ   jɛwtətu  tətʃɛɲɲihu  fɛrɛznu  
təhɛjb 
ti-gɛsin-i  ɛrəjj-ɑ   jɛ-wtətu  tə-tʃɛɲɲ-i-hu  fɛrɛz-nu  tə-hɛjb 

 
 
məss   ɑgɛ  ɑtzəngehu   bɑhum  tibbən 

 məss   ɑgɛ  ɑt-zəng-e-hu   bɑh-u-m  ti-bbən 
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‘The rich man agreed to give him his horse. The man who travelled all the 

way to this relative the day before said, “I came here to ask you if you could 

borrow your horse to me. So you shouldn’t lend to this stranger.”’ 

010. ɑwhɛ  k’unɑ   zɛgehun  bɑhum  ɛge  məss   ɑrɛ 
 ɑwhɛ  k’unɑ   zɛgje-hu-n  bɑh-u-m  ɛge  məss   ɑrɛ 

 
 ɑtibite   bɑnɛwɛj  əmu  tinɛwhɑ  bɛdɛrɛm  dənɛge  
 ɑ-tib-i-te  bɑn-ɛw-ɛj  əmu  ti-nɛw-hɑ  bɛdɛr-ɛ-m  dənɛg-e 

 
 ɑtʃtʃɛɲɛhɛmɑhɛ  fɛrɛz   wɛsdɛmɑhɛmu  tetʃtʃɛɲɲɛm  
 ɑ-tʃtʃɛɲ-ɛ-hɛmɑ-hɛ  fɛrɛz   wɛsd-ɛ-m-ɑhɛ-m-u  te-tʃtʃɛɲɲ-ɛ-m  

  
 ɛhwɑlzɑri  jəwɛsdɑnɛhw 
 ɛhwɑlzɑr-I   jə-wɛsdɑn-ɛhw 

 

‘You were here starting yesterday, chatting all the night what happened to 

you raising the topic till now and you are pushing me to stop lending for the 

person who asks me.’ 

011. min  əʃɛkkət  tɑdɛrɛ   jɑfedʒdʒɛrɛ  jəbl  jɛgɛnɛɲɲɑ  
sɛb 

 min  əʃɛkkət   tɛ-ɑdɛrɛ  jɛ-ɑfedʒdʒɛrɛ  jə-bl  jɛ-gɛnɛɲɲɑ  sɛb 

 

‘Coming (Being) early is better than spending (staying) the night!’ 

 
Coming (Being) early is better than spending (staying) the night!  Once a man went as long way to a 

rich relative and spent the night there.  He got up in the morning and had breakfast.  Another man 

came while these two men were having coffee and asked if he could borrow a horse from the rich 

man.  The rich man agreed to give him his horse.  The man who travelled all the way to this relative 

the day before said, “I came here to ask you if you could borrow four horse to me.  So you shouldn’t 

lend to this stranger.”  The rich man replied, “This stranger asked me first and I said; Yes”.  I can’t 

break my promise.  Being early is better than spending the night” He added. “You came yesterday, 

had dinner and breakfast with me.  What took you too long to ask what you’ve come for?” 
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Tale-6: A story concerning how things can evolve against our intention 
This story was told by Dilly Awel, January 2010, Butajira, Ethiopia 

 

 001. ɑtɑttge   jɛgwɛtɑ  zɛngɑ   jɛbwɑrihɛm   jəgfərm 
 ɑt-ɑtt-ge  jɛ-gwɛtɑ   zɛngɑ   jɛ-bwɑr-i-hɛ-m   jə-gfər-m 

 
 jɑbwɑrihɛmɑt   jəʃʃɛkət 

  jɑ-bwɑr-i-hɛ-m-ɑt  jə-ʃʃɛkət 

‘Things happen in contrast to what we say.’ 

002.  məss  ɑnnɑɲɲɛ  tiwɛt'ɑ   tijɑr  tijɑr   k'et'em 
 məss  ɑnnɑɲɲɛ  ti-wɛt'-ɑ  ti-jɑr  ti-jɑr   k'et'-e-m 
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‘Once a man was walking on a steep and got too tired.’ 

003. bɛgbətm  tʃonnam 
 bɛ-gbət-m  tʃonn-ɑ-m 

 

 ‘He set same where.’ 

004. gwɛjtɑ   k'et'hum   zi  ɑnnɑɲɲɛ  zi  nəʃʃɑ 
 gwɛjtɑ   k'et'-hu-m   zi  ɑnnɑɲɲɛ  zi  nəʃʃɑ 

 
 ɛwɛt'ɑwɛ  k'ɑr  nɑme   bɑrɛ  tʃ'obuʃʃ 
 ɛ-wɛt'-ɑ-wɛ   k'ɑr   nɑm-e   bɑr-ɛ  tʃ'obuʃʃ 

 

‘He asked God to give him something that can take him up to the steep road.’ 

005.  titʃ'obuʃʃ  jɑkɑbɑbiwtɑn   bɑlɑbbɑt  əmɑr   
tʃ'ɛɲɲɛwɛm  

 ti-tʃ'obuʃʃ   jɛ-ɑkɑbɑb-i-w-tɑn  bɑlɑbbɑt  əmɑr   tʃ'ɛɲɲ-ɛw-ɛm 

 
 jɑwɛt'ɑ   sɛw  tɛmɛkɑ  əki  zor  bɑrɛm   

tijɑʒ  zɑ  
 jɑ-wɛt'-ɑ  sɛw  tɛ-mɛkɑ  əki  zor  bɑr-ɛ-m  ti-jɑʒ  zɑ 

 
 məss  tʃonnɑm  rɛkɛbɛnm 
 məss  tʃonn-ɑ-m  rɛkɛb-w-ɛnm 

 

‘Unfortunately, the land lords of the villagers were looking for a person who 

can carry his foal to take it up to the heel. When he turned back the land lord 

sow the man who is walking up and asked him to carry a foal and take it up 

to the steep.’  

006. bɛhi  ebɛlo  bɑrɛn  t'ɛrɑnne  ɑtt  bwɑrɛn  rot'ɛm 
 wɛrɛm 

 bɛh-I  ebɛlo  bɑr-ɛn  t'ɛr-ɑnne  ɑtt   bwɑr-ɛn  rot'-ɛ-m wɛr-ɛ-

m 

 

‘The landlord called him to come. Say yes and went.’ 

007.  neʃʃ  zi  dɛrmɑ      t'orəmɑhɛ  zi  ɑnnɑɲɲɛ ɑwt'ɑ  
bɑrɛm 

 neʃʃ  zi  dɛrmɑ        t'or-m-ɑhɛ  zi  ɑnnɑɲɲɛ ɑwt'-ɑ  bɑr-ɛ-m 

 

‘The land lord of the villagers ordered him to carry a foal and take it up to the 

steep.’ 
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008.  jəʒiʒ     gwɛjtɑ   bwɑrɛm   k'et'hum   zi   ɑnnɑɲɲɛ 
ɛwɛt'ɑwɛ  

 jə-ʒiʒ  gwɛjtɑ   bwɑr-ɛ-m  k'et'-hu-m  zi  ɑnnɑɲɲɛ ɛ-wɛt'-ɑ-wɛ 

 
 k'ɑr  nɑme   tənbərhɛ  əndɛgɛnɑ  ʒɛbrhɛm  ɑtʃ'tʃ'onnəm  
 k'ɑr  nɑm-e   tə-nbər-hɛ  əndɛ-gɛnɑ  ʒɛbr-hɛ-m  ɑt-ʃ'tʃ'onn-m  

 

 
 ɑwɛt'ɑ   k'ɛrɑbe  jɑzɛngɑ  bɛmnu  bɑrɛm   

temwɛt 
ɑ-wɛt'-ɑ   k'ɛrɑb-e  jɑ-zɛngɑ  bɛ-mnu  bɑr-ɛ-m   temwɛt 

 

‘He did what he was told to do. "O God! I asked you to give me something that 

can take me up to the steep road. But to the opposite you gave me something 

to be taken by me;"’ 

009. nɛfsijɑw  tewɛt'ɑ  ɑtʃ'tʃ'əkərri  bɑrɛm   zɑ 
 nɛfs-ijɑ-w  te-wɛt'-ɑ   ɑ-tʃ'tʃ'əkərr-i   bɑr-ɛ-m  zɑ 

 
 ɑnnɑɲɲɛ  fɛdʒdʒɛm  t'ɛbɑ  mɛdɛr   sɛlɑm 
 ɑnnɑɲɲɛ  fɛdʒdʒ-ɛ-m   t'ɛbɑ  mɛdɛr   sɛl-ɑ-m 

 

‘When he reached to the top; He became too tired.’ 

009.  ɑwɛrɛdɛm  ɑdɛwɛnɛm  nɛfs  t'ɛbbot'ɛnm  rot'ɛm  
 ɑ-wɛrɛd-ɛ-m   ɑdɛwɛn-ɛ-m  nɛfs  t'ɛbbot'-ɛn-m  rot'-ɛ-m 

 
 ɑtt  bet  jəgɛbɑ 
 ɑtt  bᶨet  jə-gɛbɑ 

 

‘He left the foal and entered to a house.’ 

010. gɛrɛd  kɛmobe  jɛgwjtɑ   bɛjmɑʃʃ  k'unɑ   
dʒɛbɛn 

 gɛrɛd  kɛm-o-be  jɛ-gwjtɑ   bɛj-mɑʃʃ  k'unɑ   dʒɛbɛn 

 
 k'ɑwɑ   jɑfeli   jɛgwɛjtɑ  kɛnɛ  jɛnʃ   jɛbbən 

k'ɑwɑ   j-ɑfel-I   jɛ-gwɛjtɑ  kɛnɛ  jɛnʃ   jɛ-bbən 

 

‘Asked a woman inside  the house to make coffee for him.’ 

011. hətm   ɑtekkɛrɛtʃtʃəm  k'ɑwɑ   ɑfɛllɑtʃtʃəm  ɑsɛllɑtʃtʃəm 
 hət-m    ɑ-tekkɛr-ɛtʃtʃ-m   k'ɑwɑ    ɑ-fɛll-ɑtʃtʃ-m   ɑ-sɛll-ɑtʃtʃ-m  

  
bɛj  dʒɛbɑbe  jəbbəna 
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 bɛj   dʒɛbɑbe  jə-bbən-ɑ 

 

‘The woman prepared coffee at that instant the man said "let me bless you"’ 

012.   hətm   ɑtekkɛrɛtʃtʃəm     dʒɛbɑ  bɑrɛtʃtʃəm  duwwɑ  
 hət-m    ɑ-tekkɛr-ɛtʃtʃ-m     dʒɛbɑ   bɑr-ɛtʃtʃ-m   duwwɑ 

 
sɛkkət   təbun   

sɛkkət    tə-bun 

‘The woman set the ready coffee and its materials in front of him and asked 

for his blessing.’ 

013. bɑlɛbetɑʃ  nɛnnɛ   wɛj  jəbbənɑhɛ 
 bɑlɛ-bjet-ɑʃ  nɛnn-ɛ   wɛj  jə-bbən-ɑ-hɛ 

 

‘The man than asked if her husband is outside the city.’ 

014.  jɛsɛb   gɛɲɲ  wɛrɛm   ɑntɛɲɲɛ  bətbun  ɛge  
jɛ-sɛb   gɛɲɲ  wɛr-ɛ-m  ɑn-tɛɲɲɛ  bə-tbun  ɛge 

 

‘She said, “Yes.” and asked for a blessing again.’ 

015. bɛj  məsɑʃʃ   bɛwɛgɛret  jɛjegbɑ  bɛwɛgɛret  
netɛɲɲ  

 bɛj məss-ɑʃʃ  bɛ-wɛgɛret  jɛ-jegb-ɑ  bɛ-wɛgɛret  ne-tɛɲɲ 

 
 jɛmɛkinɑ  ɑdɛgɑ   jɑgwrɑnɛ  nɛw 

jɛ-mɛkinɑ  ɑdɛgɑ   jɛ-ɑgwr-ɑ-nɛ  nɛw 

 

‘The man started to curse instead.  He said, "Let your husband stay longer; or 

have some accidents like car crush; or something bad happens to him."’ 

016. wɑ  məsso   təmɛrək'oɲɲ   bɑhum  duwwɑ 
 wɑ  məss-o    tə-mɛrək'-oɲɲ    bɑh-u-m   duww-ɑ 

 
 təʃɛkkətoni  bɑhum  k'ɑwɑ   ɑfɛlɑhum  dʒɛbɑ  bɛlu  
 tə-ʃɛkkət-on-i  bɑh-u-m  k'ɑwɑ    ɑ-fɛl-ɑ-hu-m   dʒɛbɑ  bɛl-u 

 
 duwwɑ   sɛkkəto  tenbərhu  təsɛdboɲɲ 
 duwwɑ    sɛkkət-o   te-nbər-hu  tə-sɛdb-oɲɲ 

 

‘The woman was surprised and asked why he is saying those things. Though 

she prepared coffee to obtain blessing’ 

017. ənk'wus   be 
 ənk'wus   be 
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‘He told her to keep quit.’ 

018. ɑtɑttge   jɛgwɛjtɑ  zɛngɑ   jəglɛbɛt' 
 ɑt-ɑtt-ge  jɛ-gwɛjtɑ  zɛngɑ   jə-glɛbɛt' 

 

‘Said "Things happen in contrast to what we say."’ 

019. ɛkwɑ  bɛzi  ɑnnɑɲɲɛ  tənnətʃtʃɛɲɲ   k'et't'əhum 
 ɛkwɑ  bɛ-zi  ɑnnɑɲɲɛ  tənn-tʃtʃɛɲɲ   k'et't'-hu-m 

 

‘When I was walking on a steep I got too tired.’ 

020. gwojtɑ   zi  nəʃɑ  ɛwɛt'ɑwɛ  k'ɑr  nɑme   tənnəbun 
 gwojtɑ   zi  nəʃɑ   ɛ-wɛt'-ɑw-ɛ  k'ɑr  nɑm-e   tənn-bun 

 

 gwojtɑ   ətʃ'tʃ'orrəm  ɑwɛt'ɑn  k'ɛrɑbe 
gwojtɑ   ə-tʃ'tʃ'orr-m  ɑ-wɛt'-ɑn   k'ɛrɑbe 

 

‘I asked God to give me something that can take me up to the steep road. But 

to the opposite he gave me something to be taken by me.’ 

021. jɑtɑttəge  jɛgwojtɑ  zɛngɑ   jətgɛlɛbbɛt' 
 jɛ-ɑt-ɑtt-ge  jɛ-gwojtɑ  zɛngɑ   jət-gɛlɛbbɛt' 

 

‘He said "Things happen in contrast to what we say."’ 

022. ək'wus   be 
 ək'wus   be 

 

‘He told her to keep quit.’ 

023.    ekkətu   jəbbənɑ  hige  zɑ  k'unɑ   dʒɛbɛn 
 e-kkət-u   jə-bbən-ɑ  hi-ge  zɑ  k'unɑ   dʒɛbɛn 

 
 k'ɑwɑ   jɑfɛlɑtʃu  tefodʒim  zɑ   bɛsɛb  
 k'ɑwɑ   jɛ-ɑ-fɛl-ɑtʃ-u  te-fodʒ-i-m  zɑ   bɛ-sɛb 

 
 gɛɲɲ  jɛwɛre   məss  kɛtʃtʃ   bɑrɛm   sɛlɑ 
 gɛɲɲ  jɛ-wɛr-e  məss  kɛtʃtʃ   bɑr-ɛ-m  sɛl-ɑ 

 

‘He told her about his travel, his prayer and what happened to him in 

contrast to what he prayed for. Speaking about such things the husband came 

from his trip safe and well.’ 

024. zəmu   ɑmbbɑkʃ   woj 
 zə-mu   ɑm-bbɑk-ʃ     woj 

 

‘I told you said the gust.’ 

025. ɑtɑttəge  jɛgwɛjtɑ  zɛngɑ   əkkətu 
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 ɑt-ɑtt-ge  jɛ-gwɛjtɑ  zɛngɑ    əkk-tu 

‘"Some time things happen in contrast to what we say."’  

026. bɛbet   wɛbret  tʃɛɲɲɛʃ  bɑrrɛnɑ 
  bɛ-bet   wɛ-br-et  tʃɛɲɲ-ɛ-ʃ  bɑrr-ɛ-nɑ 

   

‘Your husband came from his trip safe and well.’ 
 

Once a man was walking on a steep and got too tired.  He asked God to give him something that can 

take him up to the steep road.  Unfortunately, the villagers asked him to carry a foal and take it up 

to the steep.  He did what he was told to do.  When he reached to the top, he left the foal and 

entered to a house.  He asked a woman inside the house to make coffee for him.  The woman mad 

coffee and asked for his blessing.  The man than asked if her husband is outside the city and she 

said, “yes” and asked for a blessing again.  The man started to curse instead.  He said, “Let your 

husband stay longer; or have some accidents like car crush; or something bad happens to him.”  The 

woman was surprised and asked why he is saying those things.  He told her about his travel, his 

prayer and what happened to him in contrast to what he prayed for.  He said, “Things happen in 

contrast to what we say.”  Speaking about such things the husband came from his trip safe and well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tale-7: A story concerning an unbalanced way out of a crisis    
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This story was told by Sheh Ahmedin Sheh Surur, January 2010, Butajira, Ethiopia 

 

001. ɑtt  mɑss   kutɛnɑ   bɛbet   tɑk’ew 
 ɑtt  mɑss   kutɛnɑ     bɛ-bjet   tɛ-ɑk’ew 

 one  man   chicken   LOC-home  be-ill 

   

 ‘Once a man’s chicken got sick’  

002. bɛt’ɑm   titɑk’iw  jɛt’enk’wɑj (jɛʃɛgorɛj ) bet 
 bɛt’ɑm   ti-tɛ-ɑk’iw  jɛ-t’enk’wɑj (jɛ-ʃɛgorɛj )  bjet 

 very   SUB-be-ill  DAT-magician   home 

 

bɑrɛm      wɛrɛ      mən  bənəʃɛkurnɛ      
bɑr-ɛ-m      wɛr-ɛ      mən  bə-nəʃɛkur-nɛ      

sayPV-3sm-DCM   go.PV-3sm            what REL-1p-do.IPV-1p     

 

fɛjɑ-w   bɑrɛm        jɛʃɛgorɛj      bet   wɛrɛm  
 fɛjɑ-w   bɑr-ɛ-m        jɛ-ʃɛgorɛ-i      bjet    wɛr-ɛ-m 

    good-COP.3sm  sayPV-3sm-DCM      DAT-magician-DEF    home    go-heCDM 

 
bisɛl      

bji-sɛl 

 when-reach.PV.3sm 

   

 ‘Ask what he should do to get it cured’ 

003.  kutɛnɑɲɑ  tɑk’ij   mən   bənəʃɛkurnɛ   fɛjɑw  
kutɛnɑ-ɛɲɲɑ  tɛ-ɑk’ij   mən   bə-nə-ʃɛkur-nɛ   fɛjɑ-w 

 chiken-my  be-ill   what   REL-1p-do.IPV-1p good-COP.3sm 

 

004.  ʃɛgworɛj  ťɑk’ur   bok’ɑťe  ɑgubwɑnɛm    
 ʃɛgworɛj  ťɑk’ur   bok’ɑ-ťe  ɑgub-wɑ-nɛ-m    

 magician-DEF    black             white-sheep  bring.PV- COP.3sm-CDM 

 

bɑrɛ 

bɑr-ɛ 

 sayPV.3sm  

  

‘The Wizard answered, "You should sacrifice a black spotted sheep, and your 

hen will be fine."’ 

005. ɑjɑ  ahɛma jɛ k’utɛnɑ ɛt’e       bɛdʒdʒɛhu 
 ɑjɑ  ɑhɛma  jɛ-k’utɛnɑ ɛt’e        bɛ-ɛdʒdʒɛ-hu 

 ow  so  DAT-chickn sheep  LOC-hand-1s 
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 agbwanɛ           təbre   hwetm  jət’lɑfom      
 ɑgb-wɑ-nɛ   tə-bre    hwetm  jə-t’lɑfo-m        

 bring.PV-COP.3sm SUB-say.IPV.3sm both  1s-sacrifay-DCM 

 

jət’ɛk’əl bɑrɛm        tɛʒʒɛbɛrɛm  tʃɛɲɲɑm   
jə-t’ɛk’əl bɑr-ɛ-m        tɛ-ʒʒɛbɛr-ɛ-m  tʃɛɲɲɑm  

 1s-sacrifay say.PV-3sm-DCM    LOC-stand.PV-3sm-DCM come.PV.3sm-DCM 

 

jəbri 

jə-bri 

 3-say.IPV.pm 

 

‘O for a chicken could I have to sacrifice sheep?’  

 
Once a man’s hen got sick and took it to a wizard to ask what he should do to get it cured.  The 

wizard answered, “You should sacrifice a black spotted sheep, and your hen will be fine.” 

Tale-8: A story concerning subjects who overlook who you are 
 

This story was told by Sheh Ahmedin Sheh Surur, January 2010, Butajira, Ethiopia 

 

001. zɑngerɑm  jɑnbɛsɑ  gunnɛn  ɛwɛt’ɑm  k’ɑmɑl 
 zɑngerɑ-m   jɛ-ɑnbɛsɑ  gunnɛn   ɛ-wɛt’-ɑ-m   k’ɑmɑl   

 
 ək’ɛml   bɑrɛm   ɑlɛ 
 ə-k’ɛml    bɑr-ɛ-m  ɑl-ɛ 

 

 ‘A monkey said that he could pick up louses from a lion’s hair’ 

002.  k’əmɑl   ək’ɛml   jɛbɑrɛge  əndemu  ɑnbɛsɑ 
 k’əmɑl    ə-k’ɛml   jɛ-bɑr-ɛ-ge  ən-dem-u   ɑnbɛsɑ 

 
zɑmu   tɛgɛdɛrɛm  bɑrɛ 

 zɑ-mu   tɛ-gɛdɛr-ɛ-m  bɑr-ɛ 

 

 ‘The lion said "why not you start picking up naw"’ 
003.  ɑjɑkwɑ  ɑrɛk’e   sɑtʃ’ɛhum  nɛgɛ   jɛtʃ’ɑt  
 ɑj-ɑkwɑ   ɑrɛk’e    sɑtʃ’-ɛ-hu-m   nɛgɛ    jɛ-tʃ’ɑt 

 
hɑwzɑ   bɛsɑtʃɛhu  sɛ’ɑt   jət’ɛk’li  ɑlɛ  

 hɑwzɑ    bɛ-sɑtʃ-ɛhu  sɛ’ɑt   jə-t’ɛk’l-I   ɑl-ɛ  
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 ‘The monky ripliod "I drank alkol today, but when I drink *“chat hawza” 

temorow I will pick it up"’  

004.  jɛtʃ’ɑt   hɑwzɑmɑ  ɑkwɑm  nɛnɛ   bwɑrɛ  
 jɛ-tʃ’ɑt    hɑwzɑ-mɑ  ɑ-kwɑ-m   nɛnnɛ    bwɑr-ɛ  
 

‘His friends told him that there were enough drinks and chats if he really 

wanted to try.’  

005.   jɛtʃ’ɑt   hɑwzɑ  tʃɛɲɲɛm  sɛtʃɛm  
 jɛ-tʃ’ɑt   hɑwzɑ   tʃɛɲɲ-ɛ-m   sɛtʃ-ɛ-m 

 

‘They bring “chat hawza” So got drunk.’ 

006.  bɑnbsɑje  bɛgunɛno  tʃ’orɛm  k’ɑmɑl  k’ɛmɛlɛ ɑge 
 bɛ-ɑnbsɑ-je  bɛ-gunnɛn-o  tʃ’or-ɛ-m  k’ɑmɑl   k’ɛmɛl-ɛ ɑge 

 

‘The monkey went to a lion to pick up louses.’ 

007.  ɑnbɛsɑ   bɛk’unɑ  ɛdʒdʒ   ɑwɛrɛdɛn  əke 
 ɑnbɛsɑ   bɛ-k’un-ɑ  ɛdʒdʒ   ɑ-wɛrɛd-ɛn  ək-e   

 
 jɑʒənge  zɑngerɑ  wɑrɛ           bɛk’unɑm  ɛdʒdʒɛwtɑ 
 jɑʒ-n-ge   zɑngerɑ  wɑr-ɛ          bɛ-k’un-ɑ-m  ɛdʒdʒ-ɛwt-ɑ 

   
bɛhərɛ   k’otɛrɛn  bɑrɛ  

 bɛ-hər-ɛ    k’otɛr-ɛn   bɑr-ɛ  

 

‘The lion realized that something is on his body.  He saw the monkey, cut him 

into pieces and ate him.’ 

 

 
A monkey said that he could pick up louses from a lion’s hair when he got drunk and chew enough 

chat.  His friends told him that there were enough drinks and chats if he really wanted to try.  So he 

chews chat, got drunk and went to a lions head to pick up louses. The lion realized that something is 

on his body.  He saw the monkey and cut him into pieces and ate him. 

*Chat hawzaChat hawzaChat hawzaChat hawza is a kind of drink which can be pripaerd from chat by boiling the water and the leafe of 

the chat like tee 

Tale-9: A story concerning honesty and reliability 
 

This story was told by Sheh Ahmedin Sheh Surur, January 2010, Butajira, Ethiopia 
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001. jɛzɑngerɑ  məʃt   tʃ’ɛɲɲtʃəm  
 jɛ-zɑngerɑ  məʃt     tʃ’ɛɲɲ-tʃ-m 

 

 ‘A wife of a monkey’s gave birth.’ 

002.  jɛzɑngerɑ  məʃt  səlɛtʃ’ɛɲɲɛtu    sɛbɛrɛm  jɑtʃɛɲɲɛ  wɛrɛm 

 jɛ-zɑngerɑ  məʃt  səlɛ-tʃ’ɛɲɲ-ɛtu     sɛbɛr-ɛ-m  jɑ-tʃɛɲɲ-ɛ  wɛr-ɛ-m 

 

 ‘Then the male monkey went to search of food for his wife.’   

003. bɛbet  ennɛ  ɑnbɛsɑ  məʃt  tʃ’ɛɲɲɛtəm  sɛbbɛrɛm 
 bɛ-bjet  ennɛ  ɑnbɛsɑ   məʃt   tʃ’ɛɲɲ-ɛt-m  sɛbbɛr-ɛ-m 

 
 jɑtʃɛɲɲinɑje  tɛfɛkɑje  zɑngirɑ  gɛbɑ  
 jɑ-tʃɛɲɲ-i-nɑ-je   tɛ-fɛk-ɑ-je   zɑngjirɑ   gɛb-ɑ  

 

 ‘The male lion was out for hunting. Since his wife was gave birth, so the 

monkey went to the lion’s hous.’ 

004. fɛjɑ  wɑllim  woj  bɑrɛ  
 fɛjɑ   wɑll-i-m   woj   bɑr-ɛ 

 

 ‘He asked her "how are you"’  

005. fɛjɑ  wɑlhu  
 fɛjɑ   wɑl-hu 

 

 ‘She replayd "fine"’ 

 
006. tʃ’eɲɲiʃʃ  woj  mɑrijɑm  tɑtʃ’ɑwtəʃʃ  bɛmən   inʃʃ 
 tʃ’eɲɲ-i-ʃʃ  woj  mɑrijɑm  tɑ-tʃ’ɑwt-ʃʃ  bɛ-mən   inʃʃ 

   
 bɛmən   tənɛbri  fɛjɑnʃʃ   woj 
 bɛ-mən   tə-nɛbr-I  fɛjɑ-nʃʃ    woj 

 

 ‘Are you gave berth? Let sent Mariyam be with you! He asked by what you 

are living? Are you ok?’ 

007. ekkəmu  mwɑnhwɑhum 
 ekk-mu    mwɑn-hwɑ-hum 

 

  ‘Yes I am, who are you?’ 

008. ɑbɛgɑz   zɑngero  jəbruɲɲɛ 
 ɑbɛgɑz   zɑngjero  jə-bru-ɲɲɛ 

 

 ‘They colled me patriot monky.’  
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009. ɑhutu   ɑbɛgɑz  zɑngero  jəbrukɑ 
 ɑhu-tu   ɑbɛgɑz   zɑngjero  jəbr-u-kɑ 

 

 ‘Tthey coll you patriot monky?’  

010.  ekk 
   ekk 

 

  Yes 

011. tɛ  goməllɛl  bɑrɛge   tɛməsetɑ  jəbɛzɑ  
 tɛ  goməllɛl  bɑr-ɛ-ge  tɛ-məss-e-tɑ  jə-bɛz-ɑ 

 
 k’ɑru   hɑnɛbɑm 
 k’ɑr-u   hɑn-ɛ-bɑ-m 

 

 ‘When he muve here and their it simes for her that he looks beter than her 

hasuband’   
012. fodowɑhu  jɛmn     mult’      hɛnɛm  bɑrtʃəm  tɛsɑlɛtʃu  
 food-wɑ-hu  jɛ-mn    mult’      hɛn-ɛ-m  bɑr-ɛtʃ-m  tɛ-sɑl-ɛtʃ-u 

 

 ‘She asked him what happened to his ass as it didn’t have any hair on it.’   
013. fodoɲɲɑ  bɛt’ɛrɛk’  kwɛrɛtʃon  ənnɑnənge   ɑrbɛɲɲɑhw 
 food-ɲɲɑ  bɛ-t’ɛrɛk’  kwɛrɛtʃ-on  ənn-əng-e   ɑrbɛɲɲ-ɑhw 

   
ɛtwɑgɑjo  ɑr  ənənge   bɛt’ɛrɛk’  jɛtʃonɑhwɛ   
ɛt-wɑg-ɑ-jo  ɑr ənn-əng-e  bɛ-t’ɛrɛk’  jɛ-tʃon-ɑhw-ɛ   

 
fodoɲɲɑ   tɛmɛllɛt’ɛm 

 food-ɲɲɑ   tɛ-mɛllɛt’-ɛ-m 

 

 ‘He answered, “As I am a warrior, I always sit on horses and mules. I never 

even put clothes on them’    

014. enɑhu   jɛnk’ɑr  ʃəlo  hɛnɛm  
 en-ɑh-u   jɛ-n-k’ɑr  ʃəl-o  hɛn-ɛ-m  

 

 ‘What happened to your eyes as they were red and partial saited?’ 

015. ɑrb  ɛk’ew  ənəng   jəwɛgwɛɲɲ   ewɛgwɛɲɲ 
 ɑrb  ɛ-k’ew  ən-əng   jə-wɛgw-ɛɲɲ   e-wɛgw -ɛɲɲ 

 
 bɑtt  ɛdʒɛɲɲ əntʃɛ  ɛbrəm      ɑrbɛ          k’əjhuwɛm  
 bɑtt  ɛdʒ-ɛɲɲ ən-tʃɛ  ɛ-br-m       ɑrb-ɛ  k’əj-hu-wɛ-m  
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 ‘The monkey answered it is because he is in fear for every war not to be 

attacked.’ 

 
016. t’əfrɑhu  jɛmən   ɑtlɑt’oj 
 t’əfr-ɑhu  jɛ-mən   ɑt-lɑt’-oj 

 

 ‘She asked why his nails are too long.’   

017. jɑkisɑ   titmet’səbi  wɛsɑfet  ɛʃɛje   ɑnnɑr  
 jɛ-ɑ-kisɑ  ti-tmet’s-bi   wɛ-sɑfet  ɛʃɛje   ɑn-nɑr 

   
 bɛzɑm   mɛdɛr   ɛgɛdm   ɛt’ɛbutʃ’  
 bɛ-zɑm   mɛdɛr    ɛgɛdm    ɛ-t’ɛbutʃ’ 

                     

 ‘He said in case something is ripped while he was on the horse, his nails 

would help him to sew.’ 

018. əkk   ɑrbɛɲɲɛhu  bɑrɛtʃu  
  əkk   ɑrbɛɲɲ-ɛ-hu   bɑr-ɛ-tʃu 

 

‘ "She said “Rily you are a patriot"’  

019. ekk  ekk 
 ekk   ekk 

 

 ‘Yes  yes’  

020. məss  jɛk’k’inɑ  jɛzɑngirɑ  məʃʃət   bɑrɛtʃtʃəm 
 məss  jɛ-k’k’in-ɑ  jɛ-zɑngjirɑ  məʃʃət   bɑr-ɛtʃtʃ-m  
 

 ‘She said "any body could be jeles of sech a huseband"’ 

021. wɑlləhum  gɛbbɑ   ɑnbɛsɑ  tʃɛɲɲɛ  
 wɑll-hum   gɛbb-ɑ   ɑnbɛsɑ   tʃɛɲɲ-ɛ 

 

 ‘The mail lion returned from hunting.’ 

022. bɑzɛnɑ   tʃɛɲɲɛm  bɑzi  bet  ɛkwɑ  wɛddɛl  sɛb 
 bɑz-ɛ-nɑ  tʃɛɲɲ-ɛ-m  bɑz-i   bjet    ɛkwɑ  wɛddɛl    sɛb 

 

‘ When the lion came back, she told him everything about what the monkey 

had told her.’ 

023. bɑj   mwɑ 
 bɑj   mwɑ 

 

 Who?  

024. wɛddɛl    məss 
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 wɛddɛl    məss 

 

 ‘Honerd man’  

-025.  mwɑ    jəburi  
 mwɑ   jə-bur-i 

 

 ‘What is his name?’ 

026. ɑbɛgaz    zɑngero   jəburi  
 ɑbɛgaz    zɑngero   jə-bur-i 

 

 ‘They colled him patriot monky.’ 

027. mən     bɑrrɛnɑʃʃ 
 mən      bɑrr-ɛn-ɑʃʃ 

 

 What did him tolds you?  

028. ɑki  ki  ki  ki  fodɑhɛm  jɛmn   tɛmɛlɛt’ɛm 
 ɑki  ki  ki  ki  food-ɑhɛ-m  jɛ-mn   tɛ-mɛlɛt’-ɛ-m  

  
 bənbur   bɛt’ɛrɛk’  kor  tʃonɑhum  ənənge 
 bən-bur    bɛ-t’ɛrɛk’  kor  tʃon-ɑhu-m  ən-əng-e  

  
 ɑrbɛɲɲɛhw   bɑre 
                        ɑrbɛɲɲ-ɛhw    bɑr-e 

 

 ‘Yes ow ow ow when I asked him “why your ass bekam bold”he riplaid me as 

he is a warrior, he always sit on horses and mules. He never even put clothes 

on them.’    

-029.  enəʃʃɑhɛ  jɛmɑʃʃulo  hɛnɛm     bənbur  ɑrb     ɛk’ejw      bɑre  
 en-ʃʃɑ-hɛ  jɛ-mɑ-ʃʃul-o  hɛn-ɛ-m    bən-bur  ɑrb  ɛ-k’ejw       bɑr-e 

 

 ‘When I asked him about one of his eyes he answered me because he is in 

fear for every war not to be attacked.’ 

030. t’əfrəʃʃɑhɛ  bənbun  wosɑffətʃɑ  ɑnəssɛ   əkkəm 
  
t’əfr-ʃʃɑ-hɛ  bən-bun  wosɑff-tʃɑ  ɑnəss-ɛ   əkkəm 

   
ɛsefwɛ   bɑre 

 ɛ-sefw-ɛ   bɑr-e  
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 ‘I asked him “why your nails are too long?”  He answered me that if in case 

something is ripped while he was on the horse, his nails would help him to 

sew.’ 

031. girmɑmogɛsɛwtɑ  tidɛnk’  titɑzoj   gunɛhu  ɛhwɑ   
 girmɑ-mogɛs-ɛwtɑ  ti-dɛnk’  ti-tɛ-ɑz-oj  gunn-ɛ-hu  ɛhwɑ  

  
   sɛmoni   jɛtʃɛɲɲɛ  ɑznɑgi 

 sɛmon-i   jɛ-tʃɛɲɲ-ɛ  ɑ-znɑg-i  

 

 ‘He has amazing grees, he said as he will visit me soon.’ 

032. mɛtʃɛ   bɑ  
 mɛtʃɛ    bɑ 

 

 ‘When did he say?’ 

033.  sɛstɛ   ɛtʃɛɲɲ   bɑrɛ  
  sɛst-ɛ   ɛ-tʃɛɲɲ   bɑr-ɛ 

 

 ‘He Said "After tomorrow"’ 

034.  bɛj  fɛjɑhw  bɑrɛm   sənɛbbɛtɛ  wəttizɑnhɛm    
 bɛj  fɛjɑ-hw   bɑr-ɛ-m  sənɛbbɛt-ɛ  wətti-zɑn-hɛm 

 
tɛwɛrɛji  tɛʃʃemɛm  bɑkɑbɑbi  tɛʃʃemwonəm     
tɛ-wɛrɛ-ji  tɛ-ʃʃem-ɛ-m bɛ-ɑkɑbɑb-I   tɛ-ʃʃemw-on-m  

  
zɑnger   ɛhwɑm  tʃɛɲɲɛ  

 zɑnger   ɛhw-ɑ-m  tʃɛɲɲ-ɛ  

 

 ‘The next day, the lion hid and waited for the monkey.’  

035. tʃ’eɲɲo   mɑrijɑm  tɑtʃ’ɑwtəʃʃ  wɛgɛretm  sɛnɛbɛtɑʃʃəm   woj  
 tʃ’eɲɲ-o   mɑrijɑm  tɛ-ɑ-tʃ’ɑwt-ʃʃ  wɛgɛret-m  sɛnɛbɛt-ɑʃʃ-m     woj 

 

 ‘Let sent Mariyam be with you! Haw is you the all past deyes?’ 

036. ekk  fɛjɑmməhu   fɛjɑhu  
 ekk  fɛjɑ-mm-hu   fɛjɑ-hu 

 

 ‘Yas I am ok, what about you?’ 

037. bɛmənənəʃʃ  b’ɛnɑʃʃəm  wɛj  
 bɛ-mən-nəʃʃ  b’ɛnɑʃʃ-m   wɛj 

 

 ‘Haw is living? Are you strong?’  

038. bɛrtʃ’umɑ  ɑwɛnɛnm  bɛzɑ  bɛrtʃ’umɑ  gwɛmm  tɛbɑrɛje 
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 bɛrtʃ’umɑ   ɑ-wɛnɛn-m  bɛzɑ   bɛrtʃ’umɑ  gwɛmm  tɛ-bɑr-ɛ-je 

   
ɑto  ɑmbɛs   mənm   tebr  mənm   tebr  zɛwɛl 
ɑto  ɑmbɛs   mən-m   te-br  mən-m   te-br   zɛwɛl 

 
bɑrɛm   bɛforɛhu  jəgɛbɑwɑ  

 bɑr-ɛ-m   bɛ-for-ɛ-hu  jə-gɛb-ɑ-wɑ 

 

 ‘He found a stool and set their, the lion appeared suddenly into the room.’  

039. bɛbɛrtʃ’umɑmi   fwɛr   wont   ʒɛk’  
  bɛ-bɛrtʃ’umɑ-m-I  fwɛr   wont    ʒɛk’ 

 

 ‘The monky drop his excrement in the stool’ 

040. Wunɑt   jəgɛfunm  bɛk’ɑ   bɑfɛr     tʃonɑm  zɛgnən  
 wunɑt   jə-gɛf-un-m  bɛk’ɑ              bɑfɛr      tʃon-ɑ-m zɛgn-n 

 

 ‘When he drops his excrement in the stool he become scared to death and set 

in the ground.’ 

041. bet  mɑn   ɑtʃɛɲɲɛnɑhɛ 
 bjet   mɑn   ɑ-tʃɛɲɲ-ɛ-nɑhɛ 

 

 ‘Why you come to my house?’ 

042. ɑgɑt’ɑmi  muʃʃɛhɛ  ɑk’oɲɲɛm(b)   hɛnhum 
 ɑgɑt’ɑmi  muʃʃ-ɛhɛ  ɑk’oɲɲ-ɛm(b)   hɛn-hum 

 
 ɛktɛmɑ   ɑgɑt’ɑmi  musnɛ  
 ɛ-kt-ɛ-mɑ  ɑgɑt’ɑmi  musn-ɛ 

 

 ‘It is unknowingly, it is unfortunet’ 

043.  zi  enɑhe   mən   sulo  ʃɛkotɛni  
 zi   en-ɑhe   mən    sul-o   ʃɛkot-ɛn-i 

  

‘"What hapend to your eyes?"’ 

044. wəsɑ  tənsɛrk’uʃʃ  bɛwɛnɛnɑ  wəsɑ   tənsɛrk’u  bəmən  
 wəsɑ  tə-nsɛrk’-uʃʃ  bɛ-wɛnɛnɑ  wəsɑ   tənsɛrk’-u  bə-mən 

   
 jəwogoɲɲ  bɑhu  wusɑ   tənnək’ew  ɑjɑʒ  wusɑ  
  jə-wog-oɲɲ  bɑh-u  wusɑ   tən-nək’ew   ɑjɑʒ   wusɑ 

 
k’urɛt’   tɛrbojebu  wusɑ  təsɛrk’oj  təmet’ɛjɛmɑhw  

                       k’urɛt’    tɛ-rboj-e-bu  wusɑ  tə-sɛrk’-oj  tə-met’ɛjɛmɑhw 
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 ‘"My eyes are red as I steal a lot of ‘kocho’s’ and eat them; at that taim they 

thorow nafe on my eyes"’ 

045.  fodohɑʃʃ  
  food-hɑʃʃ  
 

 ‘"What happened to your ass?"’ 

046. k’ərɛr   k’ərɛr   ənənge  bɛmn   ɛtʃonɑ  
 k’ərɛr   k’ərɛr   ən-ənge  bɛ-mn   ɛ-tʃon-ɑ  

  
 bɛgɛlim  ənntʃɛ   bɛmən   ɛnntʃonɑ  
 bɛ-gɛl-i-m  ən-ntʃ-ɛ  bɛ-mən              ɛn-ntʃ-on-ɑ 

 

 ‘"My ass has no hair because I sit on a stone, day and night to wait for 

something to steal;"’ 

047. t’əffərɑʃ 
 t’əffər-ɑʃ 

 

 What happened to your neals? 

048.  bɛk’ɑ  sɛmone  wɛdɛnɑj  biftɛwətɑjki   biftetɑj 
 bɛk’ɑ  sɛmon-e   wɛdɛn-ɑ-j  bif-tɛw-tɑj-ki   bif-te-tɑj 

   
 ʒɛbɛrɛm  tɛntɛnɛmɛ  jɛwɛdɛn  sɛmone 
 ʒɛbɛr-ɛ-m  tɛntɛn-ɛ-m  jɛ-wɛd-ɛn   sɛmon-e   

 
jewɛdɛnemwɑn ɛhwɑ  

 je-wɛd-ɛn-e-mwɑn -ɛhwɑ 

  

 ‘The monkey explained again, “my nails are too long so that it would be 

easier to use them in stealing.’ 

049. jɛwɛdɛnemwɑnu  jɛmən   sɛmonu  kijɑm   bɑhuʃʃəm 
  jɛ-wɛd-ɛn-e-mwɑn-u   jɛ-mən    sɛmon-u   kij-ɑ-m   bɑh-uʃʃ-m 

 
jəbɑnnɛ  

 jəb-ɑn-nɛ 

 

‘The lioness asked him where all his grace has vanished and he answered "It 

was before the lion came."’    

050. ɑmɛjkodɛ  zigɑ  ɑtrəfəʃ   ʃulək   bɑrɛm   
wɛt’t’ɑm  

 ɑmɛ-jkod-ɛ  zig-ɑ  ɑtrəf-ʃ    ʃulək   bɑr-ɛ-m  wɛt’t’-ɑ-m   
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əlləm   tewokwon   bɛkkəmtənɑm   wunɑt  
əlləm   te-wokw-o-n   bɛ-kkəmt-n-ɑ-m  wunɑt  

  
bɛzɑt   gofɛrɛnm   ɑbwɛnɛn    
bɛ-zɑt    gofɛr-ɛ-n-m    ɑbwɛn-ɛn 

 

 ‘The monkey appeared to be a very graceful patriotic person befor at this 

moment in the opposite and ran to sef himself.’   

051. wɑri  məss  zɑ  jɑnbɛsɑ  bɛgwɛbɑhɛ  məkɛhɛnɛ.  
 wɑr-i  məss   zɑ   jɛ-ɑnbɛsɑ  bɛ-gwɛb-ɑ-hɛ  məkɛh-ɛ-nɛ.  

 

 when the lion came the  monkey’s gracefulness disappired. 

 
A wife of a lion gave birth and a monkey went by to visit while the male lion was out looking for food.  

He appeared to be a very graceful patriot.  He entered to the room and talked to the lioness.  She asked 

him what happened to his ass as it didn’t have any hair on it.  He answered, “As I am a warrior, I always 

sit on horses and mules.  I never even put clothes on them the lioness continued to ask what happened 

to your eyes. And answers other question to in the contrary she appointed him other day and told her 

appreciation about the guest to her husband. In the other day her husband hides himself and was 

whiting to the Monkey. After the Monkey inters to the house the lion followed and closed the door 

internally. Lastly when the Monkey notices that the mail lion in the house he become afraid of and cause 

of this his gracefulness disappeared. 
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Tale-10: A story concerning the need of readiness for anything 

 
This story was told by W/ro Nurya Andeta, January 2010, Butajira, Ethiopia 
 
001.  məss  ɛrrədʒdʒɛtɑn   gɛrɛdɑ   tʃɛɲɲɛm  wɛbɛru 
  məss  ɛrrədʒdʒ-ɛtɑn   gɛrɛd-ɑ   tʃɛɲɲ-ɛ-m  wɛ-bɛr-u 

 
mɛrɑt   ɑtʃɛɲɲɛm 
mɛrɑt   ɑ-tʃɛɲɲ-ɛ-m 

 

‘The man got married and took his wife to his mother.’   

002.  bətlɛhɑ   bətiwwɛdɑm   ɑttəm   k’ɑl  təhire  
  bət-lɛh-ɑ  bəti-wwɛd-ɑ-m   ɑtt-m    k’ɑl   təhir-e  

  
ɑntʃtʃɑlɛtʃ  jɑnhɛrɛtʃtʃəge 
ɑn-tʃtʃɑl-ɛtʃ   jɑn-hɛr-ɛtʃtʃ-ge 

 

‘The mother tried to teach her daughter-in-law how to perform household 

chores. However the daughter-in-law didn’t seem to catch any of them.’ 

003.  gɛrɛddɛɲɲɑ  bɛkotɛw  jɑlɛk’otʃ  bɛgodʒɛ  bɑrɛtʃtʃəm  
  gɛrɛdd-ɛɲɲ-ɑ  bɛ-kotɛw  jɛ-ɑ-lɛk’-otʃ  bɛ-godʒ-ɛ  bɑr-ɛtʃtʃ-m  

  
bɑrɛtɑ   ɑmɑti   wɛbɛru  ɑhwɑm  nəzɛbəru  
bɑr-ɛ-tɑ   ɑmɑt-i   wɛ-bɛr-u   ɑhw ɑ-m   nə-zɛbər-u 

 

‘The man’s mother finally asked.  "Where had you been raised, in a hole or in 

a bird’s nest in which people wouldn’t live?"’ 

 

 
The man got married and took his wife to his mother.  The mother tried to teach her daughter-in-

law how to perform household chores.  However the daughter-in-law didn’t seem to catch any of 

them.  The man’s mother finally asked.  “Where had you been raised, in a hall or in a bird’s nest in 

which people wouldn’t live?” 
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Tale-11: A story concerning habits followed everywhere 

 

This story was told by Dilly Awel, January 2010, Butajira, Ethiopia 

 

001.  mɛtʃem   wudo   ɑmɛl   jɛsɛb   bet 
  mɛtʃem   wudo   ɑmɛl   jɛ-sɛb    bet 
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tɛhetɛlɛm  jɑr  
tɛhetɛl-ɛ-m  jɑr 

 

‘A habit never dies!’ 

002. məss  bɑzɛnɛt  wɛrɛm (tɛbɛrtʃesɛlɑm)  dəlɛdg   jɛsɛb  
 məss  bɛ-ɑzɛn-ɛt  wɛr-ɛ-m(tɛ-bɛrtʃɛ-sɛlɑm) dəlɛdg  jɛ-sɛb 

  
bet  bɑzɛnnɛ  wɛrɛm  

 bjet  bɛ-ɑzɛn-nɛ  ɛr-ɛ-m 

 

‘Once a man went to some place for a visit.’ 

003 jɛwɛlɛbɑ sɛbhɛmɑ fɛjɑm tɛtʃ’ɛbwɛrim ɛgər ɑt’ɛbum ɛrbɑt  
 jɛ-wɛlɛb-ɑ  sɛb-hɛ-m-ɑ  fɛjɑ-m  tɛ-tʃ’ɛbwɛr-i-m  ɛgər  ɑt’ɛb-u-m  ɛrbɑt 

 
ɑbonɛm bɛfɛjɑ mɛddər mɛntɛ tʃ’etʃ’ənɛm tɛgɛdɛr  
ɑ-bon-ɛ-m bɛ-fɛjɑ  mɛddər  mɛntɛ tʃ’etʃ’ən-ɛ-m  tɛ-gɛdɛr 

 

‘There, they welcomed him warmly.  They washed his legs, gave his dinner, 

did everything he needed and took him to sleep.'  

004. mɛtʃem   ɑmɛl   wudo   gəbətt   məsɑr    
 mɛtʃem   ɑmɛl   wudo   gəbətt   məsɑr 

 
bɛhɛnɛhɛmɑ  mɛtʃem  ɑjɑnɑhu  edɛnbət’bi  məssi    
bɛ-hɛnɛ-hɛmɑ  mɛtʃem  ɑjɑn-ɑhu  e-dɛnbət’b-I  məss-i  

  
nɛbsɛw   məʃʃət   jəwɛd   jɛməʃʃət  sus  
nɛnnɛwɛ 
nɛbs-ɛ-w  məʃʃət   jə-wɛd   jɛ-məʃʃət  sus  nɛnnɛ-wɛ 

 

‘he has a bade habit , when he interd to the room  he foces on ladies ,so he 

like ladies very mach.’ 

 
005. həʒge   ənʃʃətɑ  jɛgɛdɛrɛmɑhɛmɑ  ɑʒɛm 

həʒ-ge   ənʃʃətɑ   jɛ-gɛdɛr-ɛm-ɑhɛmɑ  ɑʒɛ-m 

  

‘He noticed where the ladies went to sleep.’   

006. ʒəjɛ  ɑʒɛnɛmɑ  tɛgɛdɛrɛ  
ʒə-jɛ  ɑʒ-ɛ-nɛmɑ   tɛ-gɛdɛr-ɛ 

 

‘He noticed and sleept.’  
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007. gəbət’   məsɑrɛ  bɛhɛnɛhɛmɑ   dəgg   bɑrɛm  
 gəbət’   məs-ɑrɛ  bɛ-hɛnɛ-hɛmɑ   dəgg   bɑr-ɛ-m  

  
tɛnɛsɑm  jɛhnɛmɑje  jɑr  t’oti   bɛt’ɛfɑge 
tɛ-nɛs-ɑ-m  jɛ-hnɛ-mɑ-je  jɑr  t’ot-I    bɛ-t’ɛf-ɑ-ge 

 

‘Late at night about 2:00 A.M, he went to them naked.’   

008. sɛbim   ɑttɑhəri  ɑntigɛdɛrɛ  ɑməlɛhw  jɛhɑrɛ   
 sɛb-i-m    ɑtt-ɑ-hər-i   ɑnti-gɛdɛrɛ   ɑməl-ɛhw   jɛ-hɑr-ɛ 

 
sub   nɛnnɛ   bɛzɑ   wəssət’  
sub   nɛnnɛ    bɛ-zɑ   wəssət’ 

‘The ladies were expecting him as he was known by this habit.’   

009. ləkk  jənʃʃətɑje  tɛsɛllɑhɛmɑ   kɛmo   bwɑrɛm  
 ləkk  jə-nʃʃət-ɑ-je  tɛ-sɛll-ɑhɛ-mɑ   kɛm-o   bwɑr-ɛ-m 

 
t’oti   ɑbwɛrɛbom  
t’ot-i    ɑ-bwɛr-ɛ-bo-m 

 

‘While he was in the middle of the room, they turned on the light.’   
 

010. jɑbworɑboge    bɛdənbɑtʃ’ɛ   əntʃ’ɛmo  tɛnɛsɑm  ɑzɑn  
 jɛ-ɑ-bwor-ɑ-bo-ge    bɛ-dənbɑtʃ’ɛ    əntʃ’ɛm-o  tɛ-nɛs-ɑ-m   ɑzɑn 

 
‘ɛlɑhu   ‘ɑkbɛr   tɛk’wilbɑje   k’womɛm  
 ‘ɛlɑhu     ‘ɑ-kbɛr  tɛ-k’wil-bɑ-je    k’wom-ɛ-m  

 

‘He was ashamed to be seen naked, so he bowed saying, "Alah is great!"’   

011. ebɛlo   mənu   bwɑrem  
ebɛlo   mən-u    bwɑr-e-m 

  

‘They asked him what he was doing’ 

012.  sɛlɑt   ɛsɛgdu   bɑrɛ 
sɛlɑt   ɛ-sɛgd-u   bɑr-ɛ 

 

‘He told them that he is having ‘Solat’ (a prayer).’  

013. bɛziməsset   jɛmn   sɛlɑt   nɛnnɛ  
 bɛ-zi-məsset   jɛ-mn   sɛlɑt    nɛnnɛ 

 

‘They said what kind of Solat’ was there at that time of night.’  

014. jɛntʃ’əm  sɛlɑt   jəbru   nɛnnɛ  
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jɛ-ntʃ’-m  sɛlɑt   jə-br-u    nɛnnɛ 

He answered, “It’s solat for naked.” 

015.  jɛntʃ’I   sɛlɑt   jəbwru   nɛnnɛ   hutətu 
  jɛ-ntʃ’-i   sɛlɑt  jə-bwr-u   nɛnnɛ   hut-tu  

  
 ɛsɛgd   bwɑrɛn   jəburi 
ɛ-sɛgd    bwɑr-ɛn    jə-bur-i 

 

‘they said "sembady said there is solat for naked"’ 

 
A habit never dies! Once a man went to some place for a visit.  There, they welcomed him warmly.  

They washed his legs, gave his dinner, did everything he needed and took him to sleep.  He noticed 

where the ladies went to sleep.  Late at night about 2:00 a.m, he went to them naked.  The ladies 

were expecting him as he was known by this habit.While he was in the middle of the room, the 

turned on the light.  He was ashamed to be seen naked, so he bowed saying, “Alah is great!”  They 

asked him what he was doing.  He told them that he is having ‘Solat’ (a prayer).  They said what kind 

of solat was there at that time of night.  He answered, “It’s solat for naked 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tale-12: A story concerning the difference of outlook 
 

This story was told by Dilly Awel, January 2010, Butajira, Ethiopia 

 

001. mɛtʃem   əmm  ɑtɑttəge  tɛhetɑ   jɛsɛllɑtʃtʃ  
emɛsərɑ  

 mɛtʃem   əmm  ɑt-ɑtt-ge  tɛ-het-ɑ  jɛ-sɛll-ɑtʃtʃ  e-mɛsər-ɑ 
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 ‘Samtaims mother simse her douter is too young to get married.’ 

002. ənənge   təhɛ  təmɛsərɑ 
 ən-ənge   təhɛ   təmɛsər-ɑ 

 

 ‘she usually asiumes her as a kid.’ 

003. ɑtt  kɛnɛ  jɛzɑ  təhɛ  məss   jətʃ’ok’əsɑje   tʃɛɲɲɛm  
 ɑtt  kɛnɛ  jɛ-zɑ   təhɛ  məss   jə-tʃ’ok’əs-ɑ-je   tʃɛɲɲ-ɛ-m 

   
ɑmɑtetɑ  gɛrɛdɑʃ  nemmənɛ  jəbrojɑ  

 ɑmɑt-etɑ  gɛrɛd-ɑʃ  nemmənɛ  jə-br-o-jɑ  
 

 ‘Men from the village asked her to marry off her girl.’  

004. bɛhi  gɛrɛdɛɲɲɑ  təhɛjɑ   ɑnsɛlɑtʃ  ɑnibhu  təbbər  
 bɛ-hi  gɛrɛdɛ-ɲɲɑ  təhɛ-jɑ   ɑn-sɛl-ɑtʃ  ɑni-bh-u   tə-bbər 

 

 ‘The woman refused to let her daughter marry any one,becous  she is to kid.’  

005. həʃge   gɛrɛd   sɛmɑtʃtʃəm  wɑlɛtəbɑm  jəmmi  
 həʃ-ge   gɛrɛd    sɛmɑtʃtʃ-m  wɑlɛtəb-ɑ-m  jɛ-əmm-i 

 

 ‘The girl heard what her mother told them, but she was unhappy as she really 

wanted to get married.  

006. ɑtt  kɛnɛ  ɑnbər   tətʃtʃɛkre  bɛkwɛlɛlit  ɑrrɛt’ɛtʃtʃəm    
ɑtt  kɛnɛ  ɑnbər   tə-tʃtʃɛkr-e   bɛ-kwɛlɛlit   ɑrrɛt’ɛtʃtʃ-m 

 
tətʃtʃɛkrəm 

 tə-tʃtʃɛkrəm  
 

 ‘One day the girl had a lot of spinach and staffed it into a small pot.’  

007. bɛzɑ  kwɛlɛlit  ənk’wus  bɑrɛtʃtʃəm  təhɛrɑ   təhɛji 
   

 bɛ-zɑ  kwɛlɛlit  ənk’wus  bɑr-ɛtʃtʃ-m  tə-hɛrɑ   tə-hɛj-i  

  
gɛrɛdi   wɛbɛru  

 gɛrɛd-i   wɛ-bɛr-u 

 

 ‘She kip quit and adds the spinach in to the pot.’ 

008. tətk’ɛt’k’  təhɛrɑ   tətk’ɛt’k’  təhɛrɑ   
 tə-tk’ɛt’k’   tə-hɛrɑ   tə-tk’ɛt’k’   tə-hɛrɑ 

 

 ‘She pushed the spinach.’ 

009. tətk’ɛt’k’  əmm   tɑʒnɑ   gɛrɛ  zi   kwɛlɛlit  etʃɛl  
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 tə-tk’ɛt’k’   əmm     tɛ-ɑʒn-ɑ  gɛrɛ    zi   kwɛlɛlit  e-tʃɛl 

 
ɛjɑhɛtɑ   k’ɛlu   jɑsɛlɑ   təbbənɑ  

 ɛj-ɑ-hɛt-ɑ  k’ɛlu   jɑ-sɛl-ɑ    tə-bbən-ɑ 

 

 ‘The mother looked and told her that the pot is too small to hold all the 

spinach.’ 

010. wi  dɑkko     ənk’us  beʃ  ɑʃʃ  ɑnhɑrʃ  kwɛlɛlitm 
 wi  dɑkko      ənk’us  beʃ    ɑʃʃ  ɑn-hɑr-ʃ   kwɛlɛlit-m 

 
jɛgɛrɛdm  təhɛ  k’ɛlnɛt   enɛnn   təbbənɑ  

 jɛ-gɛrɛd-m   təhɛ   k’ɛl-nɛt    e-nɛnn   tə-bbən-ɑ 

 

‘The girl said to her mother, “There is no such thing as a small girl and small 

pot!’  

011. həʃge   wɑlɛtəbɑmo   wɛgwɛɲɲəm   lɛkɑʃʃ    
 həʃ-ge   wɑlɛt-bɑ-m-o   wɛ-gwɛɲɲ-m   lɛkɑ-ʃʃ 

 
sɛmoni   jɛhɛtɛrkən  gɛrɛdɛɲɲɑ       sɛlɑtʃtʃəm  tɑnnəhiru  
sɛmon-i   jɛ-hɛtɛrk-n   gɛrɛd-ɛɲɲɑ   sɛl-ɑtʃtʃ-m   tɑnn-hir-u   

   
bɑrɛtʃtʃ   jəbwri  mɛtʃɛm 

 bɑr-ɛtʃtʃ  jə-bwr-I    mɛtʃɛm 

  

‘Her mother understand that her douter herd about refusal of marege and 

she understud why her douter character becam different.’  

 

 
Samtaims mother simse her douter is too young to get married.’‘she usually asiumes her as a kid.’‘Men 

from the village asked her to marry off her girl.’‘The woman refused to let her daughter marry any 

one,becous  she is to kid.’‘The girl heard what her mother told them, but she was unhappy as she really 

wanted to get married. One day the girl had a lot of spinach and staffed it into a small pot.’ ‘She kip quit 

and adds the spinach in to the pot.’ ‘She pushed the spinach.’ ‘The mother looked and told her that the 

pot is too small to hold all the spinach.’ ‘The girl said to her mother, “There is no such thing as a small 

girl and small pot!’ ‘Her mother understand that her douter herd about refusal of marege and she 

understud why her douter character becam different.’  
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Tale-13: A story concerning that being cooperative may push you down 
 

This story was told by Dilly Awel, January 2010, Butajira, Ethiopia 

 

001. mɛtʃem   bəlt’  bɛsɛb  bətʃtʃɑ   tehɛn   
bɑwrem  nɛnnɛ  

 mɛtʃem   bəlt’  bɛ-sɛb  bətʃtʃɑ   te-hɛn   bɛ-ɑwre-m  nɛnnɛ 

 

 ‘Wise is not only human binges but animals to.’ 

002. dərɛ  sɛwotʃ (bəʒɛ məss)  otʃtʃɑ  wɛt’om  zogɑrɑ  tijɑr  sɛlo 
 dərɛ   sɛw-otʃ(bəʒɛ məss)  otʃtʃɑ  wɛt’-o-m  zogɑrɑ   ti-jɑr   sɛl-o  

 

 ‘Ones up on a time people went out for hunting and got a tiger.’ 

003. zɑ  zogɑrɑ  nɛbs  t’ɛbwɛt’ɛnm   tisɛj    məss   zɛr   
 zɑ  zogɑrɑ   nɛbs  t’ɛbwɛt’-ɛn-m   ti-sɛj     məss   zɛr 

 
jəʃɛmte   sələtʃtʃɑ  t’ɛbbɛt’ɛm  tɛgɛbe   jɑr  

məsso  
jə-ʃɛmt-e   sələtʃtʃɑ           t’ɛbbɛt’-ɛ-m  tɛ-gɛb-e  jɑr   məss-o  

  
sɛwotʃtʃ  jək’ɛt’roɲɲ  jɑssɑdədoɲɲo   ɑttrəfe 

 sɛw-otʃtʃ  jə-k’ɛt’r-oɲɲ       jɛ-ɑs-sɑdəd-oɲɲ-o  ɑt-trəf-e 

 

 ‘They started chasing the tiger. The tiger met someone while he was running. 

He begged the man for help.’  

004. jɛgwetɑ  bɛrrəmɑhɛ  ɑttrəfe  
 jɛ-gwetɑ  bɛrr-m-ɑhɛ  ɑt-trəf-e 

 

 ‘Help me you will get the reward from heaven.’ 

005. əndemno  sɛbotʃtʃi  jəbunhəmu  tɛhetɛloɲɲəm   
jək’ɛt’roɲɲ 

 ənd-e-m-no   sɛb-otʃtʃ-I   jə-bun-həmu   tɛhetɛl-oɲɲ-m    jə-k’ɛt’r-oɲɲ 

  

 ‘People went after me and they are going to kill me.’ 

006. wi  ijjɑ  bɛmn  nɑtrəfhɛ  jəbun   tibun   bɛzi  
 wi  ijjɑ  bɛ-mn  nɑ-trəf-hɛ  jə-bun   ti-bun    bɛz-i 

 
sələtʃtʃɑhɛ  hərɑmɑ  jɛzɛrhɛmɑ  ɛggədmɑhɛ  t’ore  jəbun 

 sələtʃtʃɑ-hɛ  hərɑ-mɑ   jɛ-zɛr-hɛmɑ   ɛ-ggədmɑ-hɛ  t’or-e  jə-bun  
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 ‘The man asked how he could help. The tiger asked the man to put him in his 

sack.’  

007. mɛtʃtʃɛm  zɑ  məss  jɛhn   bɑrɛm   bɛzɑ   
 mɛtʃtʃɛm  zɑ  məss  jɛhn   bɑr-ɛ-m   bɛ-zɑ 

   
sələtʃtʃɑhɛnɑm  ɑgɛdɛm  jɛzɛrhɛmɑ  tʃ’orɛm  tijɑr 
sələtʃtʃɑ-hɛnɑ-m ɑ-gɛdɛ-m  jɛ-zɛrhɛ-m-ɑ  tʃ’or-ɛ-m  ti-jɑr  

  

sɛbotʃ   sɛlo 
 sɛb-otʃ    sɛl-o 

 

‘The man did that and the tiger was able to escape from the hunters.’  

009. ɛrɛ  məsso   bɛzi  emɑ  zogɑrɑ  ɑlfɛm  
 ɛrɛ  məss-o   bɛ-zi   emɑ  zogɑrɑ   ɑlf-ɛ-m 

 

 ‘Hi man did you see tiger?’ 

010. ijjɑ  ɑnɛʒɛhu  emɑw   gɛbew   ɑr  jəbun(əno)  
 ijjɑ  ɑn-ɑʒɛ-hu  emɑ-w   gɛb-e-w  ɑr  jə-bun(əno) 

 

 ‘I didn’t see, I’m going to the market.’ 

011. bɛjzɑ  zogɑrɑ    jɑlɛfɛwhɛmɑ  bɛhɑrɛhɛmɑ  ɑllɛfom  
 bɛj-zɑ  zogɑrɑ     jɛ-ɑlɛf-ɛwhɛ-mɑ  bɛ-hɑrɛ-hɛmɑ   ɑllɛf-o-m 

 
woʃ  jəbun  

 woʃ   jə-bun 

 

 ‘After the hunters left the tiger asked either they passed or not’ 

012. ekk  bwɑrɛn  
ekk  bwɑr-ɛ-n 

 

  ‘He said yes.’   

013. bɛj  fəte  ɑwrədemɑhɛ  
 bɛj   fət-e   ɑwrəd-e-mɑ-hɛ 

 

 ‘Make me free and let me downward.’  

014. fəte  ɑwɛrɛdɛm  
 fət-e  ɑwɛrɛd-ɛ-m 

 

 ‘He make free and put it downward.’ 

015. bɛfwɛtɑnhɛmɑ   tɛnɛsɑm  bɛgunnɛn  tʃ’ənk’ər  
jəbrəwɛ  

 bɛ-fwɛtɑn-hɛ-mɑ   tɛnɛs-ɑ-m  bɛ-gunnɛn  tʃ’ənk’ər  jə-br-wɛ 
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‘After a while the tiger came out of the sack and set on the man’s head.’ 

016. mənu   jɛmən   tɛgunnɛnɛɲɲɑje  wɛt’ɑhɛ  jəbun  
 mən-u    jɛ-mən   tɛ-gunnɛn-ɛɲɲɑ-je  wɛt’-ɑhɛ   jə-bun 

 

 ‘he asked it "why you set at my head"’ 

017. ɛbɛrɑhejɛw  jəbun 
 ɛ-bɛrɑh-e-jɛw   jə-bun 

 

 ‘It said "in order to eat"’  

 
018. wɛ  ɛrɛ  mən  təbɛre   nɛbs  t’ɛbɛt’ɛnɑhɛm   

jɛgwetɑ  
 wɛ  ɛrɛ  mən  tə-bɛr-e  nɛbs   t’ɛbɛt’-ɛ-nɑhɛ-m  jɛ-gwetɑ 

 
bɛrəmɑhɛ  ɑt-trəfe  bɑkɛhəm  ɛhwɑ jɛwɛrohɛm tɛsɑlhɛm  
bɛrəm-ɑhɛ  ɑt-trəf-e bɑk-ɛhəm-ɛhwɑ jɛ-wɛr-o-hɛm tɛ-sɑl-hɛ-m 

 
fɛtɑkhɛm  wɛwɛr   tigebɑhɛ  bɛgunnɛnɛɲɲ   
wɛt’ɑhɛm  
fɛtɑk-hɛ-m  wɛ-wɛr   ti-gebɑ-hɛ  bɛ-gunnɛn-ɛɲɲ   wɛt’ɑ-hɛ-m 

 
təbɛre  ekk  bɛj  tɛwɛbrɑhɛ  jəfte  sɛb  jɛfrədɛnɛ  

                    tə-bɛr-e   ekk  bɛj  tɛ-wɛ-brɑh-ɛ  jə-ft-e  sɛb   jɛ-frədɛ-nɛ 

 

 ‘The man said that he doesn’t deserve to be treated like that after all what he 

has done for him. So the man asked it before you start eating me it is better 

having animal’s judge.’  

019. mwɑnəm  jɛfrədɛnɛ  
 mwɑn-m   jɛ-frədɛ-nɛ 

 

 ‘Anybody can judge us.’ 

020. mwɑ  jɛfrəd  
 mwɑ  jɛ-frəd 

 

 ‘Who can judge?’ 

021. hwetm   k’ɛmɛle  jəfɛrdənohɛmɑ  jəsmɑmo  
 hwet-m   k’ɛmɛle   jəfɛrd-no-hɛmɑ   jə-smɑm-o  

 

 ‘Both said "Ape can judge us"’ 

022. jɛk’ɛmɛleji  wɛrom  
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 jɛ-k’ɛmɛle-ji   wɛr-o-m 

 ‘They went to the Ape.’ 

023. k’ɛmɛle  gwetɑ   jɛʒʃ  sɛbotʃ   jək’ɛt’roje  tijɑsɑdədoj  
 k’ɛmɛle   gwetɑ   jɛ-ɑʒ-ʃ  sɛb-otʃ   jə-k’ɛt’roj-e  ti-jɑsɑdəd-o-j 

 
jɑtɛrfəhɛmɑ  bɛsələtʃɑ  henɑhum  tʃ’orhunəm  

 jɛ-ɑtɛrf-hɛ-mɑ  bɛ-sələtʃɑ  henɑ-hu-m  tʃ’or-hu-nəm  

 

 ‘The man said for the Ape "the tiger approach in my way and asked me to 

prevent him from the hunters who are following him; finally I put it in the 

sack"’   

024. bɑlɛfohɛmɑ  fəte  bɑrem   zəmu  tenɛhwɑ  nəbrɑhɛ  
bɑre  

 bɛ-ɑlɛf-o-hɛmɑ  fət-e  bɑr-e-m  zəmu  tenɛ-hwɑ  nə-br-ɑhɛ  bɑr-e 

 

 ‘After they passed I make it free from the sack and it said “let me eat you” and 

put itself in my head.’ 

025. wɛj  fərədʒdʒəni  wɛj  fərədʒdʒəbi  jəbbenɑ 
 wɛj  fərədʒdʒ-ni  wɛj  fərədʒdʒ-bi  jəbb-e-nɑ  
 

 ‘Judge me or judge on him?’ 

026. ɛ fɛjɑmu  zogɑrɑmi  
 ɛ fɛjɑ-mu   zogɑrɑ-m-i  

 

 ‘The tiger is correct.’ 

027. fɛjɑw  jɑhɛmi  
 fɛjɑ-w   jɑhɛ-m-i 

 

 ‘Yours is correct to.’ 

028. fɛjɑw  ənde  ɑfɛr  wərɛd   təbbun  zogɑrɑji  
 fɛjɑ-w   ənde  ɑfɛr  wərɛd    tə-bbun   zogɑrɑ-ji 

 

 ‘The Ape said to the tiger "could you down from his head"’ 

029. wɛrɛdɛm  bɑfɛr   tʃonɑ  
 wɛrɛd-ɛ-m   bɛ-ɑfɛr   tʃon-ɑ 

 

 ‘It stands on the soil.’ 

030. bɛmnu   bɑnɛ   jɛhɛnɑnɑhɛ   mɛdʒɛmɛrijɑ   təbun  
 bɛ-mn-u  bɑn-ɛ   jɛ-hɛn-ɑn-ɑhɛ   mɛdʒɛmɛrijɑ   tə-bun 

 

 ‘The Ape asked "how was at first"’ 

031. əkkətu   hɛnɑhwunməbɑ  bɑrɛm   zogɑrɑmi  
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 əkk-tu   hɛn-ɑhwunm-bɑ  bɑr-ɛ-m  zogɑrɑ-m-i 

 

 ‘I was like this.’ 

032. jɛhən   bwɑrɛnəm  bujɛnɛm  
 jɛ-hən   bwɑr-ɛn-m  buj-ɛnɛ-m 

 

 ‘It said this and inters to the sack.’ 

033. əkki  hɛnɑhum  əkki  ɑggɛdhum  əkki  təbun  bɑnɛ  jəbbənɑ  
 əkk-i  hɛn-ɑhu-m   əkk-I  ɑggɛd-hum  əkk-I  tə-bun  bɑn-ɛ   jə-bbən-ɑ 

 

 ‘I did like this and tied it like this and so so.’   

034. bɑgwɛdɛnhɛmɑ  fɛjɑ  hɛmɑ  ɑt’bək’m  ɛgwgwudʒ  bɑrɛtʃu 
 bɛ-ɑgwɛd-ɛn-hɛmɑ  fɛjɑ  hɛmɑ   ɑ-t’bək’m  ɛgwgwudʒ  bɑr-ɛtʃu  
 

 ‘The Ape said "you did good, make it tight"’ 

035. bɑgwɛdɛnhɛmɑ  bɛhi  dulɑ  t’ɛbɛt’hɛm  ɑhɛnɛ   bɑrɛtʃu  
 bɛ-ɑgwɛd-ɛn-hɛmɑ  bɛ-hi  dulɑ  t’ɛbɛt’-hɛm  ɑ-hɛnɛ   bɑr-ɛtʃu 

 

 ‘So the tiger got in to the sack; the man tied him. the Ape said "bait it using 

this ‘dulla’."’  

036. ekk  bɛj  men  iwdəhɛ  hɑjj  k’ɛt’k’ət’ni  bɑrɛtʃu jəburi  
 ekk  bɛj  men  i-wdəh-ɛ  hɑjj  k’ɛt’k’ət’-ni   bɑr-ɛtʃu  jə-bur-i  

         

‘She said the man “Now, he is all yours and you can do whatever you like to do.”  The man 
was excited.’‘Wise is not only human binges but animals to.’ Ones up on a time people 
went out for hunting and got a tiger.’ They started chasing the tiger. The tiger met 

someone while he was running. He begged the man for help.’ ‘Help me you will get the 
reward from heaven.’ ‘People went after me and they are going to kill me.’ ‘The man 
asked how he could help. The tiger asked the man to put him in his sack. ‘The man 
did that and the tiger was able to escape from the hunters.’ ‘Hi man did you see tiger?’ 
I didn’t see, I’m going to the market.’ ‘After the hunters left the tiger asked either they 
passed or not’‘He said yes.’ Make me free and let me downward.’  ‘He make free and 
put it downward.’ ‘After a while the tiger came out of the sack and set on the man’s 
head.’ ‘he asked it "why you set at my head"’ ‘It said "in order to eat"’ ‘The man said 

that he doesn’t deserve to be treated like that after all what he has done for him. So 
the man asked it before you start eating me it is better having animal’s judge.’ 
‘Anybody can judge us.’ ‘Who can judge?’ ‘Both said "Ape can judge us"’ ‘They went to 
the Ape.’ ‘The man said for the Ape "the tiger approach in my way and asked me to 
prevent him from the hunters who are following him; finally I put it in the sack"’  ‘After 
they passed I make it free from the sack and it said “let me eat you” and put itself in 
my head.’ Judge me or judge on him?’ ‘The tiger is correct.’ ‘Yours is correct to.’ ‘The 
Ape said to the tiger "could you down from his head"’ ‘It stands on the soil.’ ‘The Ape 
asked "how was at first"’ ‘I was like this.’ It said this and inters to the sack.’ ‘I did like 
this and tied it like this and so so.’ ‘The Ape said "you did good, make it tight"’ ‘So the 
tiger got in to the sack; the man tied him. the Ape said "bait it using this ‘dulla’."’ ‘She 
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said the man “Now, he is all yours and you can do whatever you like to do.”  The man 
was excited.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tale-14: A story concerning the consequence of friendship beyond stage 
 

This story was told by Dilly Awel, January 2010, Butajira, Ethiopia 

 

001. bɛdrɛ  gəze  urbɑ  ənɑ  gotʃɛ  mɛrih   jənɛbro  
 bɛdrɛ  gəze  urbɑ  ənɑ  gotʃɛ  mɛrih   jə-nɛbr-o 

 

 ‘Once up on a time Hyena and Lion were living together.’ 

002. mɛrihɛno  ənk’unɑjɑ  tinɛbr   tinɛbrom  gəzɑt  gɛzum  
 mɛrih-ɛ-no  ən-k’unɑ-jɑ  ti-nɛbr   ti-nɛbr-o-m  gəzɑt  gɛz-u-m 

 

 ‘When they live together they bay things.’ 

003. ɑnbɛsɑ (urbɑ)   borɑ    sihɛm  gotʃɛ   ɛrɑm 
 sihɛm  

 ɑnbɛsɑ (urbɑ)    borɑ     sih-ɛ-m  gotʃɛ   ɛrɑm  sih-ɛ-m  

  
k’unɑ  bet  tinɛbro  tinɛbro       jɛgotʃɛ  ɛrɑm   jətʃ’ɛɲ   

 k’unɑ  bjet  ti-nɛbr-o   ti-nɛbr-o       jɛ-gotʃɛ   ɛrɑm  jə-tʃ’ɛɲɲ  

  

 ‘One day the lion bought an ox, and the hyena bought a cow. After a long time 

the hyena’s cow gave birth’ 

004. jɛgotʃɛ   ɛrɑm   bɛtʃ’ɛɲɲɛhɛmɑ  urbɑji   ijjɑtu 
 jɛ-gotʃɛ   ɛrɑm   bɛ-tʃ’ɛɲɲ-ɛhɛmɑ  urbɑ-ji   ijjɑ-tu 

 
borɑje   tʃ’ɛɲɲɛ  bɑrɛm   jɛrɑmiz     ɑnfwɑ  
wɛsɛdɛm  
borɑ-je   tʃ’ɛɲɲ-ɛ   bɑr-ɛ-m jɛ-ɛrɑm-iz     ɑnfwɑ  wɛsɛd-ɛ-m  
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jeborɑji  food   k’ɛbwɑnɛm  
                     jɛ-borɑ-ji   food   k’ɛbw-ɑ-nɛ-m 

 

 ‘But the lion denied. He said that it’s his oxen that gave a birth and took same 

blood from the cow put on the oxen stomach.’  

005. zəmute  nətʃ’eɲɲəhom   jɑher   bɑrɛm   
ijjɑtu 

 zəmu-te  nə-tʃ’eɲɲ-ho-m  jɛ-ɑher   bɑr-ɛ-m  ijjɑ-tu 

   
borɑ  tʃ’ɛɲɲɛ   bɑrɛm  

 borɑ  tʃ’ɛɲɲ-ɛ   bɑr-ɛ-m  

 

 

006. tɛbɑrɛ   bɛjɑnʒɛ  borɑ   ɑnt’ɛɲɲɛ  tʃ’ɛɲɲɛ  ijjɑt  
 tɛ-bɑr-ɛ   bɛj-ɑnʒ-ɛ  borɑ   ɑn-t’ɛɲɲ-ɛ  tʃ’ɛɲɲ-ɛ   ijj-ɑt  

  
ɛrɑm   fərdɛnɛ  jɛdəbr   ɑwəre 

 ɛrɑm  fərd-ɛ-nɛ  jɛ-dəbr   ɑwəre  
 

 ‘After a little verbal fight; they agreed to take the case to the animals’ court 

and get justice.’  

007. ənəm  jəfrədənɛ  jəbrəm  ɑnbɛsɑ  jɛdəbr   ɑwəre  
 ənəm   jə-frəd-nɛ   jə-br-m   ɑnbɛsɑ   jɛ-dəbr   ɑwəre 

   
jɑt’erɑm  jɑsferəd  

 jɑ-t’er-ɑ-m   jɑs-ferəd 

 

 ‘They called every wild animal and explained the situation.’ 

008. bɛtʃonomɑ  tɛsɛbɛsɛboji  ənəm  tɛsɛbɛsɛbom  ɑj  jɛ  urbɑji 
 bɛ-tʃon-o-mɑ   tɛ-sɛbɛsɛb-o-ji   ənə-m   tɛ-sɛbɛsɛb-o-m   ɑj   jɛ  urbɑ-ji   

 
borɑw   tʃ’ɛɲɲɛ  bohe  ɛrɑm  ɑnt’ɛɲɲɛ  jəburij  

 borɑ-w   tʃ’ɛɲɲ-ɛ   boh-e   ɛrɑm   ɑn-t’ɛɲɲ-ɛ   jə-bur-ij 

  

‘All the wild animals except a monkey were there. As they are more afraid of 

the lion than the hyena, they all reached to a decision that it was the lion’s ox 

that gave birth and that he deserved to have the calf.’  

009. mɛtʃ’ɛrɛʃʃ  mwɑ   jətʃ’eɲ   bɑnk’e  k’ɛmɛle  k’ɛɲɛm  
 mɛtʃ’ɛrɛʃʃ  mwɑ   jə-tʃ’eɲ   bɑnk’e    k’ɛmɛle   k’ɛɲ-ɛ-m  

  
tʃɛɲɲɛm 
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 tʃɛɲɲ-ɛ-m  
 

‘The monkey arrived few minutes after the decision had been made.’  

010. k’ɛmɛle  bɑnk’e  kɛsɛm   tʃɛɲɲɛm  zɑ  urbɑ 
 k’ɛmɛle   bɑnk’e   kɛsɛm   tʃɛɲɲ-ɛ-m   zɑ   urbɑ 

 
mɑtʃɛ   ɑsənn   jɑ  ənguri   tʃɛnom  jɑ 
mɑtʃɛ   ɑsənn   jɑ  əngur-i   tʃɛn-o-m  jɑ  

  
tifɛrdoni  ɑsɛlemɑ  k’ɛɲɛʃəm  jəbl 

 ti-fɛrd-o-n-i  ɑsɛl-e-mɑ  k’ɛɲ-ɛʃ-m  jə-bl  
 

‘The lion asked here angrily about why she wasn’t there earlier.’  

011. mɑtʃebɑ  bɛk’ɛmɛle  jɛ  urbɑ  ɑtəmɑtsbis  ɑfɛrənɑ    
 mɑtʃe-bɑ  bɛ-k’ɛmɛle   jɛ   urbɑ   ɑtəmɑtsbis  ɑfɛr-ənɑ 

   
sɛme  tɛlɛgɛdɛm  wətətu   təsef  bɑnɛhu  təbun 

 sɛme  tɛ-gɛlɛd-ɛ-m  wətətu   tə-sef  bɑn-ɛhu  tə-bun  

 

‘She told them that she was late because the sky and the earth got ripped and 

that she was sewing them.’  

012. zijo  dʒɑmɑ  tɛmɛtʃe  dɛrɛsɛm  ɑfɛr  ənɑ  sɛme   
 zij-o  dʒɑm-ɑ  tɛ-mɛtʃe  dɛrɛsɛ-m  ɑfɛr  ənɑ  sɛme 

 
jɛgɛlɛde  ɑnʃo 

 jɛ-gɛlɛd-e  ɑnʃo  
 

‘The lion shouted at her and asked since when it was possible for the sky and 

earth to be ripped.’  

013. jɑmɑhɛ  tɛmɛtʃe  dɛrɛsɛm  borɑ  tʃ’ɛɲɲɛ  bɑrɛtʃəm  
 jɛ-ɑmɑ-hɛ  tɛ-mɛtʃe  dɛrɛsɛ-m  borɑ  tʃ’ɛɲɲ-ɛ   bɑr-ɛtʃ-m 

 
fɛrɛddɛtom  bɛtʃ’ɛfor  tɛsɛk’rɛtʃ  jəburi  

 fɛrɛdd-ɛt-o-m   bɛ-tʃ’ɛfor  tɛ-sɛk’r-ɛtʃ   jə-bur-i  

 

 ‘She replied saying since and ox started to give birth.’    

014. k’ɛmɛleki  bələt’  bɑnɛm  jɛbəlt’   zɛngɑ   bɛjɑjənt 
 k’ɛmɛle-ki  bələt’  bɑn-ɛ-m  jɛ-bəlt’   zɛngɑ   bɛ-jɑjənt 

 
bəʒʒ  ɑr  jəffɛrd   sub  kɑ  bɛntʃ’ɛt  tɛsɛk’ɛlɛtʃ  

 bəʒʒ  ɑr   jə-ffɛrd   sub  kɑ  bɛ-əntʃ’ɛt  tɛ-sɛk’ɛl-ɛtʃ 
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 ‘It is known that the monkey is wise ;after she give justice japed on the tree.’  

015. jəbrobi   jɛwudo  nɛbɑr   tʃɛrɛtɑ   
bɛdegnɛtnɑ   

 jə-br-o-bi   jɛ-wudo   nɛbɑr    tʃɛrɛtɑ    bɛ-degnɛt-nɑ  

  
təsɛmɑ   nɛbɑn 

 tə-sɛm-ɑ  nɛ-bɑn  

 ‘We were hired such a teal in childhood pored.’ 
A hyena and a lion were friends. One day the lion bought an ox, and the hyena bought a cow. After a 

long time the hyena’s cow gave birth, but the lion denied. He said that it’s his oxen that gave a birth. 

After a little verbal fight; they agreed to take the case to the animals’ court and get justice. They called 

every wild animal and explained the situation. All of the wild animals except a monkey were there. As 

they are more afraid of the lion than the hyena, they all reached to a  decision that it was the lion’s ox 

who gave birth and that he deserved to have the calf. The monkey arrived few minutes after the 

decision had been made. The lion asked here angrily about why she wasn’t there earlier. She told them 

that she was late because the sky and the earth got ripped and that she was sewing them. The lion 

shouted at her and asked since when it was possible for the sky and earth to be ripped. She replied 

saying since and ox started to give birth.    
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Ato Kemal Hamza a teacher (one of My informant) 

 

Sheh Ahmedin Sheh Surur (farmer and merchant he is one of my informant)  
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Ato Fetu Muzeyn and his family (one of my informantes) 

 

Haji Mustefa Beyan(farmer and worker in the Mosque)he is one of my informant 
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Ato  Diliy Awel 

Born in Mesqan Woreda (Dobena Bati Kebele Gebere mahaber)he is fluent in Mesqan and 
Amharic,Merchant and he is one of the main informant. 
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APPENDIXAPPENDIXAPPENDIXAPPENDIX    

        

ɑɑɑɑ    

01. ɑb   N father 

02. ɑbɛ  V give 

03. ɑtʃ’ir ADJ short 

04. ɑtʃɛfwɑnəm V spit  

05. ɑtʃər N fence 

06. ɑfɛr N earth 

07. ɑfɛtɛ V scratch 

08. ɑftoffɛtɛ  V cough 

09. ɑfutɛfwɛtɛ V sneeze 

010. ɑfwɛɲɲɛ  V rest 

011. ɑdʒdʒɛ V sweep 

012. ɑhɛ PN you(SG,FEM) 

013. ɑhu PN you(PL,M)and (polite SG,M) 

014. ɑhəmɑ PN you (PL,F) 

015. ɑga N water 

016. ɑggɛbɑ V married 

017. ɑk’ɛr  N stomach 

 

 

 

 

018. ɑk’k’enm V sick, be… 

019. ɑlemɛt  N tongue 

020. ɑməst  ADJ five 

021. ɑnɑɲɲɛ  N hill 

022. ɑnfu N bird  

a. jɛ-ɑnfu bjet  nest 

023. ɑnfuna N nose 

024. ɑngɑtʃɑ N cat 

025. ɑngɛt  N neck 

026. ɑngɛtʃəl N yoke 

027. ɑnk’əfo N spoon 

028. ɑnk’wɑ N egg 

029. ɑnkhɛnɛ ADJ it is not 

030. ɑnkje  ADJ back                     

031. ɑnnɑt N aunt ‘sisterof mother’ 

032. ɑnsɑbb N uncle ‘brathers of father’ 

033. ɑnsət  ADJ fimale 

034. ɑnʒɛt  N guts 

035. ɑrb N shield 

036. ɑrbɑ ADJ forty 

037. ɑrbɑtt (ɑrbɑmɑtt)  forty one 

038. ɑrbɛsɑ ADJ dirty 

039. ɑrbɛt  ADJ four 

040. ɑrɛngwade ADJ green 

041. ɑrɛt’ɛ  V cut  

042. ɑsɑ N fish 

043. ɑsər ADJ ten 

a. ɑsrɑhwet   twelve 

b. ɑsrɑməst   fifteen 

c. ɑsrɑrbɛt   fourteen 

044. ɑsrɑsɛbɑt   seventeen 

a. ɑsrɑsədəst   sixteen 

b. ɑsrɑsəmut   eighteen 

c. ɑsrɑsost   thirteen 

d. ɑsrɑtt   eleven 

045. ɑsrɑʒɛt’ɛ   nineteen 

Word listWord listWord listWord list    
The word list is organized alphabetically with  the following  order :- Mesqan to English
ɑɑɑɑ,,,,ɛɛɛɛ,,,,i,u,e,o,i,u,e,o,i,u,e,o,i,u,e,o,əəəə,t,t,t,tʃʃʃʃ,t,t,t,tʃʃʃʃ’,d,f,g,g’,d,f,g,g’,d,f,g,g’,d,f,g,gw w w w ,h,h,h,h,h,h,h,hw w w w ,d,d,d,dʒʒʒʒ,k,k,k,k,k,k,k,kw w w w ,k’,k’,k’,k’,k’,k’,k’,k’w w w w ,l,m,n,r,s,,l,m,n,r,s,,l,m,n,r,s,,l,m,n,r,s,ʃʃʃʃ,t,t’,w,j,z ,t,t’,w,j,z ,t,t’,w,j,z ,t,t’,w,j,z 

& & & & ʒʒʒʒ 
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046. ɑsotɑ V smell 

047. ɑssijɛm V sell  

048. ɑʃi PN you(SG,F) 

049. ɑʃet  N spider 

050. ɑt’ebɛt  N finger 

051. ɑt’ɛbw i  V bathe 

052. ɑt’əm N bone 

053. ɑtʃtʃɛ N wood 

054. ɑtmɛrɛ V teach 

055. ɑtt ADJ one  

056. ɑttɑtt ADJ some,certain,several 

057. ɑttɑttəge ADJ sometimes 

058. ɑttəm ADJ no one, nothing 

059. ɑzgɑled N belt ‘for woman’ 

060. ɑʒɛbɛɲɲa  N person of wedding 

061. ɑʒʒɛ V see        

ɛɛɛɛ    

062. ɛddəjɛ N river 

063. ɛdʒ N arm,hand 

064. bɛ - ɛdʒ ‘by hand’  

065. ɛgər N foot  

a. sət’-ɛgər   foot 

     b.   bɛ – ɛgər ‘by foot’  

066.  ɛngwod N others 

067. ɛrɑm  N cow 

a. jɛ-mammo ɛrɑm 

Mammo’s cow 

068. ɛre N cattle 

069. ɛrɛgjim  V throw 

070. ɛrrdʒdʒ N child, son, boy 

071. ɛttɛm N sister  

072. ɛt’e N sheep 

a.   ənəst ɛt’e ‘sheep (female) 

       b.   tɛbɑt ɛt’e ‘sheep (male)’  

iiii    

073. itʃəm ADJ few  

074. ifət N face 

075. imbɑk’je N sɑlivɑ 

076. inbɑ N tear  

077. innɑ PN I(1st PPL) 

078. irɑ ADJ wet 

079. -i DFM thes  

uuuu    

080. urbɑ  N lion 

081. -u     BM is      

eeee    

082. ebɛlo  PN  you somebody, so and so 

083. en  N eye 

gəbt en N pupile 

k’ərrəb N  eyebrow, eyelid, eyelash    

084. ennɛ  V  no 

085. erɛz ADJ light 

086. essɛbɛ V think 

087. ette  V where 

088. etti  V which 

oooo    

089. otʃɑ ADJ hunter 

əəəə    

090. əkki PN such  

091. əkki  əkki  ‘such…such’ 

092. əmɑr  N donky 

093. əmən N stone 

094. əmm N mother 

095. əndodɛrɛ N snake 

096. ənʃəttɑ N women 

097. ənəss  ADJ younger 

100.ənnəm   ADJ all 

098. ənt’ɑr N stick 

099. ənzən N ear 

0100. ətɑbbo N aunt sister of father 

0101. əjjɑ PN I(1stP,SG) 

bbbb    

0102. bɑrɛ V say 

0103. bəʃɑ N  red 
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0104. bələt’  ADJ clever 

0105. bɛnnɑ V eat 

0106. bɛɲɲɛ N thigh  

0107. bɛssɛlɛ V be cooked 

0108. jɛ-bɛssɛlɛ(jəbɛssɛle) V 

ripe 

0109. bɛttɛt  ADJ wide 

0110. bəʒʒ  ADJ many 

0111. bjet N house 

0112. jɛ-bjet ab father of the house 

0113. jɛ-bjet əmm(gɑrɛm 

bjet)mother of the house 

0114. borɑ  N bull ‘ox’ 

0115. bɛ - borɑ ‘by ox’ 

0116. buli ADJ sharp 

0117. but’o N orphan 

bbbbwwww    

0118. bwɑk’əlɑ  N mule 

0119. bɛ - bwɛk’lə ‘by mule’  

tʃ 

0120. tʃɛɲɲɛ V come 

0121. tʃərɛ N worm 

0122. tʃonnɑ V sit 

ttttʃʃʃʃ’’’’    

0123. tʃ’ɛɲɲɛ V give birth ‘animal’ 

0124. tʃ’ɛɲɲɛtʃ V give birth ‘person’ 

0125. tʃ’et N sun 

dddd    

0126. dɑk’ɛ  V lɑugh 

0127. dɑnggɑ N jaw bone(molar 

tooth) 

0128. dɛfɛnɑ N nape 

0129. dəgɛr N fur, hair of head  

a. jɛ-dəggər  ɛtʃɛ   pin which 

holds  

b. the handle of the plow and the 

c. plowshare 

0130. dɛgg N cɑlf 

0131. dəggər N plowshare 

0132. dɛku N mother 

0133. dɛn N belly 

0134. dɛrɛt N chest 

0135. dɛrrɛsɛ  V dance,sing 

0136. djenga N children,boys 

ffff    

0137. fɑntʃ’u N tɑil 

0138. fɛjɑ ADJ good 

0139. fɛrɛz N horse 

0140. fjek’  N goat 

0141. ənəst fek’ ‘goat (female)’  

0142. tɛbɑt fek’ ‘goat (male)’  

0143. fuk’ɛɲɲɛ  V whistle 

0144. fur N rat 

gggg    

0145. gəbətt  ADJ half 

0146. gɛdɛr  ADJ new 

0147. gɛfɑm V push 

0148. gɛli  ADJ cold 

0149. gɛllif  ADJ long 

0150. gɛmmejɛ(gɛmme ) N men  

0151. gənbɑr N forehead 

0152. genʒɛ N waist 

0153. gɛrɛd N girl,daughter 

0154. gəred N girls,daughters 

0155. gɛwwɑ  ADJ fool 

0156. gəzɑt N domestic animal 

0157. gezo N big axe 

0158. giyɛ N dog 

0159. ənəst gijɛ ‘dog (female)’  

0160. tɛbɑt gijɛ ‘dog (male)’ 

0161. gjeggjer V vomit 

0162. gobbe N brother 

0163. goffɑ  ADJ empity 

0164. gogɑ N leather strap which is 

holds  

a. the rods against the oxen’s  
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b. neck, skin 

0165. golɑ N small wooden 

crosspiece  

a. at the top of the yoke           

0166. golodo N knife 

0167. gondɑ N ant  

0168. gottɛtɛ V pull 

0169. gunətʃ’ɛ N chin 

0170. gunnɛn N head 

0171. gurɑ  ADJ  left 

0172. gurɛt N bɑsket 

0173. gurz ADJ old  

0174. gurz  mɛkinɑw  an old car 

ggggwwww    

0175. gwɑdɛnəm V hungary,be… 

0176. gwɛjtɑ N God 

0177. gwɛtʃɛ N hyena 

0178. gwulbɛt N knee 

hhhh 

0179. hɑmsɑ ADJ fifty 

a. hɑmsɑtt 

(hɑmsɑmɑtt)ADJ fifty one 

0180. hɑnno PN he(polite) 

0181. hɑrɛ V know 

0182. hɛbəd N liver 

0183. hənɛ N elbow, arm 

0184. hənnɛmɑ PN they(PL,F) 

0185. hənno PN they(PL,M) 

0186. hiti PN she 

0187. hujɑ ADJ twenty 

a. hujɑhwet ADJ twenty two 

b. hujɑmɑtt( huyatt) ADJ 

twenty one 

0188. huti PN he 

hhhhwwww    

0189. hwet ADJ two 

ddddʒʒʒʒ    

0190. dʒɛf N heel 

0191. dʒɛnədʒin ADJ thick 

0192. dʒərɑf N whip 

0193. dʒufləl ADJ blunt 

kkkk    

0194. kɑnfɑ N wing 

0195. kɛlbɛʒʒo N star 

0196. kɛnfɛr  N mouth,lip 

0197. kɛrɛbo N drum 

0198. kokki N Adam’s apple 

0199. kolɛlit N vessel small 

0200. kumɛlɑ N cap made from hide 

0201. kutɛnɑ N chicken 

kkkkwwww    

0202. kwɛtɛkotɛ V dig 

k’k’k’k’ 

0203. k’ɑlk’ɑl N cactus 

0204. k’ɛbbɛrɛ V plant 

0205. k’ɛtʃ’in AdJ thin 

0206. k’ɛlɛt’ N spear 

0207. k’ɛll ADJ small 

0208. k’ɛɲɲ ADJ right 

0209. k’ɛnn N horn 

0210. k’ərk’ər N rods of the plow 

              which press against  

               the oxen’s neck  

0211. k’ɛt’t’ɛrɛ V kill 

0212. k’inn N buttocks 

0213. k’unɑk’unɑ N 

some,certain,several 

0214. k’unɑm ADJ none 

0215. k’urbe ADJ  near 

0216. k’ut’kut’ ADJ rotten 

k’k’k’k’wwww    

0217. k’wɑtʃɑ N frog 

0218. k’wɛddɑnəm V pour 

0219. k’wɛmɛ V stand 

0220. k’wɛrɛ N navel 

llll    
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0221. ləb  N  heart 

0222. ləbɑs N cloth 

0223. ləko N trouser ‘indigenous’ 

mmmm    

0224. mɑrɛʃɑ N plow/plough 

0225. mɛtʃɛ N when 

0226. mədɑd N plate for baking 

bread 

0227. mɛgɑdɑ N machete 

0228. mək’ɑr N what thing 

0229. mɛlləkɑmm ADJ beautiful 

a. mɛlləkɑmm təhɛ beautiful 

girl 

0230. mɛmr N shoulder 

0231. mən  N what  

a. jɛ-mən N why  

b. jɛ-mənahərge N how many, 

how often 

0232. mənɑjənɛt N whɑt kind 

0233. mɛndɛr N living quarter 

0234. mɛrf N needle 

0235. məss N hasband,man  

0236. məʃt N wife,woman 

0237. met’t’ɛk’ N loin 

0238. metijɛ N grandparents  

‘of father’ 

0239. mɛto ADJ handred 

0240. mezzɛnɛ V count 

0241. mulɑ ADJ full 

mmmmwwww    

0242. mwɑ N who  

a. tɛ-mwɑ N with whom, with 

who  

b. jɛ-mwɑ N whose 

0243. mwɑk’ ADJ hot 

0244. mwɑmwɑn N whom ‘PL’ 

0245. mwɑnɑ N uncle ‘brother of 

mother’ 

0246. mwɛtɛ  V die 

nnnn    

0247. nəb N honey bee 

0248. nəbe N plow beam 

0249. nɛddɛdɛ V  burn  

0250. nɛtʃ’ɛ ADJ  white 

0251. nək’ ADJ elder 

0252. nɛn ADJ up 

0253. nɛnnɛ V has 

0254. nəʃɛ N hill 

rrrr    

0255. ruk’e ADJ far 

ssss    

0256. sankɑ N door 

0257. sɑsɑ ADJ thirty 

a. sɑsɑtt(sɑsɑmɑtt) ADJ 

thirty one 

0258. sɛb N person 

0259. sɛbɑ ADJ seventy 

0260. sɛbɑt ADJ seven 

a. sɛbɑtt(sɛbɑmɑtt) ADJ 

seventy one 

0261. sɛbɛrɛ V broke 

0262. sədəst ADJ six  

0263. sɛtʃ’tʃ’ɛ V drink 

0264. sefwan V sew 

0265. sɛhɑnɑ N ankle 

0266. səlsɑ ASJ sixty 

a. səlsɑtt(səlsɑmɑtt) ADJ 

sixty one 

0267. sɛmɑnjɑ ADJ eighty 

a. sɛmɑnjɑtt(sɛmanjɑmɑtt
) ADJ 

eighty one 

0268. sɛme N heaven 

0269. səmut ADJ eight 

0270. sɛndɑ N knife for the 

 cultural food ‘k’otʃo’  

0271. sɛngɑ N ox 

0272. sənn N tooth 
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0273. sɛr N grass 

0274. sɛrɛbɑ N cɑlf 

0275. sɛrrɛk’ɛ V steal 

0276. sijɛ V buy 

0277. sorɛr N stool 

0278. sost ADJ three 

0279. sotanəm V smell 

ʃʃʃʃ    

0280. ʃɑt N beehive 

0281. ʃɛbe N wedding 

0282. ʃɛkkɛtɛ V make,work 

0283. ʃəm  N name 

0284. ʃemɛ V hide 

0285. ʃɛngobɛt N beard 

0286. ʃɛnnəm V want 

tttt    

0287. tɑggɛdɛ V tie 

0288. tɛbət ADJ male 

0289. tɛggɛdɛrɛ V sleep 

0290. tɛnɑkɛsɛ V fight ‘persons’ 

0291. tɛt ADJ down 

0292. tɛwɑgom V fight ‘animals’ 

t’t’t’t’    

0293. t’ɛbɑ N plain land 

0294. t’ɛbwɛt’ɛ V hold 

0295. t’ɛffər N claw, fingernail 

0296. t’ejɛk’ɛ V ask 

0297. t’ək’ur ADJ black 

0298. t’ɛk’wɛɲɲɛ V hide 

0299. t’ɛlil ADJ clean 

0300. t’ɛnɑk’ɑ N moon 

0301. t’ɛnkɑrɑ ADJ hard 

0302. t’ɛrɛk’ ADJ dry 

0303. t’ubəjɑ N brest 

0304. t’uk’ ADJ narrow 

0305. təhɛ N child, daughter 

wwww 

0306. wɑk’jem V swim 

0307. wə-bɑrɛ V bark 

0308. wɛddɛdɛ V loved  

0309. wɛddɛl ADJ big 

0310. wɛdɛrɛ N rope 

a. jɛ-wɛfɑl wɛdɛrɛ N leather 

strap which 

fastens the beam and the 

plowshare 

0311. wədo ADJ bad 

0312. wɛfɑ N iron ring which 

holds the plowshare to 

 the plow bean 

0313. wɛhɛt N cheek 

0314. wəjɛ N honey 

0315. wɛkkɑ V hit 

0316. wɛmɑre N leather strap 

 used to tie the yoke  

 to the plow beam 

0317. wɛngɛ N local house 

0318. wɛnt N handle of the plow 

0319. wərɛ V go 

0320. wɛrətʃɛ N hip 

0321. wərro N male chicken 

0322. wessɑ N small axe 

0323. wɛt N termite 

0324. wɛt’t’ɛk’ɛ V fall 

0325. wəzɑt N sweat 

jjjj    

0326. jɑlɛk’e N step father 

0327. jɑlɛk’et N step mother 

0328. jɛrɛz ADJ heavy 

zzzz    

0329. zɑngjerɑ N monkey 

0330. zəmb N fly 

0331. zɛt’ɛnɑ ADJ ninety 

a. zɛt’ɛnɑtt(zɛt’ɛnɑmɑtt) 

ADJ ninety one 

0332. zogɑrɑ  N leopard 
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ʒʒʒʒ 

0333. ʒɛt’ɛ ADJ nine 
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